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State geological surveys have a common mission to provide public information on the location, quantity, and quality 
of fossil fuel and mineral resources within each state so as to allow for responsible development and use of identified 
resources. In this period of ever-increasing concern about the availability of energy resources, state surveys have the 
responsibility of providing basic data and interpretations about their state's oil and gas resources. To that end, the Ohio 
and Pennsylvania Geological Surveys have participated with the Appalachian Oil and Natural Gas Research Consortium 
at West Virginia University to gather subsurface information about the Rose Run sandstone reservoir, presently the most 
active exploratory play in the Appalachian Basin. In order to conduct successful exploration, drilling, and production of 
hydrocarbons from the Rose Run sandstone, it is crucial to thoroughly understand the degree of geological heterogeneity in 
this stratigraphic unit. Vertical, lateral, and internal heterogeneities of all scales and complexities control the movement and 
trapping of hydrocarbons in the Rose Run. To predict the spatial distribution of these heterogeneities requires an up-to-date 
understanding of depositional environments and tectonic controls on sedimentary patterns. The Ohio and Pennsylvania 
Geological Surveys are pleased to apply this understanding for the benefit of the oil and gas producers of both states. 
Thomas M. Berg 
State Geologist and Chief 
Division of Geological Survey 
Ohio Department of Natural Resources 
Donald M. Hoskins 
Director and State Geologist 
Pennsylvania Geological Survey 
Department of Environmental Resources 
The Appalachian Oil and Natural Gas Research Consortium is a partnership among two departments and one center at 
West Virginia University and four state geological surveys in the Appalachian basin. Partners include the departments of 
Geology and Geography and Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering at WVU, and the geological surveys in West Virginia, 
Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Kentucky. The Consortium is managed through the National Research Center for Coal and Energy 
at WVU. Organized in 1989, the Consortium's prime objective is to increase the utilization of the petroleum resources in the 
Appalachian basin in an environmentally acceptable manner. To accomplish this, the Consortium has attempted to increase 
research in energy-related areas by creating strong research teams with a broad regional base to compete for research dollars, 
while soliciting the support of industry as well. This publication is one of the products of our initial DOE-funded research 
project designed to measure and predict reservoir heterogeneity in complex deposystems. A research team consisting of survey 
geologists in Ohio and Pennsylvania, actively assisted by geologists in industry, performed all of the research on the Rose Run 
phase of the project. I believe this publication will be a valuable resource for those operators involved in the Rose Run play in 
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The Upper Cambrian Rose Run sandstone of eastern 
Ohio and western Pennsylvania is currently the most ac­
tive exploratory play in the Appalachian basin. Oil and gas 
production results from an interplay of reservoir heteroge­
neities at three scales: 1) megascopic, or global to regional 
scale; 2) mesoscopic, or field to well scale; and 3) micro­
scopic, or thin-section scale. 
Deposition of the Rose Run sandstone occurred as a result 
of a combination of global and regional variations in cli­
mate, geography, sea level, and tectonic movements. The 
arrangement of crustal plates during the Late Cambrian 
had a profound effect on global oceanographic and atmos­
pheric circulation patterns. These in tum affected climate 
and sea level fluctuations around the world. Regionally, 
Rose Run heterogeneities consist of depositional, strati­
graphic, and structural variations. Upper Cambrian rocks 
in eastern North America represent deposition on, or 
adjacent to, a broad rimmed platform of low relief that 
was subject to periodic sea level changes. This resulted 
in a series of complex mixed carbonate-siliciclastic 
sequences, dominated by carbonates, that are difficult 
to predict from well to well or outcrop to outcrop. Much 
of the heterogeneity observed in the Rose Run is related to 
the large variety of depositional processes whose sedimen­
tary products were vertically stacked as interbedded car­
bonate and siliciclastic fades sequences as a result of sea­
level variations across the shallow platform. 
Structural complexities resulting from reactivated 
basement faults affected both deposition of the Rose Run 
and related strata and later development of Upper 
Cambrian reservoirs and traps. Extensional features, such 
as the Rome trough, wrench fault assemblages (cross­
strike structural discontinuities), and tectonic inversion of 
basement faults can be recognized in seismic data and by 
traditional mapping efforts. The eventual effect of these 
structures was to off set strata, create fractures, and provide 
channels for fluid migration through the Lower Ordovi­
cian and Upper Cambrian rocks. However, the single most 
important prominent regional feature associated with Rose 
Run heterogeneity is the Knox unconformity, a major 
erosional surface that truncated the Upper Cambrian and 
Lower Ordovician rocks of eastern North America. 
This feature played a major role in the entrapment of 
hydrocarbons within Cambrian strata of the region by: 
1) juxtaposing Rose Run sandstone reservoirs with
impermeable dolo-stones and shales of the overlying
Middle Ordovician Wells Creek/Shadow Lake interval;
and 2) creating paleotopographic highs, or paleoremnants, 
on the Beekmantown/Mines dolostone that was subjected 
to karstic processes such as dissolution and creation of 
vugs and other cavities that became potential reservoirs. 
At the field to well scale, mixtures of carbonate and sili­
ciclastic rocks are the result of both spatial and temporal 
variability, creating acute and complex reservoir heteroge­
neities. Eight types of reservoir heterogeneity (modified 
from Weber, 1986), occur within the Rose Run and 
Beekmantown/Mines intervals, including: 1) faults; 
2) discrete genetic units; 3) permeability zonation within
genetic units; 4) baffles within genetic units; 5) lamina­
tions and cross-bedding; 6) microscopic textural and
mineralogic variations; 7) fractures, and 8) erosional
truncation and paleotopography.
Each is important locally, on a field-by-field or well-by­
well basis. In addition, the Upper Cambrian rocks of the 
study area consist of several lithofacies consisting of 
various sandstone, dolostone, and mixed dolostone­
sandstone associations. Reservoir heterogeneity types 
are restricted to specific lithofacies, and hydrocarbon 
production within Rose Run and Beekmantown/Mines oil 
and gas fields results from a complex interplay of many 
of the heterogeneity types and their associated lithofacies. 
Cross-bedded and flaser-bedded sandstones, the dominant 
siliciclastic lithofacies in the Rose Run sandstone, has the 
highest reservoir quality observed. Interbedded sandstone 
and dolostone lithofacies exhibit good reservoir quality. 
Bioturbated dolostone and laminated dolostone lithofacies 
generally exhibit poor reservoir quality. 
Five case studies of productive fields in Ohio and Penn­
sylvania indicate that production from Upper Cambrian 
and Lower Ordovician rocks is also associated with six 
possible trapping mechanisms, including: 1) erosional 
remnants; 2) fault-related traps; 3) combination fault­
related and erosional remnants; 4) erosional truncations 
at an angular unconformity; 5) anticlines and plunging 
noses; and 6) updip or lateral pinchouts of fades. The 
major controls of lateral continuity or heterogeneity of 
Beekmantown/Mines dolostone and Rose Run sandstone 
are erosional truncation and paleotopography on the Knox 
unconformity. In general, seismic exploration can play an 
integral role in the understanding of heterogeneity. Use of 
advanced seismic techniques, such as instantaneous phase 
and frequency-attribute processing ofseismic reflection 
data, and vertical seismic profiling (VSP), appears to be 





evaluating zones of vuggy porosity, and diagnosing 
stratigraphic changes and fracturing within a reservoir. 
However, the use of seismic data as a predictive tool is 
limited in certain fields, such as areas of limited drilling. 
On a microscopic scale, heterogeneity in the Rose Run 
s�dstone and adjacent units is reflected primarily by_d1agenet1c changes and by variations in microstructures 
and textural f�atures which affect the oil and gas pro­_ducmg poten�ial of the reservoir rocks. Understanding_the compos1t1on and texture of a sandstone is useful for 
measuri?g and predicting reservoir heterogeneity because 
r�cks w1�h contrasting compositions respond differently to 
diag�nes1s. Rose Run sandstones are predominantly quartz 
aremtes and subarkoses. The four major cementing agents 
include dolomite, clay minerals, quartz overgrowths, and 
feldspar overgrowths; because dolomitization was per­
vasive, dolomite is the dominant cement. Six pore textures 
occur in the rocks, including intergranular, oversized 
moldic, intraconstituent, fracture, and intercrystallin;; 
secondary intergranular porosity is the most abundant 
type. Local dissolution of dolomite and, to a lesser degree, 
feldspars and clays, created good to excellent porosity in 
many of the Rose Run sandstone beds. Hydrocarbon 
�otential is affected by porosity and permeability varia­
tions, clay and dolomite variability, and microfacies 
variability. Sandstones that have significant quantities of 
dolomite cement tend to have high porosities but low 
permeabilities. Sandstones with rare to absent dolomite 
tend to have high porosities and permeabilities, whereas 
sandstones that are poorly sorted, dolomite-rich, and 
interlaminated or interbedded with fine-grained silty 
sandstones have low porosities and permeabilities. The 
rock underwent a long and very complicated burial his­
tory. Diagenetic and compactional attributes acquired by 
the sandstones during burial dictates the distribution of 




The Ohio Division of Geological Survey (ODGS) and 
Pennsylvania Bureau of Topographic and Geologic Survey 
(PTGS) conducted a cooperative two-year multidiscipli­
nary research program designed to measure and predict 
reservoir heterogeneity in the Upper Cambrian Rose Run 
sandstone in those two states. During the initial year of 
research, the team focused on regional-scale approaches to 
defining and describing heterogeneity in this and adjacent 
units. The second year studies concentrated primarily on 
heterogeneities observable and predictible in fields, 
outcrops, well cores, and thin sections. 
The Upper Cambrian Rose Run sandstone, a unit com­
posed of interbedded dolostones and sandstones, has pro­
duced both oil and natural gas in Ohio and Pennsylvania 
since the mid-1960' s. Since 1961 more than 2,000 wells 
have been drilled in the two states in the search for 
exploitable hydrocarbons in the Lower Ordovician and 
Upper Cambrian Knox Dolomite, of which the Rose Run 
is a part. Today, drilling of the Rose Run sandstone and 
overlying Beekmantown/Mines interval of eastern Ohio 
is the most active exploratory play in the Appalachian 
basin. 
Many geologic factors affect the occurrence and produci­
bility of oil and natural gas in the Rose Run sandstone. 
Among the more important factors are: 1) depositional 
setting; 2) stratigraphy; 3) regional and local structural 
variations; 4) development of a major erosional surface 
on the rocks during the Early and Middle Ordovician, 
the Knox unconformity; 5) lithofacies variations within 
the rocks; 6) and the diagenetic history of the formation, 
including development of cements and modification of 
porosity during a 500 million-year history of burial, uplift, 
and fluid migration. The proximity of folded and faulted 
rocks to the Knox unconformity surf ace has produced a 
paleotopography on the underlying rocks that helps con­
trol reservoir potential. 
Fifteen cores, hundreds of geophysical logs, and data from 
numerous seismic surveys were evaluated in the two states 
during this study. A network of interlocking stratigraphic 
cross sections was constructed that illustrates the regional 
stratigraphic and structural relationships of Precambrian 
rocks to the top of the Upper Ordovician Trenton Lime­
stone. These cross sections aided in evaluating basin archi­
tecture during the Late Cambrian to Middle Ordovician, 
and its relationship to deposition, erosion, and tectonic 
deformation of the Rose Run sandstone. An isopach map 
of the Rose Run sandstone, and structure maps on the 
Knox unconformity and Rose Run sandstone, reveal the 
complex interplay of tectonics and basin development on a 
regional scale. 
Examination of the 15 cores, and three outcrops in central 
Pennsylvania, revealed that the Rose Run interval com­
prises a complex sequence of interbedded dolostones and 
sandstones. Some beds are cross-bedded or flaser-bedded 
quartz arenites or subarkoses, and some are dolostones 
composed of ooids, thrombolitic algal mounds and 
laminae, and rip-up clasts. Others are mixtures of these 
major lithofacies. Eight different types of reservoir 
heterogeneity, previously defined and adapted to this 
study, appear to be restricted to specific lithofacies. 
Reprocessing of available seismic data revealed that 
attribute processing steps not commonly used by Rose 
Run investigators made dramatic improvements in the 
quality and interpretation of the data. Phase rotation of 
seismic data for attribute analyses resulted in a higher 
degree of correlation of synthetic seismograms generated 
from geophysical logs. Color area plots of certain data 
forms is advantageous in locating stratigraphic anomalies, 
fracturing, and possible hydrocarbon presence in the 
reservoir rocks. Modeling of vertical seismic profiling 
(VSP) data indicates that zones of vuggy porosity can be 
recognized on seismic data as an increase in amplitude on 
the reflector of the Beekmantown/Mines dolostone, which 
lies on the Rose Run sandstone and commonly forms 
paleorernnants beneath the Knox unconformity. Modeling 
of VSP data also shows that the presence of gas in the 
Rose Run sandstone might cause a four percent decrease 
in seismic velocity within the unit. This in tum results in 
a ten percent reduction of acoustic impedance, indicating 
that this variation might be a good diagnostic tool in 
predicting hydrocarbons in the reservoir. 
A study of 199 thin sections from the 15 cores and three 
outcrops revealed that the Rose Run sandstone consists 
of individual quartz and feldspar grains cemented by 
dolomite, clay minerals, and overgrowths of quartz and 
feldspar. Dolomitization was pervasive in the unit, and it 
has obliterated nearly all of the original carbonate textures. 
Dolomite is the most important cementing mineral in the 
Rose Run sandstone, and it plays an important role in 
porosity and permeability variations. Local dissolution 
of dolomite and feldspars created good to excellent 
porosity in many of the Rose Run sandstone beds and 
laminae. However, thin interbedded dolostones, dolomitic 
sandstones, and thin shale beds created barriers between 





This report summarizes the work accomplished during a 
two-year cooperative study between the Ohio Division of 
Geologic Survey (ODGS) and the Pennsylvania Bureau 
of Topographic and Geologic Survey (PTGS) on the 
identification and description of the reservoir heterogene­
ity of the Late Cambrian Rose Run sandstone in Ohio 
and Pennsylvania (Figure 1). This report also includes 
discussions of the reservoir potential of the Beekmantown 
dolomite of Ohio (Mines Member of the Gatesburg 
Formation in Pennsylvania) because of their similar 
trapping mechanisms and the importance of the strati­
graphic relationship between these two units. Together, 
the Rose Run and Beekmantown have produced over 
33 billion cubic feet (bet) of gas and 750,000 barrels of oil 
(bbl) in Ohio since the first production from the Rose Run 
in 1965. Most of the drilling activity has occurred since 
1986 (Figure 2). 
This is currently the most active exploratory play in the 
Appalachian basin. Drilling statistics collected by the 
Ohio Division of Oil and Gas indicate a rapid increase in 
drilling for Rose Run hydrocarbons since 1986 (Figure 2). 
Projections for 1992 point to approximately 125 Rose 
Run penetrations. Exploratory activity has also increased 
significantly away from the main producing areas in 
Coshocton, Holmes, and Tuscarawas Counties into 
Muskingum County and most counties along the subcrop 
beneath the Knox unconformity in Ohio. New discoveries 
yielding production from deeper units in the Knox Group 
and Rome Formation also have 
kept interest high in the Rose 
Run in these areas. Significant 
amounts of commercial hydro­
carbons from wells in both 
STLCIYAlltA 
states make it a .viable target for 
continued exploitation through­
out the region. To date, 99 per­
cent of the Rose Run drilling 
activity has taken place in Ohio, 
and with the exception of two 
wells in northwestern Pennsyl­
vania, all of the productive wells 
occur in Ohio. One well in 
south-central Kentucky had a 
significant show of gas in the 
Rose Run but was never put on 
Figure 1. Location of the Rose Run study area. 
The typical Rose Run sandstone in the subsurface of 
eastern Ohio and western Pennsylvania consists of a 
heterogeneous series of quartz or feldspathic arenites 
of variable porosity and permeability, interbedded with 
mostly impermeable dolostones. 
The interval of the Rose Run occurs within the Knox 
Dolomite of Ohio and Kentucky, and within the upper 
portion of the Gatesburg Formation of Pennsylvania 
(Figure 3). The Knox Dolomite in eastern Ohio is a Lower 
Ordovician and Upper Cambrian unit that is laterally 
equivalent with, from top to bottom, the lower portion 
of the Beekmantown Group (Lower Ordovician) and the 
Mines, upper sandy, and Ore Hill members of the 
Gatesburg (Upper Cambrian). Because the Knox and 
Gatesburg are not completely correlative, extensive use 
of these terms can cause considerable confusion. To 
eliminate confusion the term Rose Run is used through­
out the report. 
The Knox Group and Gatesburg Formation consist 
primarily of dolostones but include important beds and 
facies of sandstone, limestone, and evaporites that occur 
in mappable areas of the basin. Throughout much of the 
Appalachian basin a regional erosional surf ace called the 
Knox unconformity truncates the tops of 'these formations, 
and their correlatives in other states. The paleotopographic 
surface of the unconformity includes remnants of 
relatively higher relief (paleoremnants) that are primarily 
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ROSE RUN DRILLING ACTIVITY 
1981 - 1991 
140 - ·---- -----
120 -+-- -
100 -+- --------
150 years, beginning with the first geological surveys of 
New York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia. However, these 
rocks have remained virtual enigmas until only recently. 
Stratigraphic studies dominated earlier works, but they. 
tended to confuse, rather than enlighten because nomen­
clature was drawn from many different areas, some as far 
away as the Mississippi Valley area (for example, Fettke, 
1948). Summaries of older work can be found in Calvert 
(1962) and Janssens (1973) for Ohio, Wagner (1966b, 
1966c, 1976) for Pennsylvania, McGuire and Howell 
(1963) for Kentucky, Flagler (1966) and Rickard (1973) 
for New York, and Markello and Read (1981, 1982), 
Mussman and Read (1986), Pfeil and Read (1980), and 
Read (1980, 1989) in Virgina. 
Freeman (1949) first used the name Rose Run sandstone, 
placing the unit in the Elvins Group of the Ozarks and 
correlating it with the Davis Member of the Elvins. 
81 82 83 84 85 88 87 88 89 90 91 
Year 
II D Total • Productive 
Figure 2. Summary of Rose Run drilling activity in Ohio, 1981 
to 1991, (from McConnac, 1992). 
responsible for creation of the Rose Run reservoirs. The 
juxtaposition of folded and faulted sandstone and dolo­
stone beds, and 
classic angular 
truncation of 
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McGuire and Howell (1963) considered the Rose Run to 
be the oldest submember of the Chepultepec Dolomite 
Member (lowermost dolostone of the Beekmantown 
Formation), and used it to subdivide the Knox Dolomite 
Group into a lower Copper Ridge Formation and an upper 
Beekmantown Formation. 
Calvert (1962) correlated the Sauk sequence (Mt. Simon 
Sandstone to Knox Dolomite interval) where it crops out 
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described in Figure 3. Generalized correlation diagram for Cambrian and Ordovician rocks in Ohio, Pennsylvania, and 
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to a well drilled to the Precambrian in Fayette County, 
Ohio. Based upon these correlations, he adopted the 
stratigraphic nomenclature used in Tennessee, Kentucky, 
and Virginia (Figure 4). 
Wagner (1961) attempted to establish a workable 
nomenclature for Cambrian and Ordovician sequences in 
northwestern Pennsylvania where different nomenclatures 
used in Ohio, New York, and central Pennsylvania seemed 
to converge. He eventually (Wagner, 1966a-c, 1976) 
adopted the central Pennsylvania nomenclature of Kay 
(1944), Wilson (1952), and others for the majority of 
rocks in western Pennsylvania. 
Janssens (1973), in a detailed stratigraphic study of the 
Cambrian and Lower Ordovician rocks in Ohio, recog­
nized the Rose Run as a mappable unit in the subsurface 
in eastern Ohio, but did not attempt to name it formally 
(Figure 4). He recognized the Beekmantown, Rose Run, 
and Copper Ridge as informal units within the Knox 
Dolomite. 
More recently Shearrow (1987) conducted a study of the 
Cambrian and Lower Ordovician focused in northwestern 
Ohio. He correlated his work into Michigan and agreed 
with Fettke (1948) in the use of Upper Mississippi Valley 
terminology for the Cambrian and Lower Ordovician 
section (Figure 4). 
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of cores from Ohio comprised the major contributions 
of Baker (1974), Heald and Baker (1977), NuCorp 
Energy Company (1977), Atha (1981), Enterline 
(1991), and Reservoirs, Inc. (1992). In addition, Smith 
(1969) reported on the petrography and porosity 
relationships in the Gatesburg Formation of central 
Pennsylvania. 
Current Methods of Study 
Methods and techniques applied to aid in predicting 
the heterogeneity of the Cambrian Rose Run sandstone 
reservoir include: 1) well-log correlation and interpre­
tation; 2) descriptions of numerous cores (Figure 5) 
�nd drill cuttings; 3) cross section generation; 
4) construction of structure, isopach, lithostratigraphic,
and paleotopographic maps; 5) petrographic analysis;
6) X-ray diffraction studies; 7) scanning electron
microscopy; 8) porosity and permeability analyses;
9) mechanical well logging; and 10) reprocessing,
modelling, and analysis of seismic data obtained in
Ohio (Figure 6). See Appendix I for a complete
description of the methods employed in this study.
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ROSE RUN SUBCROP 
Figure 7. Map of producing fields and pools in the Rose Run sandstone and Beekmantown/ 
Mines dolomite. 
5_ 
Although oil had been found in Cambrian rocks of Ohio 
in limited quantities prior to 1900, the discovery of oil near 
Tiffin, Pleasant Township, Seneca County in 1909 initiated 
a small flurry of activity throughout much of the central 
part of the state (Dolly and Busch, 1972). Between 1909 
and 1938 Cambrian oil production was characteristically 
small, with initial potentials (IP' s) of 25 to l00 barrels of 
oil per day (bopd), accompanied by produced brines. By 
1940 the Cambrian section had virtually fallen into 
disfavor with the Ohio oil and gas industry. 
A resurgence of interest in the potential reservoirs in the 
Cambrian section occurred in the early 1960's due to 
significant discoveries in Ontario and Ohio. Discovery 
of the Gobles oil field in Cambrian sandstones of Oxford 
County, Ontario restimulated interest in this portion of the 
geologic section in 1960. A year later United Producing 
Co. completed the #1 Orrie Myers well in Canaan Town­
ship, Morrow County, Ohio. According to Dolly and 
Busch (1972, p. 2336), this well was completed in a 
123-feet section of vuggy dolostone with an open flow
of 200 barrels of 39' API gravity oil between 2,908 and
3,031 feet. Ultimate recoverable reserves were estimated
as high as 800,000 barrels of oil (bo). This discovery set
off such an understandable flurry of
interest in the Cambrian rocks of
Morrow County and adjacent areas
that between 1961 and 1964 a total
of 1,610 wells were drilled in search
of exploitable reserves; 1,340 wells
were drilled in 1964 alone. So many
wells were drilled, many at such
close spacing and with so little
regard for conservation, that the
Ohio Division of Mines (regulatory
predecessor of the Ohio Division of
Oil and Gas) had to adopt new oil
and gas regulations.
The discovery well for the Rose Run 
sandstone in Ohio, the Kin-Ark 
# 1 Reuben Erb well, was drilled in 
1965 in Clark Township, Holmes 
County. It penetrated 110 feet of the 
Rose Run and was completed with 
an initial daily production rate of 2.1 million cubic feet of 
gas per day (MM cf gpd) and 10 barrels of oil (bbl). After 
the first six years of production, this well had produced 
approximately 831 MMcfg (Janssens, 1973); it produced 
about 3,432 bo and 1.9 billion cubic feet of gas (Bcf g) 
between 1975 and 1992. 
During this period, the excitement of the Ohio Cambrian 
play spread to neighboring states. In northwestern 
Pennsylvania the Cambrian had been tested as early as 
1941, but without success. Sporadic drilling between 1941 
and 1963 resulted in thirteen wells in western and central 
Pennsylvania, but none of these had more than small 
shows of oil and/or natural gas. With the excitement over 
Cambrian production in Ohio as a spur, Pennsylvania's oil 
and gas industry, particularly Transcontinental Petroleum 
Corp. and James Drilling Co., initiated drilling programs 
that eventually resulted in 22 wells drilled between 1963 
and 1966. Of these, two wells produced hydrocarbons and 
several others had "significant shows" of hydrocarbons. 
The first successful well, the Transamerican Petroleum 
# l Scull, drilled in Spring Township, Crawford County in 
1964, had an untreated open flow of 2.59 MMcfgpd and 
6 barrels of condensate per million cubic feet of gas from 
the interval 6,308 to 6,311 feet. The well was produced 
with high back pressure for 18 months. The well was then 
shut in for two months, and when it was reopened the flow 
of hydrocarbons had been replaced by water. The total 
production from the well was 190 MMcfg and 1,100 
barrels of condensate (Harper and others, in press). 
Since 1966, only 18 additional Cambrian tests have been 
drilled in Pennsylvania with only two successes, one 
produced from the Beekmantown/Mines interval and the 
other from the Ordovician Beekmantown Group (see 
Figure 3 for the distinction between these units). Several 
wells were drilled in central and eastern Pennsylvania as 
unsuccessful tests of the Eastern Overthrust Belt. 
Interest in Cambrian production occurred once again in the 
late 1970' s and 1980' s as a result of higher prices for both 
oil and natural gas, and the discovery of some very high­
reserve wells. This interest continues today as Ohio 
drillers put down record numbers of holes. From 1981 
until 1991 the increase in drilling for Cambrian prospects 
has been three fold (Figure 2). Of 387 wells drilled to 
the Rose Run in Ohio during the period 1987�1990, 
107 (28 percent) were considered productive, Unproduc-
tive Cambrian wells are commonly plugged back and 
treated in either the Lower Silurian Clinton/Medina 
sandstones or the Mississippian Berea Sandstone. During 
that same period, only five Cambrian tests were drilled 
in northwestern Pennsylvania, and all wells were plugged 
back and completed in the Medina Group. Cambrian (and 
Lower Ordovician) fields and pools discovered so far in 
the study area are shown in Figure 7. 
Difficulties in exploration and production of the Rose Run 
is primarily to reservoir heterogeneity caused by erosional 
truncation and paleotopography on the Knox unconform­
ity. Exploration techniques vary among operators. Many 
drillers simply lease enough land to drill a well, knowing 
that if the Cambrian proves· unsuccessful the well can be 
plugged back and completed in the Lower Silurian 
Clinton/Medina section. The more serious investigators 
use subsurface mapping, seismic surveys, gravity, and 
magnetics to explore for subtle reservoirs and traps 
containing Rose Run hydrocarbons. These techniques have 
worked successfully in Ohio during the past decade, and 
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Heterogeneity of the Rose Run Sandstone 
The interval of the Rose Run sandstone exhibits hetero­
geneity primarily at three scales: 1) megascopic, that 
is, it varies lithologically and structurally over a wide 
geographic extent because of regional-scale influences 
in depositional setting and tectonic deformation; 2) meso­
scopic, in the sense that within a field, outcrop, or single 
well there is considerable lithologic variability both 
laterally and vertically within the section, and these are 
strongly modified by structural and paleotopographic 
anomalies; and 3) microscopic due to local- to regional­
scale variations in composition and diagenesis. 
Most of the work done on this project during the first year 
(FY 1991) consisted of examination of the megascopic 
heterogeneities of the Rose Run sandstone. This work 
concentrated on global (paleogeographic and plate 
tectonics), continental (Laurentian paleogeography and 
depositional setting), and regional (Ohio and Pennsylva­
nia) perspectives. Second year (FY 1992) studies concen- · 
trated primarily on heterogeneities observable and 




Reservoir heterogeneity of the Rose Run sandstone results 
from a complex set of factors which include: 1) global 
tectonic patterns and their effect on oceanic and atmo­
spheric circulation patterns; 2) variable depositional 
settings and their associated lithofacies; 3) development of 
the Knox unconformity and Rose Run subcrop during the 
Early and/or Middle Ordovician; and 4) regional tectonic 
influences and associated structural controls. The Rose 
Run sandstone can be seen as a mixed carbonate­
siliciclastic depositional sequence within a very thick 
carbonate-dominated unit. Discussions of megascopic 
. heterogeneity for the Rose Run sandstone can not be 
adequately desc_ribed without examining the entire Knox 
Dolomite in Ohio and Gatesburg Formation in Pennsylva­
nia, and placing them within the perspectives of their 
regional depositional setting and tectonic deformation. 
Therefore, discussions of the Rose Run sandstone 
necessarily include discussions of the underlying and 
overlying rock units. 
� EXPOSED LANO IOOOICN 
Figure 8. Generalized paleogeography and depositional setting 
of the Laurentian plate during the Late Cambrian (modified 
from Dott and Batten, 1976). The present landmass config­
uration, shown by dotted lines, and the outlines of Ohio and 
Pennsylvania are shown for orientation. 
Global Perspective 
Paleogeography, Provenance, 
and Plate Tectonics 
During the Late Precambrian and Early Paleozoic, Ohio 
and Pennsylvania were part of a large crustal plate, called 
Laurentia, that occupied a position straddling the equator. 
Laurentia as illustrated in Figure 8 includes the continental 
shelf and parts of the continental slope and rise. The major 
land mass of Laurentia included what is now called the 
Canadian Shield and, according to some reconstructions, 
the Transcontinental Arch. In Figure 8 the Transcontinen­
tal Arch is shown as a peninsula and a series of islands. 
The probable configuration of the Late Cambrian-Early 
Ordovician crustal plates is shown in Figure 9. The Iapetus 
Ocean seems to have originated in the Late Precambrian, 
between 650 and 570 Ma, when the northwestern margin 
7 
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Figure 9. Global Late Cambrian plate tectonic reconstruction (modified from Scotese and 
McKerrow, 1991). Continents include Baltica (B), Gondwana (G), Kazakhstan (K), 
Laurentia (L), and Siberia (S). Seas include the lapetus (I) and Paleotethys (P) Oceans. 
Recycled orogenic sands 
continued to be deposited 
throughout much of the Late 
Cambrian, but by that time 
they were mixed with the shelf 
carbonates that eventually 
dominated sedimentation on 
the shelf. Sandstone suites 
from the central and eastern 
United States are mostly 
quartzose, reflecting their 
origin from tectonically 
stable portions of the craton 
(Dickinson and others, 1983; 
Figure 11). 
Clastic petrofacies are 
distinctive detrital suites that 
of the Baltic plate rifted away from the southern margin 
of Laurentia (in terms of modern cardinal directions, the 
southern margin of Baltica and the eastern margin of 
Laurentia-Scotese and McKerrow, 1991; Figures lOA, 
lOB). At that time the southern margin of Laurentia, 
including the continental shelf area that would 
eventually become Ohio and Pennsylvania, became 
a passive continental margin. 
During the Early and Middle Cambrian the Grenville 
rocks in much of what is now the study area of 
eastern Ohio and western Pennsylvania remained 
exposed to erosion. Sedimentary and metasedimen­
tary rocks lithified from Early Cambrian elastic 
sediments occur only in central and eastern Pennsyl­
vania, and most of the Middle Cambrian rocks lie in 
the eastern three-fourths of Pennsylvania. Deposition 
of basal orogenic sands on the Precambrian 
unconformity in Ohio and western Pennsylvania 
began late in the Middle Cambrian as sea level rose 
and/or the southern margin of Laurentia subsided in 
response to the weight of increasing amounts of 
sediment. 
During the Early or Middle Cambrian an aulacogen, 
the Rome trough, formed along the southern margin 
of the exposed land mass of Laurentia. Harris ( 1978) 
described the Rome trough as the failed arm of a 
triple junction, extending from the Mississippi 
embayment through Kentucky to Pennsylvania, and 
into New York. The aulacogen probably originated 
on incipient Precambrian crustal-block faults derived 
from stresses during opening of the Iapetus Ocean. 
reflect the tectonic setting of their source area (Miall, 
1984). Understanding the provenance of a sandstone's 
framework is useful for measuring and predicting 
reservoir heterogeneity because rocks with contrasting 
detrital compositions," ... respond differently to 
Lourentlo Gondwono 













Figure 10. Diagramatic model of the plate tectonic history of the study 
area from Late Precambrian to Middle Ordovician. The model is based 
in part on Dietz, 1972. 
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Figure 11. Paleotectonics and sandstone provenance in North America 
(modified from Dickinson and others, 1983). A. Paleotectonic map 
showing locations of sandstone suites for Late Precambrian to Middle 
Ordovician time. H (on Lake Erie)-Hammennill Paper Co. #2 Fee well, 
Erie County, PA. B. Ternary sandstone composition diagrams. QFL (left) 
and QmFLt (right) indicate most North American sandstone suites contain 
quartzase frameworks indicating their derivation 
from the stable craton. Some suites in different area 
have more feldspathic frameworks indicating a 
continental block provenance transitional between 
basement uplift and cratonic sediment sources. Rose 
Run and Conasauga/Gatesburg Lower Sandy 
sandstones fall into this latter category. 
diagenesis, and thus display different trends of 
porosity reduction with depth of burial" 
(Dickinson and Suczek, 1979, p. 2164). 
Dickinson and Suczek (1979) found that the 
modal quantities determined from thin-section 
point-count data were useful for diagnosing the 
tectonic setting of sandstone source areas. They 
recognized three general groups of provenances 
and their derivative sandstone suites: 1) conti­
nental block; 2) magmatic arc; and 3) recycled 
orogen. Detrital sources on continental blocks 
are shields and platforms, or faulted basement 
blocks. Island arcs or active continental margins 
provide the magmatic arc sandstone suites. 
Sources of sediment in recycled orogens are 
deformed and uplifted strata in subduction 
zones, along collision orogens, or within 
foreland fold-thrust belts. In North America, most 
Cambrian to mid-Ordovician sandstone suites 
reflect provenances within the continental block. 
Based on thin-section point-count data acquired 
during this study, the quartz arenites and 
subarkoses in the Rose Run sandstone all reflect 
a continental block provenance, specifically a 
source in the craton interior (Figures 11 and 12). 
The sandstones are compositionally mature and 
reflect their origin from crystalline Precambrian 
shield complexes and overlying platform rocks 
(Miall, 1984). The presence of feldspathic 
sandstones suggest that some basement uplift, 
with greater relief than land areas of the craton, 
supplied sediments to the passive margin of 
southern Laurentia. Potassium feldspar is abundant 
and widespread in the uppermost portions of the 
two principal Precambrian basement terranes of 
Ohio (Lidiak and Ceci, 1991), Potassium feldspars 
are substantially more abundant in older Cambrian 
sandstone (Pettijohn and others, 1973; Janssens, 
1973). Sandstones in the Lower Sandy member in 
the Hammermill well are subarkoses and arkoses 








Figure 12. QFL (quartz. feldspar, lithics) diagram with provenance types 
The upper portion of the compositional diagram for classifying sandstones 
(from Pettijohn and others, 1973) is to the upper right. Rose Run sandstones 
from the #2 Hammennill well are quartz arenites and subarkoses derived 
from the interior craton. Kerbel/Lower Sandy sandstones fall, in part, into 
the transitional continental field of the continental block provenance. 
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Figure 13. Paleoceanography ofearth during the Late Cambrian 
(modifiedfrom Wilde, 1991). A-Southern hemisphere summer and 
northern hemisphere winter. B-Northern hemisphere summer and 
southern hemisphere winter. Continents and seas are the same as those 
in Figure 9. Surface currents include north and south polar (NP and 
SP), north and south subpolar (NSP and SSP), north and south tropical 
(NI and ST), north and south equatorial (NE and SE), and monsoonal 
counter (M) currents. Oceanic and atmospheric high pressure cells are 
designated H. 
Much of the sand apparently accumulated around the land 
mass, whereas most of the carbonates accumulated in the 
shallow waters of the shelf (Figure 9). Mixing of these 
sediments occurred during cyclical sea level changes. 
Movement within the Rome trough continued, thereby 
continuing to affect deposition (see Rose Run Structure 
below). By the end of the Cambrian, deposition of quartz 
sands had almost ceased, whereas the deposition of 
carbonates continued unabated. 
The Iapetus Ocean continued to widen by mid-ocean 
rifting until sometime during the Early or Middle 
Ordovician (Figures lOC-E). According to Scotese and 
McKerrow (1991, p. 273), a former transform boundary in 
the ocean converted to a subduction zone and the lapetus 
began to narrow. Previous workers (for example, Dewey 
and Bird, 1970) indicated that subduction was to the 
southwest, with Laurentia overriding the oceanic crust of 
Gondwana. More recent investigations, however, suggest 
that subduction actually occurred when the oceanic crust at 
the northeastern margin of the A valonian belt, itself a 
fragment of the Gondwana plate, broke off and began to 
override the southern margin of Laurentia (Figure 9), 
forming an island arc (Rodgers, 1987; Scotese and 
McKerrow, 1991). 
The continental shelf of Laurentia buckled during the 
initial period of plate collision (Figure lOF). It was 
block faulted, folded, and regionally uplifted 
(Mussman and Read, 1986), initiating a period of 
erosion that beveled progressively older rocks and 
sediments from south to north (present east to west). 
This regional erosional surface, called the Knox 
unconformity, is characterized by erosional relief 
(subtle to modest paleotopography, with some 
monadnocks), and localized structural relief as well 
in the form of anticlinal flexures and block faulting. 
This surface was subsequently drowned during a 
higher stand of sea level in the Middle Ordovician. 
Deposition of post-Knox sediments include basal 
elastics and carbonates deposited on the margin of 
the foreland basin, toward the continental interior 
(Mussman and Read, 1986). 
During the later Middle and early Late Ordovician 
the continental shelf returned to relatively stable 
conditions, accumulating shelf carbonates in large 
quantities. These carbonates mixed with elastic muds 
and occasional bentonites from recurrent tectonic 
disturbances originating from the convergence of 
Laurentia with the island arc, especially during the 
very early part of the Late Ordovician. These 
disturbances culminated in the Late Ordovician 
Taconian orogeny when Laurentia collided with the 
island arc, forming the first App_alachian mountains. 
Paleoceanography and Paleoclimatology 
The global configuration of the planet during the Cambrian 
is speculative because of the absence of a global standard 
for Cambrian biostratigraphy, lack of reliable paleomag­
netic data, and uncertainty about the absolute age of the 
Precambrian/Cambrian boundary (Scotese and McKerrow, 
1991). The global configurations shown in Figures 9 and 
13 are for latest Cambrian and are based on earliest 
Ordovician configurations. The following discussion on 
paleoceanography is derived from an excellent paper by 
Wilde (1991), and readers interested in a more complete 
presentation of the subject are urged to consult this refer­
ence. The discussion on paleoclimatology is based on 
interpretation of Figure 9 using standard meteorological 
and climatological concepts. Both of these subjects are 
considered important in order to understand the physical 
conditions of ocean and atmosphere that led to the deposi­
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The oceanic circulation patterns 
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are largely influenced by atmos­
pheric circulation patterns to the 
point where the two systems 
commonly coincide. This is 
because surface oceanic currents 
are driven by wind. Oceanic 
circulation patterns during the 
Late Cambrian, as shown in 
Figure 13, are based on the 
planetary configuration of 
Scotese and McKerrow (1991). 
The oceanic currents that 
affected the southern seas of 
Laurentia resulted from several 




Figure 14. Late Cambrian depositional and stratigraphic relationships (modified from Read, factors. First, the exposed 
1989, Figs. 8 and 12). Top-Generalized chronostratigraphic relationships of the Late land masses on the equator 
Cambrian rocks of Ohio and Pennsylvania. Names on the right are trilobite index genera. (Laurentia, Siberia, and portions 
Bottom-Generalized cross section of the Late Cambrian continental shelf of eastern North 
of Gondwana) probably frag­ America illustrating the concept of the rimmed shelf with platform morphology. 
mented the global oceanic low 
pressure systems, with the major systems south of the high 
pressure centers that occupied the embayments in the 
northern ocean. Within these systems water currents 
flowed east to west, roughly parallel with the equator. 
Second, the other equatorial continents of Siberia and 
Kazakhstan broke up the circulation pattern of the 
relatively small southern ocean into high pressure centers. 
Third, a seaway on the southwest side of Laurentia con­
necting the northern and southern oceans would have pro­
duced a high pressure center in the southern hemisphere. 
All of these factors combined to move warm water along 
the southwestern margin of Laurentia. 
Climatic and meteorological patterns are influenced by the 
distribution of land masses and oceans. During summer 
months temperatures tend to be higher and pressures lower 
on land; the opposite is true in winter. Heated air rises over 
land and cooler air flows in from the ocean to replace it, 
bringing moisture and wet monsoons to subtropical and 
warm temperate areas. In temperate areas northern and 
southern air masses come into contact and, at great 
altitude, create jet streams that may affect the weather 
patterns for an entire season. 
The distribution of landmasses and oceans suggested for 
the Late Cambrian (Figures 9 and 13) would have affected 
global seasonal weather patterns essentially the same as we 
experience today, but with the northern and southern 
hemispheres switched. During summer large landmasses 
develop centers of low pressure into which considerable 
















Because land was concentrated in the southern hemisphere 
during the Late Cambrian, monsoons would have been 
almost restricted to southern hemisphere summers. Anti­
trade monsoon winds would have been generated along 
the coast of Gondwana, driving warm water eastward and 
poleward through the seaway between Gondwana and 
Kazakhstan (Wilde, 1991). The effect of this would have 
been to counter the flow of cool water from northern 
midlatitude high pressure systems. In northern hemisphere 
summer months the lack of large landmasses probably 
negated the development of monsoon winds there. 
Because the southwest-facing coast of Laurentia, where 
the Rose Run and adjacent rocks were formed, lay between 
o• and 30° south latitude (Figure 13) the dominant wind 
pattern would have been trade winds similar to Recent 
winds, with some variation due to the configuration of 
landrhasses and oceans. These southeasterly winds must 
have carried warm maritime air from the moist western 
side of the high pressure center in the Iapetus Ocean 
(Figure 13). Along the east coast of Laurentia this air 
movement would then have provided abundant rainfall in a 
narrow zone between 15° and 30° south latitude. Although 
at least part of the east coast of Laurentia must have been 
abundantly wet during the summer, the position of the 
continent most likely would have created completely 
opposite conditions along the southwest coast. Continen­
tal west coasts in latitudes 15° to 30° (north or south) are 
extremely dry, generally with less than 10 inches of 
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Figure 15. Type section of the Rose Run sandstone in the Judy and 
Young #1 Rose Run Iron Co. well in Bath County, Kentucky (modified 
from McGuire and Howell, 1963, Fig. 2-15). GR-gamma ray log; 
SP-spontaneous potential log. 
are inherently dry on the east side because as the air moves 
downward and equatorward it warms to the point where it 
reduces relative humidity. On the west side of these cells, 
the air cools by moving upward and poleward, thereby 
taking on moisture. Thus, in the trade wind zone the 
continental coast west of a subtropical high pressure cell 
tends to receive heavy rainfall, whereas the coast east of 
that cell tends to be dry. Such conditions are termed West 
Coast Desert Climates. The principal difference between 
west coast and continental interior deserts is that the 
former tend to be relatively cool, with a mean annual 
temperature of 65°F due to oceanic upwelling along the 
coast, whereas temperatures average 1 0'F higher inland. 
Upwelling along the southwestern coast of Laurentia 
(Wilde, 1991), coupled with a high pressure system in the 
Iapetus to the west or southwest, suggests that this region 
experienced climatic conditions similar to those of 
Morocco, Baja California, and Western Australia, to 
name a few representative examples from the Recent. 
Depositional Setting 
Upper Cambrian rocks in eastern North America 
represent deposition on or adjacent to a rimmed shelf 
(Figure 14), a broad, continental shelf of low relief 
that was subject to periodic eustatic sea level changes. 
Although most documented sea level changes resulted 
from glacio-eustasy forced by Milankovitch astro­
nomical cycles, Osleger and Read (1991) found no 
evidence to suggest that glaciation occurred during 
the Late Cambrian. At present, there is no document­
able reason for the eustatic fluctuations, but the 
evidence for such fluctuations in the rock record is 
indisputable. This record consists of complex mixed ·· 
carbonate-siliciclastic sequences, typically dominated 
by carbonates. Because of the low relief of the 
rimmed shelf, periodically raising and lowering sea 
level a few tens off eet was probably sufficient to 
drown or expose this surface nearly completely at 
various times. As a result, deposition during the Late 
Cambrian was cyclical, with fine-grained quartz sands 
or lime muds and sands alternating with carbonates 
exhibiting cryptalgal laminae and hemispheroids; 
ooids, and other features. 
Late Cambrian depositional sequences commonly are 
cyclical at several scales, from the 300- to 2,000-feet 
thick "grand cycles" of Aitken ( 1966), to bed-scale 
cycles described by Pelto (1942), Krynine (1946), 
Wilson (1952), and Root (1964), among others. 
Grand cycles frequently constitute large portions of 
formations to entire groups of formations characterized by 
fine-grained terrigenous mudstones, carbonates, and 
sandstones that grade upward into sequences consisting 
predominantly of carbonates. The Rose Run sandstone 
represents a portion of a grand cycle that correlates with 
Read's Late Cambrian cyclic carbonate sequence 4 
(Read, 1989, p. 152-153). This sequence includes the 
Conococheague Formation of Virginia, Gatesburg 
Formation of Pennsylvania and lower Knox Dolomite 
of Ohio (Figure 3). Peritidal carbonates dominate this 
sequence, but subtidal carbonates and peritidal sandstones 
also occur. 
Smaller scale cycles tend to be only a 2.5 to ten feet thick, 
and mimic the grand cycles in composition. Within the 
Rose Run sandstone and adjacent units, cyclical peritidal 
and subtidal carbonate and sandstone sequences dominate 
the lithofacies, but sandstones interpreted as fluvial and 
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eolian occur in cores from Erie County, Pennsylvania. This 
suggests that continental facies may be more common than 
suspected, and just have not been recognized. Small-scale 
cycles are mostly asymmetrical and are genetically linked 
by shared lithofacies (Osleger and Read, 1991). 
Stratigraphy 
Introduction 
The Rose Run sandstone was first described by Freeman 
(1949) from the Judy and Young #1 Rose Run Iron Co. 
well in Bath County, northeastern Kentucky. In that well 
the unit consists of about 70 feet of poorly sorted sand­
stone approximately 330 feet below the Knox uncon­
formity (Figure 15). McGuire and Howell (1963) 
considered the Rose Run to be an informal member of 
the Chepultepec Dolomite, the upper unit of the Knox 
Dolomite and a correlative of the lower Beekmantown of 
Pennsylvania and New York. They used it to define the 
boundary between the Chepultepec and the subjacent 
Copper Ridge Dolomite ( equivalent to the Ore Hill 
Member of the Gatesburg Formation of Pennsylvania). 
The name Rose Run was later applied by operators to 
similar rocks in Ohio and Pennsylvania during the drilling 
spree of the mid-1960's (see pg. 5, Summary of Historical 
Production). 
The regional stratigraphy of the Upper Cambrian in the 
study area was established early in the course of this 
project by a series of cross sections in Ohio and Pennsyl­
vania, and a regional Rose Run isopach map, constructed 
by Riley and Baranoski (1991) and Harper (1991). The 
cross section used both geophysical logs (mostly gamma­
ray) and sample descriptions, where they existed, for the 
purpose of tying lithology to log formats. Discussion of 
the results of these studies is presented below. 
Problems of Nomenclature 
As in any regional study that crosses state boundaries, 
there are problems with nomenclature that must be dealt 
with and agreed upon by all parties involved. This study is 
no exception. Most of the stratigraphic names from the 
Middle Ordovician1 to the Precambrian do not conform 
between Ohio and Pennsylvania (see Figure 3). For 
example, in Ohio the dolostones and sandstones of the 
1Chronostratigraphic (particularly series) designations are based 
on global usage, rather than standard North American usage, as 
recommended by Palmer, 1983. 
Lower Ordovician and Upper Cambrian are called Knox 
Dolomite, a name derived from Knox County, Tennessee. 
In Pennsylvania the Ordovician portion of the correlative 
sequence is called Beekmantown Group (or Formation) 
and the Cambrian portion is called Gatesburg Formation 
(in part), names derived from eastern New York and 
central Pennsylvania, respectively. The type Knox 
comprises, from bottom to top, blue, oolitic, often 
fossiliferous dolostone, dark-gray, granular dolostone, 
and light-gray, cherty dolostone (Safford, 1869). The 
type Beekmantown comprises interbedded limestones, 
rnagnesian limestones, dolostones, and sandstones (Clarke 
and Schuchert, 1899). The type Gatesburg consists of 
thick-bedded, steely-blue, coarsely crystalline dolostone 
with many interbedded layers of quartzose arenite, oolitic 
chert, and some limestone (Butts, 1918). It is obvious that 
the only lithologic similarities among these three forma­
tions is the use of the term dolostone. 
Some of the names currently applied in Ohio come from 
as far away as Georgia (Conasauga Formation) and 
Wisconsin (Mt. Simon Sandstone), whereas all of the 
names applied in northwestern Pennsylvania originated 
either in central Pennsylvania or in an adjacent state or 
Canadian province. There has not been a concerted effort 
in Ohio to establish the validity of much of the strati­
graphic nomenclature that has accumulated over the 
last 100 years. Many of the names were brought in by 
geologists and drillers from outside the region without 
regard for accuracy or consistency (drillers, especially, are 
notorious for using names that refer to rock color, type, or 
locality rather than formation). Similarly, some of the 
Cambrian and Ordovician formation names used in the 
subsurface of western Pennsylvania were applied by 
correlation of gamma ray signatures and well cuttings 
over distances of 100 miles or more with little regard to 
lithologic differences between that area and the type 
sections (see Wagner, 1966c). 
Under the pre-1960 rules of stratigraphy, it was common 
practice to name and correlate formations on the basis of 
fossil content. Since 1960, however, the Code of Strati­
graphic Nomenclature requires a formation (a lithostrati­
graphic unit) to be described and correlated only through 
lithologic criteria. Geologic age and biostratigraphy 
cannot be used as descriptive factors. Therefore, if Lower 
Ordovician rocks in Pennsylvania are called Beekman­
town it should be because, lithologically, they are similar 
or identical to Beekmantown rocks in New York, not 












0 OUTCROP DESCRIPTION 
Figure 16. Location of regional cross sections constructed for this study. Cross section X-X' is 
shown in Figure 18. 
It is unfortunate that in a work of this scope issues such as 
this can only be stated in generalizations. The problem is 
larger than the study can address; therefore, the problem 
must be set aside until some future work can resolve the 
problem. For this study, in lieu of addressing the situation 
further, two steps are taken to simplify matters. First, the 
name Rose Run sandstone is used for the dominant unit of 
interest (the middle arenaceous dolostones of the Knox 
Dolomite and the Upper Sandy Member of the Gatesburg 
cross section X-X' which is 
indicated on Figure 16. The 
entire interval from the top 
of the Upper Ordovician 
Trenton Limestone to the 
Precambrian basement was 
included in all sections. 
However, because of the 
time and space constraints, 
only the interval from the 
lower portion of the Late 
Ordovician Black River 
limestone to the Precambrian 
has been included in Figure 
18. The cross sections proved
very useful for establishing
consistency during determi­
nation of formation tops and
interval thicknesses. Some
of these cross sections currently are available as open-file 
reports (see Appendix II). 
Regional Maps 
Regional stratigraphic maps constructed for this study 
include subcrop and isopach maps of the Rose Run 
sandstone. 
STONE RESOURCES 
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Formation). Second, in this report, those 
stratigraphic units whose names do not agree 
across state boundaries are designated by the 
two disparate names, separated by a slash 
(e.g. Mt. Simon/Potsdam). The Ohio name is 
always used first. This method might seem 
cumbersome to the reader, but it is necessary 
because neither state is willing at this time to 
revise its exclusive stratigraphic nomencla­
ture without further detailed study. 
Regional Cross Sections 
Figure 16 shows the locations of the regional 
cross sections completed during the study. 
Wells from both Ohio and Pennsylvania were 
tied together in a cross section whenever 
possible. Figure 17, a representative log suite 
from a Rose Run well in Ohio, has been 
included as an example of the type of 
information used in constructing these cross 
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Figure 17. Log suite for the Rose Run sandstone and adjacent units for a 
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Figure 18. Regioiwl stratigraphic cross section X-X'. See Figure 16 for location. 
The regional subcrop map of the Rose Run (Figure 7) is Waverly Arch, a north-south trending feature that was first 
based on the Ohio and Pennsylvania databases of wells that identified and named by Woodward (1961). Isopach maps 
penetrate the Cambrian and Ordovician carbonates in the of the Knox Dolomite by Janssens (1973), and of the 
study area. The Ohio database includes 1,056 wells, of Prairie du Chien Group by Shearrow (1987), indicate 
which approximately 30 are from Kentucky, Pennsylvania, thinning over this feature. This thinning is coincident with 
and West Virginia. Sixty-six wells constitute the database the westward limit of the Rose Run. McGuire and Howell 
in Pennsylvania, including nine from New York, Ohio, (1963) also recognized the influence of the Waverly Arch 
Ontario, and West Virginia. Because the two Surveys on Rose Run depositional patterns in northern Kentucky. 
worked independently on this part of the project, there Control of Rose Run deposition also may have been 
was some overlap between the two databases. influenced by the West Hickman Creek-Bryan Station 
Fault, a basement fault that crosses and offsets the RomeThe Middle Ordovician Wells Creek/Shadow Lake elastics trough in Kentucky. Offsets in the western edge of thelie directly on the Rose Run sandstone in a narrow belt in subcrop belt in southeastern and south-central Ohio mayeastern Ohio and northwestern Pennsylvania (Figure 7). reflect offset of structural controls along reactivatedWest of the western edge of this belt the Knox unconform- basement wrench faults. For more discussion of theseity has truncated strata down to the Copper Ridge/Ore Hill basement structural features and their relationship to the
level. In contrast, to the east of the eastern limit of the Paleozoic cover, see Structural Geology below.subcrop belt the Wells Creek/Shadow Lake lies upon pro-
gressively younger rocks until the formation disappears The well databases used to construct the isopach map of
by facies change somewhere over the Rome trough in the Rose Run sandstone (Figure 19) are the same used
western Pennsylvania. The exact position of this change is to construct the subcrop map. The Rose Run interval
uncertain because of the dearth of well information south- thickens gradually from Ofeet at the western limit of the
east of the western edge of the Rome trough, It also is un- subcrop to about 200 feet throughout the area of eastern
certain whether or not seismic surveying could delineate Ohio and northwestern Pennsylvania (Figure 19). Work
this change. done in Ohio indicates that the sand-to-carbonate ratio 
The sinuous nature of the subcrop belt is interesting. within the Rose Run interval decreases to the east and 
This 1s probably a reflection of local, as well as regional southeast, and west of the Waverly arch, suggesting a 
structural controls on the formations above and below the source to the north and northwest East of this broad zone 
unconformity, as suggested by Dolly and Busch (1972). the contours are considerably narrower. Part of the reason 
The depositional pattern of the Rose Run in south-central for this steepening is that the regional Cambrian and 
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Figure 19. Regional isopach map of the Rose Run sandstone in Ohio and westem 
Pennsylvania. 
Beekmantown and Rose Run 
strata. These monadnocks, which 
have been determined by detailed 
mapping to occupy 80 acres or less, 
are primary targets for exploration 
along the subcrop trend. Erosional 
remnants are characterized by 
thinning of the Wells Creek/Shadow 
Lake interval, and possible draping of 
strata in the Black River Limestone. 
The detailed paleotopography 
developed on the Rose Run in this 
area is inconspicuous in Figure 19, 
yet some larger-scale features can be 
discerned. For example, some of the 
V-shaped contours in eastern Ohio
suggest major river systems draining
the higher lands over the Waverly
arch to the west. The isolated
closures in various parts of the
map suggest large monadnocks.
convergence in the Early Ordovician, with the western Knox Unconformity 
edge of the Rome trough acting as a hinge between the 
subsiding eastern basin and the more stable western and Adjacent Strata 
craton. Thus, when the area was uplifted and exposed, At sometime during the Early Ordovician, a transform 
erosion proceeded to expose older strata on the craton than boundary in the Iapetus Ocean became a subduction zone, 
in the basin. The broad zone of Oto 200 feet-thick Rose and the passive southeastern margin of the Laurentian plate 
Run mostly contains an incomplete section of the unit. began sliding down under the adjacent edge of the 
Another reason for the rapidity of thickening (about 5 feet Gondwanan plate (the Avalonian margin-Scotese and 
of thickening per mile) may be depositional. According McKerrow, 1991). This change from a passive to a 
to structural studies (see pg. 20, Influential Structural convergent margin initiated several major changes in sea 
Features), the Rome trough was an actively subsiding level and in tectonic and depositional controls (Jacobi, 
graben complex during Rose Run deposition. This fault 1981; Mussman and Read, 1986; Read, 1989). By the 
movement resulted in formation of a basin within the early Middle Ordovician (Whitrockian Stage) much of the 
continental shelf that allowed large amounts of elastic southern continental shelf of Laurentia was emergent. An 
sediment to build up. Deposition during the Late erosional surface developed across the shelf, called the 
Cambrian, as evidenced by the Amoco Production Co. Knox unconformity, is regional in nature; it can be 
#1 Svetz well in Somerset County, Pennsylvania, for recognized throughout most of the present Appalachians 
example, resulted in more than 700 feet of Rose Run and, perhaps, most of North America (see Mussman and 
sandstone in the deepest part of the trough in Pennsyl­ Read, 1986, Fig. 17). 
vania. The well penetrated about 700 feet of Rose Run 
before drilling was stopped at 21,460 feet. Tectonic deformation due to plate collision was modest (no 
known mountain ranges resulted from it), but unmistake­
The irregular nature of the isopach map in the area 
able. Read (1989) suggested that older rift faults from the 
between the western limit and the 200-feet contour is due 
opening of Iapetus were reactivated in reverse direction, 
to erosion. Various paleotopographic features, including 
causing initial uplift of the shelf margin. As convergence 
erosional remnants (monadnocks), are present along the 
continued, folding and faulting also occurred in various 
subcrop trend as a result of paleodrainage. Monadnocks 
areas of the shelf. 
represent small outliers along the subcrop trend where 
ancient streams carved channels around the more resistant 
sections, leaving small isolated bodies of preserved 
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The Knox erosional surface exposed older and older rocks 
on both the east and west sides of the Waverly arch 
(present cardinal directions). Based on conodont work in 
Virginia by Harris and Repetski (1982) it appears that the 
Knox unconfonnity occurs within the Beekmantown. In 
central Pennsylvania the unconfonnity, if it exists at all 
(see below) probably would occur within the lower 
portion of the Bellefonte Formation, the upper unit in 
the Beekmantown (Figure 3). About 1,450 feet of pre­
Bellefonte Beekmantown strata have been measured in 
Blair County (Butts, 1918, 1945), and more than 2,200 
feet in Centre County (Butts and Moore, 1936; Krynine, 
1946). West of the western margin of the Rome trough 
the unconfonnity truncates lower Beekmantown strata 
(based on the Manufacturers Light and Heat #1 Jesse 
Hockenberry well in northwestern Butler County). In 
northwestern Pennsylvania and northeastern Ohio, the sub­
Knox strata grow increasingly older toward the west, from 
Beekmantown/Mines dolostone to Rose Run sandstone. In 
Ontario the subcrop consists of rocks equivalent to either 
the Rome/Warrior or Kerbel/Lower Sandy. In northern 
Kentucky and southern Ohio the Rose Run sandstone does 
not appear to lie directly beneath the Knox unconfonnity 
(McGuire and Howell, 1963; Janssens, 1973; this study). 
However, correlations in Ohio indicate that the Rose Run 
changes facies from quartz sandstone to a more dominant 
dolostone in this area, and implies a Beekmantown 
equivalent in western Ohio. These correlations may also 
indicate a more regional extent of Woodward's (1961) 
Waverly arch. 
Ryder and others (1992) report the occurrence of Chazyan 
(late Middle Ordovician) conodonts within at least the 
upper 1,500 feet of Beekmantown strata in the Amoco 
Production Co. #1 Leonard Svetz well in Somerset 
County. They tentatively placed the Early-Middle 
Ordovician boundary at 19,000 feet in this well, indicating 
that about 1,800 feet of Beekmantown represented Early 
Ordovician str�ta and about 3,000 feet represented Middle 
Ordovician. Because of a seeming lack of evidence for 
truncation of the Early Ordovician strata, Ryder and others 
(1992) concluded that the Knox unconfonnity probably 
does not exist within the Rome trough. This has not been 
confirmed. 
The existence of the unconfonnity in central Pennsylvania 
has not been confirmed, either. Chavetz (1969), who 
considered the Knox unconfonnity to occur between strata 
equivalent to the Bellefonte and Loysburg formations 
(Figure 3), described the transition of strata between these 
two units as gradual. Mussman and Read (1986; also Read, 
1989) interpreted information such as this, as well as the 
more regional work of Colton ( 1970), to conclude that the 
unconfonnity passed laterally into a conformable sequence 
in Pennsylvania. In this scenario, central Pennsylvania was 
the site of a depocenter that influenced Cambrian and 
Ordovician sediment thickness and facies distributions 
on the shelf (Read, 1980, p. 1579, Fig. 2). However, the 
conclusion that the unconformity does not exist in central 
Pennsylvania is based on the assumption that "Knox" 
uplift and erosion would have occurred at the end of 
Beekmantown time. Harris and Repetski (1982), in 
proposing that this event actually occurred during 
Beekmantown time, assigned 700 feet of upper 
Beekmantown (Bellefonte) in Blair County (an area 
studied by Chavetz) to the Middle Ordovician. They did 
not specifically state that an unconformity existed in this 
area, however. 
The suggestion that the central Pennsylvania area 
continued to be a center of deposition at the same time 
most of the remainder of Laurentia was undergoing 
erosion is difficult to accept, given the extent of the Knox 
unconfonnity and the fact that central Pennsylvania is 
situated on what was still the continental shelf. Without 
further study, however, it may never be firmly established 
one way or the other. There may be information hidden in 
studies that could be used to demonstrate or negate the 
existence of the unconformity. For example, Knowles 
(1966) and Lees (1967) documented a thick cherty zone 
near the base of the Bellefonte Formation in Centre and 
Bedford Counties, respectively. This chert zone occurs 
within the Beekmantown Formation where it crops out in 
Centre County west of the Rose Run outcrop sampled and 
photographed during this study. Ryder and others (1992) 
suggested that the top of this zone rriay coincide with the 
Knox unconfonnity in central Pennsylvania; however, this 
evidence is circumstantial at this time. 
In terms of Rose Run heterogeneity and reservoir perfor­
mance, the Knox unconfonnity is the single most impor­
tant regional feature associated with the formation. The 
unconfonnity played a major role in the migration and 
entrapment of hydrocarbons within Cambrian strata 
in eastern North America. In addition to hydrocarbon 
production from the Rose Run and Beekmantown, rare 
historical production and shows also occurs in south­
central Ohio from reworked sandstones deposited on top 
of the Knox unconfonnity. This sandstone traditionally 
has been referred to by drillers in Ohio as the "St. Peter." 
This unit probably is not equivalent stratigraphically to the 
St. Peter Sandstone of the Michigan Basin. 
If all of the rocks above the unconfonnity could be 
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increases in thickness to the southwest and 
decreases in thickness to the northeast 
where the "B-zone" appears to be absent 
because of a fades change, or forms a 
northwest-trending subcrop at another 
presumed major unconformity or dis­
conformity (Figure 20). An alternative 
interpretation for change in the "B-zone" 
is a possible merging of "B-zone," Kerbel, 
and Conasauga fades in northeastern 
- ____ B!E!M�NTOWN-- - Ohio. More work needs to be done to 
CDlrl..f:CllJREO�UIICONrORl,ln resolve this problem. Correlations of the .,. 
-... .,. - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ B·ZONE- _--- "B-zone" in western Ohio show that the B-ZON� ... - -
.,. - ,.. WAVERLY ARCH
unit disappears at the position of the 
Bellfountaine outlier, further suggesting 
C C' a possibility of a major regional uncon­WEST EAST
�NOX t><CONFORM1TY 
formity or disconformity. 
In western Morrow County, Ohio, 
paleotopographic relief on the Knox 
"resembles karst towers, karst cones, 
isolated hills, and intervening karst plains 
of present day mature karst terrains in 
tropical and humid climates" (Ryder, in 
press). Features such as vugs, fractures, 
and shale-filled cavities also indicate a 
paleokarst topography (Ryder, in press). 
In a regional study of the Knox uncon­
formity in the southern portion of the 
Figure 20. Generalized cross sections of the Appalachian basin. Appalachian basin, Mussman and others 
(1988) interpreted a paleokarst topography 
sandstone and sandy dolostone extending approximately on the Knox unconformity that included filled sinkholes, 
400 miles from northeastern Kentucky to New York caves, and intraformational breccias. Based on detailed 
(Figure 7). The subcrop trends subparallel to oblique to the subsurface mapping, it appears that similar features occur 
current structural configuration of the Appalachian basin. in east-central Ohio along the Rose Run subcrop. How­
In southern Ohio the strike becomes northwest-southeast ever, a mature paleokarst topography cannot be inferred in 
where the quartz-dominated Rose Run sandstone changes this area from the absence of paleocaliche and large-scale 
to a carbonate-dominated sandstone on the west flank of collapse zones. Vuggy porosity within the Beekmantown 
the Waverly arch (Figure 20). A similar fades change to below the Knox unconformity probably results from the 
carbonate-dominated sandstones occurs in the Rose Run in leaching of unstable grains by diffuse flow of meteoric 
a narrow belt on the east flank of the Waverly arch and in waters whose recharge area was the exposed shelf. Dif­
western Pennsylvania (Figure 20). The quartz-dominated ferent stands in the water table may have resulted in the 
sandstones of the Rose Run extend southwestward beneath formation of distinct lateral and vertical zonation of vuggy 
the Beekmantown dolomite along the western fades porosity in the Beekmantown that can be recognized on 
change into Kentucky, and eastward beneath the upper­ geophysical logs and correlated across township-wide 
most Gatesburg and Beekmantown subcrops into Ken­ areas. These zones, which are very important reservoirs, 
tucky, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia. controlled the emplacement of hydrocarbons in these 
carbonates.
Fades variations beneath the Rose Run and above the 
"B-zone" in southern Ohio indicate a relatively higher The erosional contact between the Beekmantown/Mines 
radioactive carbonate fades that disappears to the east and and the Wells Creek/Shadow Lake is present in cores 
northeast. Regional mapping of this Knox carbonate from 4 wells in Ohio (cores 867, 2923, 2713, and 3006 in 




Figure 21. Phowgmphs ri( cores ji-0111 1\'fl/s in Coshoctcm Count_r. 
Ohio sholl'i11g the Knox 1111co11fonnit_r. Top-core 2713. 80110111-
core 3006. 
the silty dolostones and green to black shales of the Wells 
Creek/Shadow Lake from the grey to medium-brown. fine­
crystalline dolostones of the Beekmantown/Mines. A thin 
veneer of green shale containing concentrations of pyrite 
often covers the Knox su,face. Angular 1ip-up clasts of 
dolostone up to 3 inches across occur above the erosional 
surface in cores from Coshocton County (Figure 21 ). 
Numerous fine to coarse quartz grains. which decrease 
upward, float in a dolostone matrix above the Knox 
unconformity. 
The Knox unconformity separates Rose Run sandstone 
from the Wells Creek/Shadow Lake interval in cores from 
Coshocton and Holmes counties, Ohio. In core 2853 from 
Coshocton County (Appendix Ill). a four-feet thick. grey. 
fine-grained, glauconitic. reworked sandstone with a basal 
wispy green shale containing concentrations of pyrite lies 
directly on a white, fine- to medium-grained sandstone 
exhibiting well-developed intergranular porosity. Dolomite 
rip-up clasts float in the sandstone matrix above the 
unconformity. This basal Wells Creek sandstone. the "St. 
Peter" of drillers, grades upward into a sandy, grey to 
brown, microcrystalline dolostone. In core 2892 from 
Holmes County (Appendix Ill), a 3.5-feet thick bed 
of white to light-green, fine- to coarse-grained, very 
friable sandstone exhibiting very well-developed inter­
granular porosity lies on a light-grey to light-brown, 
microcrystalline, mottled dolostone in the lower Rose 
Run. Porosity logs were not run on this well but the 
resistivity log indicates that the basal Wells Creek sand­
stone probably is saturated with water. This sandstone 
exhibits very good reservoir quality and might have 
good hydrocarbon potential with the proper structural 
or stratigraphic trapping mechanism developed. 
The sandstone above the unconformity also occurs in 
core 2923 from Morgan County, Ohio (Appendix Ill). 
In this core a four-feet thick bed of white to light-grey, 
very fine- to medium-grain, sandstone lies on a light- to 
medium-grey, fine-crystalline dolostone of the Beek­
mantown. Numerous rip-up clasts of dolostone and 
chert up to 1/4 inch across are present above the ero­
sional surface. This sandstone has moderately- to well­
developed intergranular porosity based upon meso­
scopic examination of the core. It grades upward into 
a medium- to dark-grey, low-porosity siltstone. 
Structural Geology 
Introduction 
Harding and Lowell ( 1979) described two major modes 
of structural styles, basement involved and detached, 
that Harper ( 1989) documented or speculated on in the 
subsurface of western Pennsylvania. Although these 
structural styles also exist in Ohio (Figure 22), detached 
structures are limited to extreme eastern Ohio. Basement 
involved structural styles. often called "thick-skinned 
tectonics," include extensional fault blocks, compressive 
fault blocks and high-angle basement thrusts, wrench fault 
assemblages. and basement warps. Detached structural 
styles, commonly called "thin-skinned tectonics,'' include 
decollement thrust-fold assemblages. detached normal­
fault assemblages (growth faults), salt structures, and shale 
structures. Wrench fault assemblages separating adjacent 
detached zones should be added to this list. Recurrent 
movement along basement structures has had a direct 
affect on many detached structures, as well as on the 
distribution of sedimentary facies, hydrocarbon develop­
ment. source and reservoir rocks, and traps (Harper. 1989). 
Extensional basement faulting includes down-to-the-east 
normal faulting initiated during the opening of the lapetus 
Ocean in the Late Precambrian, and development of the 
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Figure 22. Map of the study area showing major tectonic features that affected Late Cambrian deposition and subsequent structural 
development in Ohio and Pennsylvania. 
faulting cannot be documented with any degree of 
reliability, but probably occurred during the Cambrian 
(and the development of the Waverly arch) as evidenced 
by the amount of feldspathic sandstones in the Mt. Simon/ 
Potsdam, Rome/Warrior, Conasauga/Gatesburg Lower 
Sandy, and Rose Run intervals. The presence of felds­
pathic sandstones implies close proximity to basement 
uplift areas. Also, plate margin convergence during the 
Early Ordovician may have initiated a reversal of move­
ment on old rift faults (Read, 1989), which would have 
created compressive fault blocks near the margin. Wrench 
faults probably originated as transform faults during 
Precambrian rifting (Thomas, 1977), and later became 
zones of crustal instability between adjacent crustal blocks 
(Lavin and others, 1982). In the study area the Tyrone­
Mt. Union lineament, the Pittsburgh-Washington linea­
ment (and correlative Highlandtown fault zone of Ohio), 
and the Cambridge cross-strike structural discontinuity 
(Cambridge arch of Orton, 1890) are the best examples 
of basement wrench faults. Basement warping might have 
replaced block faulting in the Rome trough after the deep­
seated faults along crustal blocks locked up, probably in 
Early or Middle Ordovician. 
Detachment structures are not as recognizable in the 
Cambrian and Ordovician section of the study area as they 
are in younger strata. The only detached structures that 
have been documented are growth faults, wrench faults, 
some of which may have substituted vertical movement for 
the original strike-slip movement sometime during the 
Late Cambrian or Early Ordovician, and thrust faults that 
developed during the Alleghanian orogeny in the Late 
Permian (see Harper, 1989). These detached structures 
commonly developed in imitation of their basement 
counterparts. For example, the Cambrian growth faults 
described by Wagner (1976) occur over basement normal 
faults of the Rome trough. Also, several of the basement 
wrench fault assemblages, most notably the Tyrone-
Mt. Union lineament, have influenced structure and 
deposition in western Pennsylvania throughout geologic 
time (Rodgers and Anderson, 1984), and still may be 
seismically active (Canich and Gold, 1985). The Cam­
bridge cross-strike structural discontinuity in eastern Ohio 
(Figure 22) has been interpreted by Baranoski (1989) as a 
similar basement wrench fault. Many of these structures 
might be recognizable in the subsurface with the aid of 
seismic surveying. Others, such as unconformities, can 
be interpreted from a combination of seismic surveying, 
geophysical log interpretation, and well data (Figure 21). 
Influential Structural Features 
Based on geophysical logs and seismic data numerous 
basement or deep-seated structures influenced the 
20 
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Figure 23. A. Commonly accepted configuration of the Rome Trough in the central Appalachian Basin (modified from Rankin, 1976). 
B. Reinterpretation of Figure 23A based on probable segmentation and offset along major basement wrench fault assemblages (from
Harper and Laughrey, 1987-see text for explanation).
deposition and later diagenetic alteration of the Rose Run 
sandstone and adjacent rocks. These include the rift zones, 
wrench faults, growth faults, and basement faults and 
flexures shown in Figure 22. Beardsley (1992) suggested 
that many of these structures resulted from tectonic inver­
sion along zones of weakness defined by Grenville thrust 
sheets during regional episodes of compression and 
extension in the Paleozoic. 
The Rome trough is a series of graben structures recog­
nized in Kentucky, West Virginia, and Pennsylvania. It is 
part of the Eastern Interior Aulacogen (Harris, 1978), a 
failed rift extending from the Mississippi Embayment to 
New York (Harris, 1978; Harper, 1989). In northwestern 
West Virginia the edge of the Rome trough has been 
delineated by a series of northeastern-trending gravity 
and magnetic anomalies (Kulander and Dean, 1978). In 
Ohio, mapping by Baranoski and Riley (1988; in press) 
indicates that the Rome trough steps up to the northwest 
into extreme southeastern Ohio from West Virginia and 
Kentucky. Ryder and others (1992) interpreted a group 
of basement faults in eastern Ohio and adjacent West Vir­
ginia as a structural hinge, called the Ohio-West Virginia 
hinge zone. 
The Rome trough exhibits certain characteristics that are 
typical of aulacogens (Hoffman and others, 1974), in­
cluding development in the interior of a foreland platform 
and long life. The Rome trough has been susceptible to 
reactivation during the entire post-Precambrian geologic 
record (as shown in Pennsylvania by Harper, 1989; 1992). 
The developmental stages of such a structure were de­
scribed by Harris (1978, p. 57) as: 1) a graben stage in 
which subsidence is confined to the graben and displace­
ment occurs penecontemporaneously with sedimentation 
along block faults; 2) the transitional stage in which the 
boundary faults begin to lock up or have only minor recur­
rent movement; and 3) the downwarping stage in which 
the entire area subsides, thus forming a regional down­
warp. From this information, it can be stated that the Rome 
trough reached stage 1 during the Early or Middle Cam­
brian (Read, 1989), stage 2 during the Late Cambrian or 
Early Ordovician, and stage 3 before the Late Ordovician. 
Most illustrations of the Rome trough ( e.g. Figure 23A) 
show the trough as a relatively simple, curved graben 
running from Kentucky to Pennsylvania. Laughrey and 
Harper (1986; also Harper, 1989) determined, however, 
that the trough was offset, at least in Pennsylvania, by a 
series of basement wrench faults (Figure 23B). This "best 
fit" interpretation was determined by studies of the 
Paleozoic rock cover. For example, offset of the trough 
along the Tyrone-Mt. Union lineament had been suggested 
by Lavin and others (1982) based on aeromagnetic and 
gravity anomalies. Segmentation of the trough by the 
Pittsburgh-Washington lineament is suggested by 
numerous data, including the work of Thomas ( 1977) 
indicating similar offsets throughout the Appalachians 
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Figure 24. Interpreted seismic section display, Carter County, Kentucky: 1. second travel time, vibrators, 301old, migrated, normal 
polarity 
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Wagner (1976) speculated that the Rome trough affected northwestern portion of the Rome trough in adjacent 
deposition during the Late Cambrian and Early Ordovician 
by creating an actively subsiding depositional basin (his 
Olin basin). He mapped Upper Cambrian rocks thickening 
from 800 feet in northwestern Pennsylvania to over 
1,200 feet within the trough, and Beekmantown rocks 
thicken from 400 feet to greater than 2,500 feet according 
to Wagner (I 976, Figs. 8 and 10). Supplementary work by 
Ryder and others (1992) and Harper (1991), including 
two of the regional cross sections prepared for this study 
(Appendix II), provide additional evidence that the Rome 
trough affected deposition during the Late Cambrian and 
Early to Middle Ordovician. Harper's (1991) lines C-D 
and G-I cross the trough in north-central and southwestern 
Pennsylvania, respectively, showing offset along sus­
pected basement and/or growth faults with thicker Rose 
Run through upper Beekmantown strata on the southeast 
side of the faults. In the Amoco Production Co. #1 Leonard 
Svetz well in Somerset County, the Beekmantown includes 
approximately 3,800 feet of dolostone and sandstone, a 
much thicker accumulation than in wells farther east and 
southeast. 
Based on gamma-ray log correlations and well-sample 
control, Wagner (1976) reported a thick sandstone 
within the Rome trough that he called the Olin Sandstone 
Member of the Gatesburg Formation. Wagner felt that this 
sandstone occurred stratigraphically below the level of the 
Lower Sandy Member of the Gatesburg of northwestern 
Pennsylvania, but could be correlated with a portion of the 
Lower Sandy in central Pennsylvania and northeastern 
West Virginia. He suggested that a complete re-evaluation 
of the Cambrian stratigraphy of northwestern Pennsylva­
nia was in order because of this discrepancy. During this 
investigation it was determined that the Olin Sandstone as 
originally defined does not exist. This same conclusion 
has been reached independently by Ryder (1989; also 
Ryder and others, 1992). The Olin Sandstone is actually 
the Rose Run s,andstone which is considerably thicker 
within the Rome trough. In several of the wells in 
Harper's (1991) cross sections that penetrate the Rome 
trough in Pennsylvania and New York, the Rose Run 
reaches thicknesses in excess of 500 feet. This is espe­
cially evident in the Amoco Production Co. #1 Leonard 
Svetz well in Somerset Co. where the Rose Run is 
estimated at greater than 700 feet thick. 
Reprocessed seismic reflection from COCORP OH-2 of 
eastern Ohio shows down-to-southeast faulting and 
tectonic thickening of Upper (and Middle?) Cambrian 
rocks where the Rome trough faulting diminishes as it 
steps up into Ohio. Seismic reflection data over the 
portions of Kentucky (Figure 24) indicates significant 
faulting and tectonic thickening in these rocks. 
Several authors have shown evidence for the existence of 
major basement wrench faults, including the Tyrone-
Mt. Union lineament (Canich and Gold, 1977 and 1985; 
Rodgers and Anderson, 1984), the Highlandtown fault/ 
Pittsburgh-Washington lineament (Parrish and Lavin, 
1982; Lavin and others, 1982; Harper and Laughrey, 
1987), the Suffield fault (Root, 1986), and the Cambridge 
cross-strike structural discontinuity (Baranoski, 1989) 
(Figure 22). These and other wrench fault assemblages 
cross the structural grain of the Appalachians and thus are 
termed cross-strike structural discontinuities, or CSD's 
(Wheeler, 1980). Some of these wrench faults probably 
had a vertical component as well as a horizontal compo­
nent of movement. For example, the Highlandtown fault/ 
Pittsburgh-Washington lineament, especially well-defined 
by aeromagnetic anomalies (Zietz and others, 1980), is 
represented by a magnetic gradient that may be interpreted 
as differences in basement elevation, difference in base­
ment composition, or both (Harper, 1989). Normal and 
reverse faulting and anomalous isopach variations have 
been observed in the Silurian and Devonian on geophysi­
cal logs in southeastern Ohio by Baranoski (1989), which 
strongly suggest strike-slip movement along pre-existing 
basement faults. Proprietary seismic data in this area 
indicates structural offset in the basement. Rodgers and 
Anderson (1984) found no evidence of a strike-slip 
component in the shallower (i.e. Lower Devonian through 
Pennsylvanian) rocks associated with the Tyrone-
Mt Union lineament. They suggested instead that, after 
the Early Ordovician, the rocks northeast of the lineament 
were uplifted relative to those southwest. 
Reactivation and movement along the Suffield fault 
system, a possible extension of the Highlandtown fault/ 
Pittsburgh-Washington lineament in northeastern Ohio 
(Figure 22), has caused repeated faulting and associated 
fracturing throughout the Paleozoic. The interval of the 
Knox/Galesburg decreases in thickness to the northeast in 
an area southwest of this trend, where the "B-zone" has 
been interpreted as absent by fades change or forms its 
own subcrop edge (Figure 20A). The latter interpretation 
suggests a major regional unconformity below the Rose 
Run sandstone. Seismic data across a portion of the 
Suffield fault system in Portage County show that the 
Beekmantown/Mines is present on the upper fault block 
and absent on the lower fault block (Figure 25). This line 
crosses a portion of the fault that is more subdued at the 
basement; thus, offset is subtle. Normal down-to-northeast 
23 
Figure 25. Interpreted seismic section display, Portage County, Ohio: 1992 processing, 1.5 seconds travel time, dynamite, 60fold, 
whitened migrated, normal polarity. See Figure 24 for legend. 
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Figure 26. Uninterpreted (A) and interpreted (B) seismic section displays, Fayette County, Ohio: 1992 processing, 1.9 seconds travel 









































































Figure 27. Interpreted seismic section display, Pickaway County, Ohio: 1.0 second travel time, vibrators, 301old, unmigrated, nonnal 








Figure 28. Uninterpreted (A) and interpreted (B) seismic section displays in eastern Ohio: 10.0 second travel time, 
vibrators, 60-fold, no wiggle variable area. See Figure 24 for legend. 
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Figure 29. Interpreted seismic section display, Coshocton County, Ohio: /.5 second travel time, vibrators, 
601old, migrated, normal polarity. See Figure 24 for legend. 
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faulting during development of the Knox unconfonnity 
may have preserved the Beekmantown observed north 
of the fault. Left-lateral strike-slip movement has been 
interpreted along the fault during the Late Paleozoic. 
This is an example of tectonic inversion along zones of 
weakness defined by Grenville thrust sheets and basement 
highs. 
Woodward (1961) mapped the thickness and distribution 
of Beekmantown dolomite where the Knox unconfonnity 
truncates it. He used the mapped pattern at the uncon­
fonnity to describe a "broad low concealed arch extending 
from north-central Ohio southward into Kentucky," which 
he called the Waverly arch (Woodward, 1961, p. 1645) 
(Figure 22). McGuire and Howell (1963) also recognized 
the influence of the Waverly arch on Rose Run deposi­
tional patterns in northern Kentucky. Current work on 
the basement tectonics of western Ohio indicates that the 
Waverly arch might be controlled by deep basement 
faulting at the plate boundary between the Precambrian 
Grenville province on the east and the Precambrian east 
continent rift of Drahovzal and others (1992) to the west 
(Figure 22) . Culotta and others (1990) interpreted a rift 
zone in western Ohio on the OH-I COCORP deep seismic 
line. 
A number of other geophysical studies have used 
regional gravity and magnetics to substantiate this finding. 
Regional mapping and cross sections constructed during 
this study suggest that the rift was actively subsiding 
during the Cambrian and Early Ordovician, causing 
increased accumulation of sediments, thus defining the 
west flank of the Waverly arch. Tectonic inversion at the 
Knox unconfonnity emphasized the feature. Current work 
suggests that the Waverly arch, in fact, may be an early 
subtle precursor to the Cincinnati arch, resulting from the 
migration of regional tectonic stresses deep in the crust. 
Later subsidence of the Appalachian basin masked the 
presence of the Waverly arch in Ohio. Green (1957) 
recognized the absence of the Cincinnati arch during the 
Cambrian and Ordovician. Following Green's interpreta­
tion most workers today agree that the Cincinnati arch is 
not a product of uplift, but results from relatively rapid 
subsidence of the Appalachian, Illinois, and Michigan 
basins. Woodward ( 1961) also noted the absence of the 
Cincinnati arch during Cambrian sedimentation in western 
Ohio. It is curious, however, that in his report Woodward 
does not discuss the potential presence of the Rose Run 
sandstone beneath the Beekmantown/Mines. 
Seismic reflection data from Fayette and Pickaway 
counties, Ohio show tectonic inversion and formation of a 
small tectonic block on the Waverly arch. The interpreted 
Fayette County line (Figure 26) shows east-dipping 
Grenville thrust sheets below .5 seconds. Reactivation of 
thrust sheets and the formation of new high-angle faults 
during the Paleozoic formed a series of horsts and grabens. 
Note the thin Cambrian reflectors over the basement high 
at the Duff well (Figure 26), and thick Cambrian adjacent 
to the highs. Similar smaller relief features are located to 
the east on the line. 
The interpreted Pickaway County seismic line also 
shows reactivated basement faults on the Waverly arch 
(Figure 27). In this example basement highs occur at the 
leading edge of Grenville thrust sheets, which have had 
Paleozoic normal faulting. A graben containing thicker 
Cambrian sediments, located at the edge of one of the 
thrust sheets, was structurally inverted during development 
of the Knox unconfonnity, resulting in a paleorernnant 
bounded by faults. Later down-to-east movement of the 
basement during the formation of the Appalachian basin 
resulted in a monocline at the position of this remnant, and 
a subtle anticline in the shallow Paleozoic reflectors over 
the basement faults. The #1 Wright and Noecker well 
drilled into this remnant reveals a well developed, very 
porous Rose Run sandstone and dolomitized lower Black 
River limestone. The dolomitized Black River indicates 
close proximity to faulting. Dolomitization near faults has 
been observed in rare instances throughout the study area. 
Small offsets typically cannot be detected by seismic 
reflection. Dolly and Busch (1972) and Wickstrom and 
Gray (1988) also recognized the presence of dolomitized 
carbonates near faults. 
The subcrop of the Beekmantown/Mines and Rose Run 
at the Knox unconfonnity also was affected by the Cam­
bridge CSD and the Akron and Suffield faults where the 
Rose Run subcrop pattern changes strike along a south­
west-northeast trend. Locally the western Beekmantown 
and Rose Run subcrop edge varies at the Cambridge CSD 
in eastern Coshocton and Holmes counties (Figures 28 
and 29). In these areas the subcrops change trend from 
northeast-southwest to the north-northwest and the sub­
crop broadens to the east. Faulting along the Cambridge 
CSD has been interpreted as a right-lateral strike-slip 
system. Although offsets are not seen at the top of Pre­
cambrian basement on the seismic line, it is hypothesized 
that bedding-plane strike-slip and basement structural 
inversion has taken place along a hinge-line, where 
Silurian and Devonian sediments increase in thickness 
eastward. Note the presence of west-dipping Precambrian 
reflectors on the seismic section in Figures 28 and 29. A 
number of wells with dolornitized Black River occur in 
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Figure 30. Regional structure map on the Knox unconformity in Ohio and western Pennsylvania. 
shows an almost un­
varying plane surface 
gradually dipping 
eastward into the basin, 
a local map may show 
folding and faulting at a 
magnitude unmappable 
on the regional level. By 
and large, this appears 
to be the case with both 
the Knox unconformity 
(Figure 30) and Rose 
Run sandstone (Figure 
31 ). Throughout eastern 
Ohio and much of 
western Pennsylvania 
the structure contours 
on the tops of the Rose 
Run sandstone and the 
unconformity indicate 
a gradual decrease in 
subsea elevation to the 
east and southeast. 
the area, and as mentioned above are very suggestive of 
faculting. 
Regional Maps and Seismic Sections 
The well databases used to construct structure maps on 
the top of the Knox unconformity and Rose Run sandstone 
(Figures 30 and 31) are the same used to construct the sub­
crop and isopach maps (Figures 7 and 19). Because of the 
map scale used in this report, the Ohio Division of Geolog­
ical Survey prepared open-file maps for readers interested 
in the locations and identifications of control wells used to 
construct the maps (see Appendix II). 
Regional structure in the Appalachian Basin tends to 
follow a standard pattern from the Precambrian basement 
to the Middle Devonian; that is, subsea elevations decrease 
from northwest to southeast, with a certain amount of 
curvature due to flexures along the established Appala­
chian Basin salients and recesses (Colton, 1970 and 
others). From Middle Devonian through Pennsylvania 
and Permian the patterns differ somewhat, mostly because 
of vertical flexures and faulting as a result of detachment 
on one or more strata. Most of the structural similarities 
from horizon to horizon result from commonality of both 
depositional setting in a broad foreland basin and deforma­
tion during the Alleghanian orogeny at about 250 ma. 
On the local level structures may change rapidly within 
the space of one mile. Where a regional structure map 
Some of the roughness in the otherwise smooth contours 
are undoubtedly due to the paleotopography developed on 
the top of the Rose Run in Ohio and northwestern 
Pennsy 1 vania. 
The subsea configuration of the Knox unconformity is the 
simplest and easiest to describe. As Figure 30 illustrates 
the Knox unconformity currently dips gently to the east 
and southeast in Ohio and Pennsylvania. Dips range from 
approximately 50 feet per mile in northeastern Ohio and 
northwestern Pennsylvania to approximately 100 feet per 
mile in southeastern Ohio and western West Virginia. 
Other than a few local anomalies in the contours, probably 
due to paleotopography, the major disturbances occur in 
northwestern Pennsylvania. Here, the continuity of the 
contours has been upset by the Tyrone-Mt. Union line­
ament, described above as a major basement wrench fault 
separating crustal blocks (Lavin and others, 1982). The 
map could have been drawn without acknowledging the 
lineament, but throughout western Pennsylvania this would 
have created an enormous departure from the otherwise 
relatively smooth nature of the contours. Under the 
circumstances, it appears that the lineament, illustrated 
as a left lateral strike-slip fault, defines a "best fit" 
interpretation on the regional level. Faulting in the Knox 
also is interpreted along the Akron-Suffield-Smith fault 
system and Highlandtown fault in northeastern Ohio. 
This is supported by interpretation of seismic data. 
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Figure 31. Regional structure map 011 top of the Rose Run sandstone in Ohio and we stem Pennsylvania. 
An additional disturbance in the structure contours on the Based on mapping, structure on the Rose Run sandstone 
Knox unconformity occurs just to the northeast of the (Figure 31) is relatively more complex than structure on 
Tyrone-Mt. Union lineament in southwestern Warren the unconformity. Besides the Tyrone-Mt. Union linea­
County, Pennsylvania. This disturbance is defined by ment, the Highlandtown fault/Pittsburgh-Washington 
closure on the -7,000 feet contour and bending of lineament and the Cambridge CSD apparently also had 
shallower contours around it to the northwest. The exact active parts in the structural configuration of the surface 
nature of this disturbance is unknown, but it appears from throughout its length in southwestern Pennsylvania and 
the map to be a localized downward flexure of the unconc eastern Ohio. In addition, numerous growth faults above 
formity surface. It should be kept in mind, however, that basement rift faults also occur. These have been offset by 
there is very little well control in this area, so the feature movement along the major wrench faults (lineaments and 
could be a plunging synclinal structure as well as a closed CSD's). 
depression. In addition, no available seismic reflection data 
exist for the area; therefore, discussion of the anomaly By correlating gamma ray log signatures and well cuttings, 
currently is speculative. It is probable that such informa­ Wagner (197 6) proposed the existence of Cambrian and 
tion exists and may be made available for future study. Lower Ordovician growth faults in the subsurface of 
Meridian Exploration Corp. drilled a successful Beekman­ western Pennsylvania. Since that time much discussion has 
town test (the #1 Hammermill Paper Co. well) on this taken place concerning the numbers and positions, and 
anomaly in 1985, and it is likely that the prospect was indeed the existence, of these deep structures. Figure 31 
based as much, or more, on seismic studies as on standard has been constructed to reflect the concept of Wagner's 
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Figure 32. Classification of reservoir heterogeneity f)pes (modified 
from Weber, 1986). 
established the presence of rift faults within fractured 
basement. However, the existence of the growth faults in 
the sedimentary cover is, as yet, strictly speculative. Such 
structures must have existed because the "best fit" for both 
the regional cross sections and regional mapping, which 
have been supplemented by geophysical studies (Davis, 
1980; Chaffin, 1981), demand their existence. 
The Rose Run sandstone increases in thickness to the 
southeast in Pennsylvania (see Figure 19), which should 
provide additional potential targets for hydrocarbon 
exploration, but it also increases in depth to the point 
where it is unlikely at this time to be drilled by the 
traditionally small independent Appalachian operator. 
With subsea elevations exceeding -15,000 feet in south­
western and south-central Pennsylvania, the Rose Run 
sandstone may be a likely target only for companies with 
large capital bases, such as the major oil companies. 
Mesoscopic 
(Field- to Well-Scale) 
Heterogeneity 
Introduction 
The Cambrian and Ordovician reservoirs and targets 
discussed in this report occur within a thick sequence 
of predominantly shallow-water carbonates that 
comprise a part of what Ginsburg (1982) calls the 
"Great American Bank". The "Great American Bank" 
extended more than 1,875 miles along the length of 
the southern seaboard of Laurentia from Early Cam­
brian through Middle Ordovician (Hardie, 1986). This 
bank contained a complex mosaic of interdependent 
subenvironments in which depositional processes 
imprinted distinctive physical, diagenetic, and bio­
genic features on the sediments. Read (1989), Hardie 
(1989), and Osleger and Read (1991) interpreted the 
vertical stacking of various peritidal carbonate facies 
in this sequence to be the result of cyclical sea-level 
fluctuations; these cycles were shelf-wide features 
(Borer and Harris, 1991). Subtidal carbonate facies 
in the section occur within shallowing-upward se­
quences deposited in a shelf lagoon environment. 
These fades might be cyclical or non-cyclical 
(Demicco, 1985; Read, 1989), and therefore might be 
either shelf-wide phenomenon or localized sedimen­
tary accumulations. Finally, lowstand deposits of 
siliciclastic sediments, related to both third-order sea-level 
falls and short-term sea-level falls were transported onto 
the peritidal platform and mixed with subtidal fades as 
well. These elastics were transported across the shelf 
during sea-level lowstands and reworked during subse­
quent sea-level rises (Read, 1989). Mixtures of siliciclastic 
and carbonate lithologies encountered at the producing 
field to well scale are the result of both spatial and 
temporal variability. Reservoir heterogeneity is acute and 
complex, thus related in part to the depositional processes. 
Classification schemes for defining heterogeneity types 
(Figure 32) from the field-scale level down to the well 
level are necessary to account for the heterogeneities 
during field development. Recognition of the types of 
reservoir heterogeneity in the �ose Run sandstone is based 
on core and log analyses. In many cases, heterogeneity 
types are restricted to specific lithofacies, as described 
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below. Detailed field-scale studies illustrate the influence 
each type of heterogeneity has on hydrocarbon production. 
Hydrocarbon production within Rose Run and Beekman­
town oil and gas fields results from a complex interplay 
of many of these heterogeneity types. 
Heterogeneity Types 
Eight types of reservoir heterogeneity, modified from 
Weber (1986), occur within the Rose Run interval, as well 
as in associated and equivalent rocks. Lateral fades mixing 
in carbonate-siliciclastic depositional environments im­
parts considerable spatial variability to the geometry of 
reservoirs in these rocks. Temporal variability, due to 
eustacy, variations in sediment supply, and tectonic 
events (Reeckmann and Friedman, 1982; Lomando and 
Harris, 1991), further complicate the geometry of mixed 
carbonate-siliciclastic reservoirs. A wide range of energies 
in various depositional mediums in mixed carbonate­
siliciclastic systems yield various baffles to fluid flow 
within the rocks (e.g. mudrock layers, carbonate laminites, 
etc.); baffles also fonn as diastems or unconformities as a 
result of cyclic sedimentation and/or non-cyclic deposition 
of multistory sandstone bodies. Lithofacies in mixed 
carbonate-siliciclastic sequences define specific flow units 
within the reservoirs, each with its own prevalent range of 
porosity and penneability values. Stratification within 
reservoir bodies controls the degree of anisotropy of fluid 
flow at the scale of individual sedimentary structures; the 
great variety of small-scale and large-scale structures in 
mixed carbonate-siliciclastic rocks constrain the continuity 
of fluid flow by controlling directional penneabilities. 
Finally, post-depositional defonnation in the fonn of faults 
and fractures greatly enhances or retards fluid flow 
depending on the presence and effectiveness of seals. 
A good example of reservoir heterogeneity as a result of 
faulting and subsequent fracturing (Figure 32, type 1) 
occurs along the Suffield fault system in southwestern 
Portage County, Ohio, and along an unnamed fault in the 
Conneaut field in northwestern Crawford County, Penn­
sylvania. Subsurface mapping and seismic data verify the 
existence of northwest-southeast trending faults that 
control, in part, the entrapment of hydrocarbons in the 
Rose Run. 
Heterogeneity as a result of boundaries between genetic 
units (Figure 32, type 2) is evident in stray sandstones in 
the Copper Ridge/Ore Hill unit. Some of these sandstones 
have been mapped using subsurface well control. They are 
channel sandstones, as evidenced by their narrow, sinuous 
shapes, and are encased in less penneable, nonporous 
Copper Ridge/Ore Hill dolostones. 
Porosity and penneability zonation (Figure 32, type 3) 
occurs in both the Rose Run sandstone and the Beekman­
town dolomite, but it is most dramatic in the bioturbated 
dolostone lithofacies of the Beekmantown where vuggy 
porosity has been developed in zones up to seven feet 
thick. The dolostone typically is relatively impenneable; 
only in the vuggy zones is the penneability enhanced by 
creation of wide pore throats due to carbonate dissolution. 
These vuggy zones probably developed through selective 
dissolution by meteoric water (Longman, 1980) or meso­
genetic brines (Mazzullo and Harris, 1992), and can be 
correlated over township-wide areas. Based on geo­
physical log and core analyses, porosity in this lithofacies 
is nonnally less than four percent, and accompanied by 
very low penneabilities. In Coshocton and Tuscarawas 
counties, Ohio, well-developed pinpoint and massive 
vuggy porosity occur locally near the Knox unconformity. 
Porosity and penneability data from the #1-A Oaklief and 
#1-A Lower cores from Coshocton County, Ohio indicate 
these vuggy zones in the Beekmantown that create 
penneability zonation (Appendix IV). Vuggy porosity 
also occurs in this lithofacies approximately 30 miles 
downdip from the Rose Run subcrop tn Scioto County, 
Ohio. Penneability measurements from a vuggy zone in 
the Beekmantown/Mines in core 2958 from the Aristech 
well in Scioto County showed a maximum penneability 
(Kmax) of 231 millidarcies (md) (Appendix IV). 
Two types of heterogeneity evident within the cross­
bedded and flaser-bedded, argillaceous sandstone 
lithofacies include penneability baffles within a genetic 
unit and cross-bedding that acts as a series of baffles 
(Figure 32, types 4 and 5). Vertical penneability variations 
result, in part, from thin argillaceous shale laminae that are 
prevalent in this lithofacies. Discontinuous to continuous 
shale laminae serve as baffles to vertical fluid flow; low 
vertical penneabilities associated with very high horizon­
tal penneabilities illustrate this effect in core 2898 from 
Jackson County, Ohio (Appendix IV). The fact that these 
laminae are discontinuous and can not be correlated from 
well to well is the major drawback in attempting to predict 
or quantify this type of heterogeneity. Cross-bedding 
probably has less of an influence on fluid flow in this 
lithofacies. High horizontal penneabilities indicate low 
penneability contrasts in adjacent cross-bed sets. Limited 
data precludes quantitative analyses at this time. 
Textural, mineralogical, and diagenetic changes in the 






(Figure 32, type 6). This topic is discussed under Micro­
scopic (Thin Section-Scale) Heterogeneity. 
Secondary vuggy porosity associated with fracturing 
(Figure 32, type 7) occurs in the Beekmantown/Mines 
dolomite, and has produced hydrocarbons in Colum­
biana County, Ohio, near the Highlandtown fault 
system. Fractured dolostone within the Beekmantown/ 
Mines is present in cores 2713, 867, and 2923 from 
Coshocton, Guernsey, and Morgan counties, Ohio, 
respectively (Appendix III). However, secondary 
mineralization commonly heals fractures and associated 
vugs; vugs up to I inch across are commonly filled with 
white dolomite. In southwest Morgan County, Ohio, 
intense fracturing resulted in brecciated zones composed 
of green shale and angular clasts of dolomite up to 
2 inches across. Secondary mineralization by white 
dolomite healed the fractures near this brecciated zone, 
thereby partially reducing or totally eliminating the 
secondary porosity. 
Naturally occurring and drilling-induced fractures were 
observed throughout the Rose Run and Beekmantown in 
the cooperative #3-A Reiss well venture based on the 
Formation Microscanner (FMS) images. Most of these 
fractures appear to have been induced by drilling. 
Azimuths of drilling-induced fractures aid in deter­
mining minimum in situ stress. Azimuths calculated 
from the FMS showed two dominant trends, a pre­
dominant northeast-southwest trend and a secondary 
northwest-southeast trend. Fracturing in the overlying 
Middle Silurian Lockport Dolomite also indicated a 
predominant trend of N60
°
E. FMS images also revealed 
the presence of both open and partially-healed naturally 
occurring fractures. 
Two different generations of fractures have been described 
in a silicified oolitic dolostone in the Rose Run frcm the 
core of the Aristech monitor test/well in Scioto County, 
Ohio (A. T. Kearney, Inc, 1991 ). Much of the fracture 
porosity was reduced by secondary mineralization of 
carbonates. The first generation of fracturing formed prior 
to silicification and is partially filled by silicified calcite 
and ankerite. The second generation set is partially open 
and forms an orthogonal pattern across the brecciated 
clasts. One fractured core sample from the Aristech well 
(Appendix IV) had a porosity of 9.1 percent, and hori­
zontal (K-90) and vertical permeabilities of 3.3 md and 
.07 md, respectively. The maximum permeability (Kmax) 
measured for this sample was 6.0 md. 
Reservoir heterogeneity as a result of erosional truncation 
and paleotopography (Figure 32, type 8) occurs at the 
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Figure 33. Photographs of the cross-bedded and jlaser-bedded 
sandstone lithofaciesfrom core 2898, Jackson County, Ohio. 
A-Side view showing the jlasers. 8-End view showing asymmetric
ripples.
Knox unconformity. This is the most significant aspect of 
reservoir heterogeneity affecting hydrocarbon production 
in the Rose Run sandstone play. Based on cores and 
geophysical log correlations, up to five Rose Run sand­
stone units, separated by non-porous dolostones, may be 
present across county-wide areas; however, they are not 
regionally persistent across the entire study area. The 
dolostones act as baffles to fluid flow and create fluid­
flow compartments within the Rose Run. In Holmes and 
Coshocton counties, Ohio, operators traditionally number 
these sandstones I through 5 based upon gamma ray- and 
density-log curve characteristics (Figure 17). Hydrocar­
bons have been produced from all five of these sandstones 
in stratigraphic pinchouts and erosional remnant traps 
along the subcrop trend from Fairfield County, Ohio to 
Crawford County, Pennsylvania. Field-scale studies of 
some typical erosional remnant plays in Holmes and 
Ashtabula counties, Ohio are discussed in detail. 
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Lithofacies 
Four lithofacies occur within the Knox/Galesburg 
interval in Ohio based upon examination of cores, 
subsurface mapping, and petrophysical analyses. They 
consist of the following: (I) cross-bedded and tlaser­
bedded, argillaceous sandstone, (2) interbedded, 
glauconitic sandstone and dolostone, (3) bioturbated 
dolostone and (4) laminated dolostone. These specific 
lithofacies have not been recognized in well cores from 
Pennsylvania; instead, the Rose Run has been divided 
into sandstone, dolostone, and mixed facies. 
Cross-Bedded and 
Flaser-Bedded Sandstone 
Cross-bedded and tlaser-bedded sandstone constitutes 
the dominant lithofacies observed in cored intervals of 
the Rose Run sandstone in Ohio (Appendix V). This is 
the major Rose Run reservoir facies, represented by a 
sequence of stacked siliciclastic deposits separated by 
thin beds of dolostone. 
Lithologically, the sandstone consists of white, fine-
to medium-grained, sub- to well-rounded, moderately 
sorted, quartz arenites to subarkoses. Alternating layers 
of very fine and coarse grains are common. These rocks 
exhibit good intergranular porosity, giving it the highest 
reservoir quality of all lithofacies observed in cores. 
Average porosities measured from geophysical logs 
range from 8 to 12 percent with values as high as 
14 percent. Porosities measured from cores analyses 
(Appendix IV) are in close agreement with those 
derived from geophysical logs. High porosities and 
permeabilities are not restricted to wells along the subcrop 
trend as indicated by cores in Jackson and Scioto County, 
Ohio. The Jackson County core (Appendix IV, core 2898) 
contains 26 samples having permeabilities greater than 
1.0 md, seven of which are greater than I 00 md. Only one 
sample was available from this lithofacies in the Scioto 
County well (Appendix IV, Aristech core). and it had a 
permeability of 80 md. Reservoir quality based on these 
porosities and permeabilities indicates there is good hydro­
carbon trapping potential away from the highly explored 
areas along the subcrop trend (an Aristech monitor well 
drilled in Scioto County had a show of gas in the Rose 
Run). Structures and/or fault closure probably would be 
necessary for hydrocarbon entrapment. 
Continuous to discontinuous wavy green shale pa11ings 
and tlaser-bedding are distributed throughout this litho­
facies (Figure 33A). Intercalated mud in the form of tlasers 
results from the accumulation of mud in ripple troughs. In 
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Figure 34. Photographs of the cross-bedded and jlaser-bedded 
sandstone !itl10facies. A-Side 1·ie11· of core 2850, Co/11111biana 
Co11nt1·, Ohio shml'ing cross beds. 8-Side 1·iell' of core 2923. 
Morgan Co11ntr, Ohio. showing polrgonal 1n11dcracks in cross­
bedded sandstone. 
a tlaser-bedded unit asymmetric ripples with a wavelength 
of approximately 1.5 inches occur on the end of a core in 
Jackson County (Figure 338). Low-angle cross-bedding is 
the most common sedimentary structure within this litho­
facies (Figure 34A). Cross-bedding also is evident in 
sandstone bodies in the #3-A Reiss well using the FMS 
tool. Cross-beds at a depth of 7.000 feet dip to the south­
west; the angle of dip increases upward from 7 to 12 
degrees. Polygonal mudcracks also occur in several of the 
cores. indicating subaerial exposure of the sandstones 
during low stands in sea level (Figure 348). 
lnterbedded Sandstone and Dolostone 
Thin ho,izontal beds of interbedded sandstone and dolo­
stone. commonly less than one inch thick. are present 
within two of the Rose Run whole diameter cores from 
Ohio. Sandstone beds in core 2853 from Coshocton 
County (Appendix III) contain large amounts of glauconite 
and alternate with thin beds of arenaceous dolostone 
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Figure 35. Photographs of the interbedded sandstone and dolostone 
lithofacies. A-lnterbedded glauconitic sandstone sandstone and 
dolostone from core 2853, Coshocton Count\', Ohio. 8-llllerbedded 
sandstone and dolostone fro111 core 2850, Columbiana Countr. Ohio. 
(Figure 35A). In the Coshocton County core this litho­
facies occurs within the Rose Run approximately six feet 
below the Knox unconformity. Geophysical logs were not 
run on this well so the stratigraphic position of this litho­
facies within the Rose Run cannot be determined. In core 
2850 from Columbiana County (Appendix Ill) interbedded 
sandstones and dolostones are located at the top of the 
Rose Run unit, directly underlying the Beekmantown/ 
Mines (Figure 35B). Glauconitic sandstones exhibit very 
good intergranular porosity and have good reservoir 
quality. Arenaceous dolostones are more dense and have 
low porosities and permeabilities that serve as baffles to 
prevent fluid flow. 
Bioturbated Dolostone 
Although the bioturbated dolostone lithofacies generally 
has low reservoir quality, locally it may have well­
interconnected vuggy porosity in the Beekmantown/Mines 
near the Knox unconformity. These localized zones of 
massive vuggy porosity have yielded some of the highest 
gas production of any reservoir within Cambrian strata 
along the Rose Run subcrop play. Bioturbated dolo­
stone is prevalent throughout the carbonates within the 
Beekmantown/Mines, Rose Run, and Copper Ridge/ 
Ore Hill units in Ohio (Appendix Ill). 
This lithofacies consists of grey to brown, fine- to 
medium-crystalline, mottled dolostone (Figure 36). It 
may be locally stylolitic and contain traces of glauco­
nite. Local erosional contacts are present that are coated 
with thin lenses of dark-green shale, and often contain 
dolomite rip-up clasts up to one inch across. Chert 
nodules up to one inch across also occur within this 
Iithofacies. As the dolostone grades into sandstone in 
the Rose Run, fine- to coarse-grained quartz grains 
appear to float in the dolostone matrix near the litho­
facies boundaries. Desiccation features present in 
several of the cores indicate subaerial exposure. 
Laminated Dolostone 
The laminated dolostone lithofacies is present in core 
2850 from Columbiana County, Ohio (Appendix III). 
This lithofacies exhibits poor reservoir quality and has 
not produced hydrocarbons in Ohio. Based on correla­
tion to geophysical logs, this lithofacies in the Colum­
biana County core is situated near the base of the 
Beekmantown/Mines approximately six feet above 
the top of the Rose Run contact. 
This lithofacies consists of light- to medium-brown, 
microcrystalline, laminated dolostone (Figure 37 A). 
Digitate algal stromatolites are present with individual 
laminae approximately l centimeter thick (Figure 37B). 
A silicified dolostone breccia overlies the stromatolite unit. 
Silicified clasts up to three inches across contain numerous 
silicified ooids. Ooids are radial and the concentric 
banding has been preserved through replacement of 
original carbonate texture by silica. The ooids range in 
size from medium to coarse grained. Based on the meso­
scopic examination of cores, there is no visible porosity 
evident in the laminated dolostone lithofacies. eutron and 
density logs also indicate that porosities are less than two 
percent. This nonporous lithofacies might act as a seal for 
trapping hydrocarbons in the Rose Run. Permeability data 
are not available for this lithofacies. 
Sandstone, Dolostone, and Mixed Lithofacies 
Rose Run sandstones in western Pennsylvania are 
generally interpreted as paralic to shallow marine in origin 
(Wagner, 1966c; Lytle and others, 1971 ); however, there 
are very few detailed environmental interpretations in the 












dolostones, and quartzose to dolomitic sandstones 
testify to a close association of shifting peritidal and 
adjacent shallow subtidal deposits. Read ( 1989) 
included the Rose Run interval within one of his 
stratigraphic sequences of the Cambra-Ordovician 
passive margin succession in the Appalachians, his 
sequence 4 (Figure 14). He recognized cyclic peritidal 
carbonates, non-cyclic subtidal carbonates, and marine­
reworked siliciclastics. Smith ( 1969) suggested that an 
eolian, as well as coastal, siliciclastic component mixed 
with the inner and outer shelf carbonates of the Rose 
Run sequence. Enterline ( 1991) recognized four 
descriptive to genetic lithofacies-cross bedded sand­
stone, oncolite dolomite, bioturbated dolomite, and 
algal laminated/stromatolite dolomite-that he inter­
preted as peritidal deposits. 
A facies is a body of rock with specified characteris-
tics; sedimentary facies are defined on the basis of 
color, bedding, composition, texture, fossils, and 
sedimentary structures (Reading, 1978; Walker, 1979). 
The term facies may be used in a genetic sense (e.g. 
"turbidite facies," "algal laminated dolomite facies") or 
an environmental sense (e.g. "fluvial facies"). In Penn­
sylvania, however, the term facies is used in a strictly 
observational sense (e.g. "sandstone facies"), and they 
are discussed in terms of observed processes and inter­
pretations of the environments in which they might 
have formed. The sedimentology of the subsurface 
intervals is so poorly understood because the data are 
very sparse, and because the facies designations are 
applied directly to geophysical well logs. In the discussion 
of carbonates in the Shell Oil #I Shade Mountain well core 
in Juniata County, however, a genetic facies approach is 
used because specific microfacies (Wilson, 1975) can be 
distinguished (see pg. 35, Lithofacies). 
We divided the Rose Run interval in Pennsylvania into 
sandstone or dolostone lithofacies and mixed sandstone 
and dolostone associations. Johnson ( 1978) defined mixed 
associations of shallow marine siliciclastic lithofacies and 
interpreted them as part of a continuum of physical energy 
condition. The single and mixed lithofacies associations 
used here, however, represent both lateral facies mixing 
and vertical variations in lithologic sequences induced by 
cyclic sea level changes and/or changes in sediment 
supply. These facies associations represent both spatial 
variability and temporal variability in a carbonate­
siliciclastic mixed sequence (Lomando and Harris, 1991 ). 
Three principal facies occur in the cores and outcrops 
examined during this study: I) a sandstone facies (S); 
2) mixed sandstone and dolostone associates (M); and
Figure 36. Photographs of the bioturbated dolostone lithofacies. 
A-Core 2989, Coshocton County, Ohio. B-Core 2923, Morgan
County, Ohio.
3) a dolostone facies (D). The mixed facies (M) is sub­
divided into sandstone-dominated (Ms), equally mixed
sandstone-dolostone (Me), and dolostone-dominated (Md)
associations. The equally mixed sandstone-dolostone
associati9n (Me) can be further subdivided into medium­
bedded (Mem) and thick-bedded (Met) categories.
Sandstone Facies (S)-Sandstone facies (S) occurs in 
both cores I and 2 in the #2 Hammermill well (Figures 38 
and 39). It also occurs in a highway outcrop section along 
Route 453 southeast of Tyrone in Huntingdon County, 
Pennsylvania. 
In the #2 Hammermill well core I, the sandstone facies 
consists of very light-gray, fine-grained, well-sorted quartz 
arenite. Silica is the dominant cement. Authigenic illite 
comprises four to five percent of the binder. The sand­
stones are thick to very thick bedded, a characteristic that 
defines this facies. The rocks lack apparent sedimentary 
structures. Porosity and permeability are very low 






#2 Hammermill well and are ubiquitous in outcrops. 
All three subdivisions of this facies occur in core I 
(Figure 39) and in the outcrops examined. 
Facies Ms comprises mixed sandstone-dolostone lith­
ologies, but is dominated by sandstone. The sandstones 
consist of fine- to medium-grained, moderately well­
sorted quartz arenites. The principal cement is dolo­
mite. Dolomite cements are polymodal, with planar-e 
to planar-s textures, and contain ghosts of former 
peloids and ooids when viewed under the microscope 
in diffused plane-polarized light. Many of the ooid 
ghosts have detrital quartz nuclei. The sandstones 
are medium bedded and porous (Table ! , pg.! 23). 
Dolostones in facies Ms are medium bedded rocks 
with unimodal, planar-s textures. They contain up to 
40 percent detrital quartz and feldspar. The dolostones 
contain some visible ooid and peloid ghosts. 
Rocks within facies Me contain approximately equal 
amounts of sandstone and dolostone. The distinction 
between Mem and Met is one of bed thickness 
(Figure 39). 
Mem consists of thinly interstratified, medium-thick 
(~ 15 cm) beds of fine-grained, well-sorted quartz 
arenite and dolostone. Dolostones in this facies consist 
Figure 37. Photographs of the laminated dolosto11e 
lithofacies from core 2850, Columbiana County, Ohio. 
A-Laminated dolostone. 8-Digitate algal stromatolite.
In the #2 Hammermill well core 2, the sandstone facies 
consists of white to very light-gray, fine- to medium­
grained, moderately-sorted to well-sorted subarkose. 
The sandstones contain highly variable amounts of 
quartz and dolomite cements, with lesser amounts of 
feldspar and illite cements. The sandstones are thick to 
very thick bedded, cross-bedded, and contain basal lags 
of dolostone and shaly dolostone clasts. Porosity and 
permeability vary, but are generally good (Appendix 
IV). 
In outcrop, the sandstone facies are thick to very thick 
bedded. Some cross-bedding occurs, including excel­
lently displayed herringbone cross-stratification. The 
sandstone is light-gray, fine-grained, well-sorted qual1Z 
arenite. The principal cement is silica. Porosity and 
permeability are low. Thin sections reveal little visible 
porosity, and borehole logs indicate only 2 to 4 percent 
porosity throughout the section. 
Mixed Sandstone and Dolostone Fades (M)-Mixed 
sandstone and dolostone facies occur in core I from the 
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Figure 38. Geophysical log signature through the Knox/Gatesburg 
i11ten•a/ in the #2 Hammermill well, Erie County, Pennsylvania. 
Black boxes indicate recovered whole-diameter core intervals. 
Gamma rar is measured in AP/ 1111its. Neutron is measured in 



















Figure 39. Graphical descriptio11s of cores 1 and 2 from the #2 Hammennill well, Erie County, Pennsylvania (from Laughrey, in press). 
Gamma ray log (measured in AP/ units) and cored intervals (dark boxes) on left. Symbols for core /itho/ogies are standard. 
of medium-gray, unimodal, planar-s dolomite, with both 
medium-to fine-grained quartz and occasional feldspar 
floating in the carbonate groundmass. Dolomite crystals 
are decimicron-sized. Mudcracks do occur, but these are 
indistinct in most samples. Some dolostone beds consist 
of medium dark-gray, polymodal, nonplanar dolostone. 
Dolomite laminae grade upward, with crystal size 
decreasing from decimicron-size to smaller decimicron­
size and micron-size dolomite. Dolomite laminae contain 
silt-size quartz, muscovite, feldspar, and pyrite. The 
dolostones contain wavy and flaser cross laminations. 
Porosity in both sandstones and dolostones from facies 
Mem is very low. 
Facies Met consists of thick(> 30 cm) beds of sandstone 
interstratified with thick beds of dolostone. The sandstones 
are moderately well- to very well-sorted, fine- to medium­
grained quartz arenites. Sandstone porosity varies from 
poor to good. Pervasive dolomite cementation obliterated 
porosity in some samples, but most sandstones have 
porosities between six and twelve percent. Some outcrop 
samples exhibit true herringbone cross-stratification with 
sharp set boundaries (Figure 40), i.e. opposite-dipping 
sets of avalanche cross-stratification (see Klein, 1977, 
p. 20-21). Mudcracks are preserved at the tops of some
herringbone cross-stratified cosets (Figure 40).
Dolostones in facies Met are medium dark-gray, unimodal, 
planar-s dolomites with nonmimically replaced allochems. 
The latter consist of ooids, probable peloids, and possible 
shell fragments-all visible in diffused plane polarized 
light. Some of the dolostone matrix supports very fine-
to coarse-grained quartz and feldspar detritus. The rocks 
display nodular bedding, mudcracks, and bioturbation. 
Dolostones dominate facies Md. The dolostone is 
polymodal, planar-s to nonplanar, which contains 
nonmimically replaced ooids, peloids, and void-filling 
dolomite. Crystals are decimicron to centimicron-sized. 
Original matrix, if ever present, cannot be distinguished 
from void-filling dolomite. Some ooid nuclei consist of 
detrital sand- and silt-sized quartz and feldspar. The 
dolostones are bioturbated and mottled; burrows contain 
large amounts of detrital siliciclastic silt. Porosity appears 
to be low. Polymodal nonplanar dolomites are wavy, 
flaser, and lenticular cross-laminated, with minor lenses 
of quartz silt detritus. Micron- and decimicron-size crystals 
occur within discrete laminae. 
Sandstones in fades Md occur as lenses and laminations 
of fine-grained, well-sorted quartz arenite. Lenses occur 
within dolostone. Laminated sandstones are interlarninated 
with dolomitic siltstone and dolostone. Porosity is ex­




Figure 40. Herringbone cross-stratification in the Rose Run sandstone outcrop, Huntingdon County, Pennsylvania. A-Herringbone 
cross-strata within a thick sandstone sequence. The quarter rests on the top of a tidal cycle. B -As_rn1111etric herringbone strata sequence 
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Figure 41. The Rose Run dolostone lithofacies in outcrop in Huntingdon County, Pennsylvania. A-Subfacies of the dolostone 
lithofacies (D), from Hardie ( /986). The subfacies comprise a shallowing-upward tidal-flat sequence. 8-Flat-pebble conglomerate, 




Figure 42. Photographs of the Rose Run dolostone lithofacies in outcrop in Huntingdon County, Pe1111sylva11ia. A-Lnrge thrombolitic 
mound deposited as an algal parch reef See Dal'ies ( /970) for modem examples from Shark Bay, 11·estem Australia. 8-Close-up of a 




Figure 43. Photographs of the Rose Run dolostone lithofacies in outcrop in Huntingdon Co11ntY, Pennsrl\'{/nia. A-Ooid-peloid shoal 






Figure 44. Photographs of the Rose Run dolostone lithofacies in outcrop in Huntingdon County, Pennsyh•ania. A-Prism-cracked 
wavy laminite interpreted as upper intertidal algal flats. B-Close-up of prism-cracked H'a1•y /aminire subfacies. Nore how the edges 
of the prism crack appears to be ragged and is draped by small pieces of peloidal laminae that, "defv gravity " (Hardie, 1986). The 
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Figure 45. Graphical plot of core analysis data from the Gatesburg Formation 
core recovered from the #1 Shade Mountain well, Juniata County, 
Pennsylvania. The gamma ray signature was obtained by scintillo"}eter 
from the core. 
Dolostone Fades (D)-Rocks of the dolostone facies (D) 
mostly consist of unimodal to polymodal planar-s dolo­
mite. In core 1 from the #2 Hammermill well, these rocks 
are light-gray to light olive-gray and display nodular 
bedding and some very strong bioturbation. Quartz and 
feldspar silt lines and partially fills some burrows. Many 
samples show nonmimic replacement of ooids, peloids, 
and intraclasts. Dolomite crystal sizes range from micron­
size to centimicron-size; smaller crystal sizes define some 
nonmimically replaced allochems. Some samples contain 
calcite nodules. Some are pyritic. Some intervals in this 
facies are highly porous. 
Ooid dolograinstones dominate 
this facies in outcrops. The rocks 
are light olive-gray to greenish­
gray. The dolostones consist of 10010 
polymodal, planar-s dolomite 
with replaced ooid allochems, 
10015partial to complete ooid molds, 
..., 
u 
zand void-filling dolomite. Most 
allochems are mimically replaced 
100200
by dolomite, but some nonmimic 
replacement also took place. Ooid 
z 
iallochems in the dolostones from 10025 
jcentral Pennsylvania outcrops 
exhibit uniform isopachous 
10030fringes of mimically replaced 
marine cement that originally 
had a radial-fibrous fabric. 10035 
Centimicron-sized planar-s 
sparite of meteoric or deep connate origin, it 
is difficult to tell if this is a mimic of earlier 
cements now replaced by dolomite or strictly 
a dolomite cement texture. 
Outcropping rocks of the dolostone facies in 
central Pennsylvania also contain "ribbon 
rocks" (thin-bedded, wave-rippled and bur­
rowed dolostone), wavy dololaminite, flat 
pebble conglomerates, and thrombolitic algal 
mounds (Figures 41 to 44 ). 
Shell Oil Co. tested the Gatesburg Formation 
in central Pennsylvania in 1964 when they 
drilled the #1 Shade Mountain Unit well in 
Juniata County. This well was drilled on the 
Shade Mountain anticline where it penetrated 
duplex thrust sheets. The well encountered 
only a show of gas, but the company recovered a small 
core of the Gatesburg Formation from between 10,010 
and 10,035 feet (Figure 45). The recovered rocks consist 
of dolostone and anhydrite. Measured porosities in these 
rocks are very low and permeabilities are less than 0.1 md 
(Figure 45). 
The core contains stacked shallowing-upward carbonate 
sequences (Figure 46). One complete sequence consists of 
subtidal shelf-lagoon sediments overlain by intertidal and 
supratidal sediments respectively. Evaporites cap the 
sequence and these are of special significance. The 
individual dolostone subfacies recognized in this core 
are described. 
DEPOSITIONAL SETTING LITHOLOGIES 
SUBTICAL 
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These rocks consist of mixed-fossil 
dolopackstones and dolowackestones. 
Fossils include algal remains and 
shell material, including brachiopods. 
Horizontal laminations and cross­
lamination occur sporadically in the 
core. Some of the bedding is nodular. 
Some birds-eye structures, tepee 
structures, and pull-apart structures 
are present also. Trace amounts of 
feldspar are scattered throughout the 
rock. The dolostones are mottled and 
well-burrowed. This subfacies 
contains minor anhydrite and chert. 
SUBAQUEOUS GYPSUM BECOMING ALTERED
IN SABKHA ENVI RONMENT 
GYPSUM PRECIPITATING IN 
LAGOONS a PONDS 
Figure 47. Inferred depositional environment of Mississippian Frobisher Evaporite in Subtidal shoal or channel flank 
southeastern Saskatchewan provides a valid model for Late Cambrian Knox/Gatesburg 
subfacies.-This subfacies consists of 
deposition in central Pennsylvania (from Kendall, 1984). Numerous shallow maritime 
mixed ooid-peloid dolograinstones 
lakes, ponds, or lagoon are isolated by carbonate shoals and banks on top of which strips 
and dolopackstones and peloid-mixed 
of supratidal sabkha rest. 
fossil dolopackstones. The fossils are 
undifferentiated shell material. The rocks contain scattered date, been indirect. Hardie (1986) discussed displacive 
quartz and feldspar, and minor amounts of anhydrite. Rip calcite nodules that originally might have been supratidal 
up clasts occur in some of the rocks. Horizontal lamina­ gypsum. Folk and Pittman (1971) suggested that length­
tions and nodular bedding are present and the rocks are slow chalcedony in the Gatesburg was evidence for 
bioturbated. vanished evaporites. The Gatesburg Formation rocks 
recovered from the Shell Oil Co. #1 Shade Mountain Unit 
Shoal or levee bank subfacies.-This subfacies consists of 
well provides unequivocal evidence of evaporite deposi­
ooid dolograinstones that grade downward into the mixed 
tion in central Pennsylvania during Late Cambrian time. 
ooid-peloid dolograinstones of the shoal flank or channel 
flank subfacies. 
Depositional Framework 
Sabkha and subaqueous evaporite subfacies.-This sub­
facies contains nodular and laminated anhydrite, along Much of the heterogeneity observed in the Rose Run 
with rippled and lenticular dolostone and stromatolites. reservoirs is related to the depositional environment that 
This subfacies also contains an interbank lagoon or provided the vertical stacking of interbedded siliciclastic 
"pond" subfacies comprised of oolitic, mottled and and carbonate facies during cyclical fluctuations of sea 
burrowed, fossiliferous dolostones. We interpret the level. Both regional and field-scale heterogeneity occurred 
evaporites as having formed along the high portion of as the result of sea-level variations across a shallow 
carbonate banks as normal subkha successions (nodular carbonate-siliciclastic shelf, as described by Read (1989) 
anhydrite) or in the interbank ponds and lagoons as sub­ (Figure 14). 
aqueous evaporites (laminated anhydrite and stromato­ Rose Run strata record, in part, deposition in peritidal to 
lites) as suggested in Figure 47. shallow subtidal marine environments. Many authors, 
Hardie (1986, p. 41) suggested that the climate during including Mussman and Read (1986), Anderson (1991), 
Gatesburg time was," ... dry enough to produce some Enterline (1991), and Ryder (in press), have interpreted 
growth of evaporite minerals within the supratidal the depositional environment of the Knox/Gatesburg and 
sediments but not arid enough to accumulate a cap of equivalent strata as tidal-flat. Although much of the Knox/ 
sabkha evaporite deposits," which agrees with the Gatesburg represents tidal-flat deposition, such a singular 
discussion of paleoclimate given above. Read ( 1989) designation clearly is not appropriate for the entire 
suggested a semiarid climate, with an overall evaporative interval. A number of sedimentary features in the 
depositional setting. The recognition of evaporite minerals lithofacies described above support a broader interpreta­















Figure 48. Ooid dolograi11stone i11 the Dolosto11e Facies, Hu11ti11gdo11 Cou1111•, 
Pe1111s_rll'a11ia. A-Trpical fabric of the ooids. Note the prese11ce of both concen­
tric and radial fabrics. B-lsopaclwus.fringe and pore-filling ce111e11t textures. 
and lenticular cross-lamination indicative of the alterna­
tion of bedload and suspension deposition during variable 
phases of high to low, or non-existent, subaqueous cur­
rent flow (Klein, 1977). Reinech and Wunderlich ( I 968) 
attribute flaser-bedding to an intertidal environment where 
incomplete mud laminae are trapped in ripple troughs 
during periods of slack water; 2) mudcracks indicate 
exposure of the sediments to the atmosphere in the 
supratidal environment or, during extreme hot and arid 
conditions, in the intertidal environment; 3) herringbone 
cross-stratification represents sandwave migration in 
response to reversing current flow. For example. the rocks 
in Figure 40 exhibit herringbone cross-stratification and 
mudcracks that reveal a flood-to-ebb tide sequence 
followed by exposure to the atmosphere) 4) ooids and 
peloids indicate proximity to the littoral 
and shallow marine realm, whereas 
burrows and bioturbation suggest organic 
activity, although fossils are rare in the 
rocks. Mottling as a result of bioturbation 
is common within the intertidal zone 
(Shinn, 1983; Wilson, 1983); 5) nodular 
chert, possibly a secondary replacement 
feature after nodular evaporites, might 
signify the presence of an arid supratidal 
environment (Shinn, 1983; Hardie, 1986); 
6) basal lags of dolostone and shaly dolo­
stone in the sandstones indicate scour,
possibly due to erosion along tidal chan­
nel thalwegs; and 7) algal laminae and
hemi-spheroids indicate deposition in the
upper intertidal to lower supratidal zone.
According to Shinn ( 1983), horizontal
laminations and absence of mottling in
tidal flat deposits are limited to the upper
inter-tidal to supratidal zone (see also
detailed discussions by Logan and others,
1964, and Bathurst, 1971 ).
The ooid grainstones, on the other hand, 
represent subtidal, shallow marine 
deposition. Although dolomitization has 
destroyed the depositional fabric of the 
original carbonate facies, careful exam­
ination in thin sections reveals the former 
presence of ooids and peloids (see Pet­
rography, Petrology, and Petrophysics). 
The dolostone facies in several cores from 
Ohio, and in outcrop in central Pennsylva­
nia, contain abundant ooids and peloids. 
Ooids form in agitated marine waters in 
carbonate sand shoals and in tidal deltas associated with 
tidal inlets (Ball, 1967; Hine, 1977). Ooids also form on 
tidal flats and beaches, in lagoons, and in some non­
marine and hypersaline environments (Tucker, 1981 ). 
However, these are not nearly so common as subtidal sand 
shoals. The ooid grainstones of the Knox/Gatesburg 
interval are interpreted as subtidal, shallow marine 
deposits because of their thickness and extent, and because 
they reveal a vestige of former submarine carbonate 
cementation, i.e. mimically replaced isopachous fibrous 
cement on ooids (Figure 48). In outcrop in central 
Pennsylvania, these dolostones are associated with 
thrombolitic bioherms (Figure 42) that Hardie ( 1986) 
interpreted as algal patch reefs. 
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Figure 49. lsopach map of Copper Ridge/Ore Hill sandstone in Tuscarawas, Holmes, 
and Coshocton counties, Ohio. The Rose Run subcrop occurs between the dashed lines. 
Based on detailed log correlations and isopach maps, 
sandstone strata in the Rose Run consists of coalesced 
lenticular bodies of wide areal extent covering tens of 
miles. Sandstones such as these are thought to have been 
deposited by waning storm-generated currents and later 
reworked by wave activity (Goldring and Bridges, 1973; 
Johnson, 1978). In contrast, sandstones within the Copper 
Ridge/Ore Hill dolomite sequence occur as narrow, 
sinuous, meandering tidal channels. Based on examination 
of cores and geophysical logs, reservoir quality is good in 
both of these sandstone types. Prolific hydrocarbon pro­
duction occurs within these Rose Run sandstones where 
they pinch out beneath the Knox unconformity, or where 
they are preserved within erosional remnants. 
The well-developed porous sandstone encountered in the 
Copper Ridge/Ore Hill of the #3-A Reiss in Coshocton 
County, Ohio provides an example of one of these narrow­
bodied, channel sandstone deposits. Subsurface mapping 
based on all available wells penetrating this horizon shows 
it to be a meandering, sinuous, sandstone body trending 
northwest-southwest from Berlin Township, Holmes 
County to Adams Township, Coshocton County 
(Figure 49). The channel trends parallel to subparallel to 
the Cambridge CSD, suggesting 
possible tectonic control of the 
deposition of this sand body. This 
sandstone unit reaches a maximum 
thickness of 54 feet in Holmes 
County (permit number 1279). 
Additional deep well control is 
necessary to determine the lateral 
extent of this tidal-channel sand. It 
is not known if this unit has been 
eroded or pinches out to the north­
west. Although there has not been 
any known hydrocarbon production 
from this s�dstone body to date, the 
potential exists if the sandstone can 
be found associated with a structural 
feature or at lateral pinchouts. A 
stratigraphically younger sandstone 
in the Copper Ridge/Ore Hill has 
been mapped in Mechanic Township, 
Holmes County, Ohio. This channel 
sandstone trends northwest-southeast 
(Figure 50) parallel or subparallel 
to the Cambridge CSD. 
Sandstone lithofacies described from 
northwestern Pennsylvania (fades S) 
are more difficult to interpret, but suggest a possible fluv­
ial origin based on descriptions of Core 2 from the #2 
Hammermill well (Figure 39). The sandstones are 
feldspathic; the feldspar species resemble those present 
in the Grenville terrane that would have supplied river­
derived detritus (Lidiak and Ceci, 1991) (see Petrography, 
Petrology, and Petrophysics). The sandstones consist of 
multiple, stacked, fining-upwards sequences, having 
erosional lags at the bases of upward-fining sets. The 
sandstones exhibit unidirectional cross-bedding. These 
sandstones might represent deposition by ephemeral 
streams entering the paralic environment. Partial ana­
logues include the Gascoyne and Wooramel rivers of 
western Australia, which drain into Shark Bay (Davies, 
1970), or ephemeral fluvial sediments recognized in the 
Mississippian St. Louis Limestone of southeastern Kansas 
by Handford and Francka (1991, fig. 15) and by Tucker 
and Chalcraft (1991) in the Permian Queen Formation of 
the West Texas Permian basin region. 
The fades S sandstones in core 1 from the Hammermill 
well reveal very little. These sandstones consist of remark­
ably pure quartz arenites that coarsen upwards. They lack 
apparent sedimentary structures, grain size trends, or 
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Within the study area six 
possible trapping mechanisms 
occur in the Upper Cambrian 
reservoirs in Ohio and 
Pennsylvania: 1) erosional 
remnants; 2) fault-related 
traps; 3) combination fault­
related and erosional remnant 
traps; 4) erosional truncation 
at an angular unconformity 
( quartz sandstone and vuggy 
I dolomite); 5) anticlines and 
I 
I 
plunging noses; and 6) updip ••••••• 1 
I 
I or lateral pinchout of facies 
I 
I (interfingering of porous 
I
'------ • I quartz blanket sandstone with 
tight dolostone, and abrupt 
change of porous quartz 
MILES U.Ot.lET(RS 
channel sandstone against 
LEGEND tight dolostone ). Of these six 
•1• WELL LOCATION AND ISOPACH VALUE types, the first four were 
documented in this report as \ WESTERN SUBCROP LIMIT OF ROSE RUN 
affecting hydrocarbon pro­
\ CONJECTURAL FAULT TRACE (CAMBRIDGE CSDl 
duction from the Rose Run. 
CONTOUR INTERVAL 10 FEET Detailed case studies in five 
productive areas along the 
Figure SO. lsopach map of a Copper Ridge/Ore Hill sandstone in southeastern Holmes 
subcrop are presented below. 
County, Ohio. 
Geophysical log correlations, 
fossils. Although sandstones of the heterolithic facies are core descriptions, and seismic interpretation show that the 
clearly tidal, the thickness of the S sandstone in core 1, major controls of lateral continuity or heterogeneity of 
its lack of erosional clasts and scour features, and the Rose Run sandstones and Beekmantown/Mines dolomite 
coarsening-upwards grain size trends preclude a tidal are erosional truncation and paleotopography on the Knox 
channel origin as proposed by Enterline (1991). These unconformity. At the field scale the interpretation of 
sandstones might be eolian coastal dunes, marine­ seismic data plays a fundamental role in measuring and 
reworked subtidal sands, or some combination of both predicting changes in heterogeneity that define a reservoir. 
(Shinn, 1980). Therefore, an emphasis has been placed on seismic 
modeling, processing of seismic data, the use of synthetic 
Facies S sandstones in outcrop are equally enigmatic. seismograms, and the importance of all three in field-scale 
Although some herringbone cross-bedding and cross­ studies of heterogeneity. 
lamination occurs in quantity in some beds, these rocks 
generally consist of nearly featureless quartz arenites. Southeastern Holmes County, Ohio 
Herringbone cross-stratification, where it occurs, is evi­ Holmes County has been one of the more intensely 
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Figure 51. Base map showing wells penetrating the Knox unconfonnity or deeper in Holmes 
County, Ohio. 
production from Rose Run sandstone (Figure 51). Histor­
ically, the Rose Run produced primarily natural gas in 
this area; however, recent drilling in Clark and Mechanic 
Townships discovered significant associated oil and con­
densate production, as well as minor production from 
sandstones in the Copper Ridge/Ore Hill dolomite, 
approximately 100 feet below the Rose Run. This portion 
of the study concentrates on Mechanic Township where 
available seismic data can be tied to wells producing oil 
and gas from the Rose Run sandstone. 
Holmes County is situated within a relatively broad 
section of the Rose Run subcrop. We speculate that 
reactivated basement faulting along the Cambridge CSD 
resulted in uplift on the east side of the lineament. Erosion 
at the Knox unconfonnity prob­
ably exposed a greater surface 
area of the Rose Run sandstone, 
broadening the subcrop to the 
east. Remnants developed from 
the erosion of arenaceous and 
carbonate rocks at the Knox un­
confonnity appear on maps and 
seismic data as apparent structural 
closures. This is the dominant 
fonn of Rose Run heterogeneity 
in this area. We recognize four 
types of trapping mechanisms 
in Cambrian rocks of Holmes 
Countyi I) porous sandstone 
remnants encased in impenneable 
carbonates; 2) faulted remnants; 
3) truncation of sandstone at an
angular unconfonnity; and
4) lateral pinchout of porous
sandstone into impenneable
dolostones. Localized faulting
and structural closure may
enhance the above trapping
mechanisms in Holmes County.
Heterogeneity within the Rose 
Run sandstone and underlying 
Copper Ridge/Ore Hill sandstone 
of Holmes County has been 
defined using well control and 
seismic data. Based upon Weber's 
(1986) classification, fault­
controlled heterogeneity (type 1) 
and erosional truncation and 
paleotopography (type 8) appear 
to be the most common reservoir 
heterogeneity types controlling hydrocarbon distribution 
in this area. Interpretation of seismic data and subsurface 
data suggests a combination of these types. However, 
this is interpretive and any faults are conjectural in this 
example. Because of the minimal throws on most of the 
faults, faulting with visible offset is difficult to image with 
seismic reflection data in Ohio. Type 8 heterogeneity is 
the easiest to document, and appears to be the dominant 
heterogeneity type associated with a trapping mechanism. 
Examples of type 8 heterogeneity, and presence of Copper 
Ridge/Ore Hill sandstone adjacent to nonporous dolo­
stones, exist in Holmes County. The Copper Ridge/Ore 
Hill sandstones, which have been interpreted as incised 
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Figure 52. Structure map on top of the Knox unconfonnity, Holmes County, Ohio. 
Type 8 heterogeneity (paleoremnants in this study 
represents the primary trapping mechanism for Rose Run 
hydrocarbons in Holmes County. Remnants in Mechanic 
Township can be easily identified using well control and 
seismic data (discussed below). The structure map on the 
Knox unconformity of Mechanic Township (Figure 52) 
shows regional dip to the east with a number of structural 
highs and lows plunging dominantly eastward. Subsea 
structure on the top of the Knox ranges from -4,740 to 
-5,260 feet across the township. These apparent structural
highs on the Knox unconformity are overlain by thin
Wells Creek/Shadow Lake (Figure 53). The thickness of
the Wells Creek/Shadow Lake interval ranges from zero
to 72 feet across the township. The unconformity exposes
the number two Rose Run sandstone or Beekmantown/ ·
Mines in the major producing remnants. Slight thinning of
the lower portion of the Upper Ordovician Black River
limestone due to compaction of sediments may have
occurred over some of these remnants, but compaction of
rocks above the Black River has 
not been observed. The isopach map 
of the Wells Creek/Shadow Lake­
through-Trenton interval (Figure 54) 
ranges from 650 to 710 feet across 
the township. Thickness differences 
are attributed to slight compaction 
of the lower Black River and Wells 
Creek/Shadow Lake. However, local 
reactivation of basement structures 
has affected the thickness of sedi­
ments above some remnants. 
Heterogeneity of the producing 
remnant in Holmes County also has 
been enhanced by later structural 
movement that may have altered the 
trapping mechanism of the remnant. 
Structural movement after deposition 
of the Wells Creek/Shadow Lake 
interval either removed or enhanced 
the apparent structure of some of 
these remnants, as illustrated by 
comparison of Figures 55 to 57. 
Structural reactivation occurred at 
different times at the position of 
some of the remnants. For example, 
minor structural uplift, accompanied 
by faulting and fracturing, occurred 
after deposition of the Upper 
Ordovician Trenton Limestone, 
Lower Silurian "Packer Shell," and 
Mississippian Berea Sandstone. All structure maps, with 
the exception of the Berea (Figure 57), show the predomi­
nant eastward dip of the Appalachian basin. Structure 
maps on the base of the "Packer Shell" and, especially, the 
top of the Berea show the trend of the Cambridge CSD. 
Significant structural reversal along this CSD occurs on 
the Berea structure. The trend of the CSD does not show 
on the Knox unconformity or Trenton structure maps, 
possibly due to the lower density of wells penetrating the 
Knox Dolomite.,Structure across the township varies as 
follows: Trenton, -4,020 to -4,480 feet; "Packer Shell," 
-2,600 to -2,900; and Berea 80 to 160 feet. Reactivation
of basement faults might have controlled the paleo­
topography at the Knox unconformity, and the structural
positions and deposition of overlying units.
An east-west structural cross section in Mechanic Town­
ship (Figure 58) illustrates wells penetratfng faulted Rose 
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indicate that minor upward structural 
movement occurred at the #22184 
Hershberger and #1 Stutzman after 
deposition of the Berea. The isopach 
maps of the Wells Creek/Shadow Lake 
•-
and Wells Creek/Shadow Lake-through­
Trenton interval (Figures 53 and 54) 
indicate similar thicknesses at the 
' locations of the two wells. I 
I
I : 
In 1991, Bakerwell, Inc., acquired a 
1.5 mile line of 30-fold dynamite seis­
- mic reflection data over a portion of 
:--
Mechanic Township. The line ties with 





: \ MECHANI I Hershberger and #1 M. Yoder, and a 
nonproducing well, the # 1 L. Yoder 
(permit number 4971) (Figure 51). The 
MILES l(.ll.OME:TERS 
#1 L. Y oder is actually 400 feet south 
of the line. 
LEGEND 
WELL LOCATION AND ISOPACH VALUE The seismic reflection data were 
reprocessed by standard practices, and CONJE;CTURAL FAULT TRACE (CAMBRIDGE CSDl 
included refraction statics and multiple CONTOUR INTERVAL 10 FEET 
spectral enhancement passes of the data. 
It should be noted that noise attenuation 
Figure 53. Isopach map of the Middle Ordovician Wells Creek/Shadow Lake 
interval in Holmes County, Ohio. 
interval. The #22184 Hershberger (permit number 4922) 
and #1 Stutzman (permit number 4947) wells produce 
from Rose Run remnants overlain by thin Wells Creek/ 
Shadow Lake interval. The #22184 Hershberger well 
produced 13 thousand barrels of oil (Mbo) and 50 MMcfg 
during the first year of production from the Rose Run and 
Copper Ridge/Ore Hill; production data are not available 
for the # 1 Stutzman well. At the west end of this cross 
section the # 1 L. Yoder (permit number 4971) had a 
complete Wells Creek section and was a dry hole. The 
lithology of the Ordovician Black River, "Gull River"/ 
Loysburg, and Wells Creek/Shadow Lake in the #22184 
Hershberger well are not typical, based on the Litho­
density log run in the hole. The photo-electric factor (PE) 
curve on the right track of the log indicates the presence of 
dolomite in the Black River and "Gull River"/Loysburg. 
This anomaly is interpreted as dolomitization by upwardly 
migrating fluids proximal to a reactivated fault (conjec­
tural) sometime after deposition of the Trenton Limestone. 
Although the dolomitization of the units above the Knox 
unconformity can be mistaken for Beekmantown/Mines 
dolomite, this is not common. The structure maps on the 
Trenton, "Packer Shell," and Berea (Figures 55 to 57) 
was not performed after the post-
migration spectral enhancement pass; 
hence, the data may have a little more high frequency 
noise than they should. The processor stated that because 
migration is, in essence, a filtering technique that removes 
high frequencies, it is necessary to restore the higher 
frequency content after migration. This is not an industry­
standard practice. Interpretation was performed on a 
normal polarity display of enhanced migrated data 
(Figure 59). 
The east end of the line near the #22184 Hershberger 
well exhibits breakup at the Trenton time horizon, pos­
sibly due to faulting and fracturing, porosity development, 
or a combination of both. This well occurs in an area 
adjacent to a possible fault that might have splayed off the 
Cambridge CSD to the east of the seismic survey line. As 
discussed above, the Black River section in this well is 
dolomitized, which is consistent with the concept that 
faulting and fracturing could provide conduits for 
mineralized fluids to cause dolomitization. The data 
quality on the end of the line is good, but it is not full 
fold (the fold is about 10). The lack of redundancy in the 
data poses the problem of lower confidence limits in 
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Figure 54. Isopach map of the Wells Creek/
Shadow Lake•through-Trenton interval in 























•"' WELL LOCATION AND ISOPACH VALUE 
CONJECTURAL FAULT TRACE (CAMBRIDGE CSDl 
CONTOUR INTERVAL 5 FEET 
Figure 55. Structure map on top of the Upper 
�- -T-r:-r- Ordovician Trenton Limestone in Holmes ' 
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Figure 56. Structure map on the base of the 
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Figure 57. Structure map on top of the 
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LOG CURVE TYPES 
CAL - Caliper
COL - Density porosity 
CNS - Neutron porosity 
OPHI - Density porosity 
DRHO • Density correction 
GR• Gamma ray 
NPHI - Neutron porosity 
PEF • Photo-electric factor 
RHOS • Bulk density 
TENS - Tension 
I Perforated interval 
/ Conjectural fault 
Figure 58. Cross section A-A' in Holmes County, Ohio. See Figure 51 for locations of the wells. 
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Figure 59. Interpreted seismic section display, Holmes County, Ohio: /992 reprocessing, 0.6 to l.0 second travel time, 30{old, 
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Figure 60. Uninterpreted (A) and interpreted (B) seismic section display, Holmes County, Ohio: 1992 reprocessing, 0.7 to 1.0 second 
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Figure 62. Interpreted seismic section attribute displays. Holmes County, Ohio: /992 reprocessing, 0.7 to /.0 second tral'e! time, 
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Figure 63. b11erpreted seismic section attribute displays, Holmes Counr.·, Ohio: 1992 reprocessing, 0. 7 to /.0 second trm·el time, 
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Figure 64. A-One-dimensional model of a non-remnant geological scenario with 50 feet of Wells Creek/Shadow wke interval and 
zero feet of Beekmantown/Mines dolomite. Note the shouldered trough with high frequencies. After Roth (1992). B-Synthetic seismo­
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Figure 65. A-Geologic model of a Rose Run erosional remnant. B-Time section of a Rose Run erosional remnant. C-Low fre-
quency 2-D seismic model of a Rose Run remnant. Notice the amplitude anomaly above the Rose Run trough. D-Highfrequency 
2-D seismic model of a Rose Run remnant. All figures from Roth (1992). 
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The Beekmantown/Mines reflector is absent across most 
of this seismic section, and this is corroborated by lack of 
Beekmantown/Mines in the wells drilled on the line. The 
Wells Creek/Shadow Lake interval is very thin in the 
#22184 Hershberger well. Across the inferred fault zone 
on the east end of the line, the Wells Creek/Shadow Lake 
and Beekmantown/Mines reflectors reappear (Figure 59). 
This may indicate a Beekmantown/Mines remnant on the 
east side of the inferred fault. An alternative interpretation 
is that the top of the Beekmantown/Mines is porous, and 
that the Wells Creek is thin over the remnant. Without 
corroborating log data, either interpretation is equally 
viable. 
A peak below the Copper Ridge/Ore Hill sandstone 
reflector may represent Copper Ridge/Ore Hill dolomite 
(Figure 59). The #22184 Hershberger produces from the 
number 4 Rose Run sandstone and from a dolostone facies 
thought to be time equivalent to the Copper Ridge/Ore 
Hill sandstone channels that occur sporadically in this 
area. There is an amplitude damping in the overlying Rose 
Run that may be due to the presence of hydrocarbons, but 
this type of phenomenon has also been shown to occur as 
a result of the sandstone in the Copper Ridge/Ore Hill (see 
the discussion of detailed seismic data for Coshocton 
County below). 
Amplitude, frequency, and phase attribute-analysis 
processing was performed on the seismic line to determine 
if any of the procedures could be diagnostic in the charac­
terization of reservoir heterogeneity in the Rose Run sand­
stone. During attribute processing, only the time horizons 
representing the stratigraphic sequence of interest ("Gull 
River"/Loysburg through Copper Ridge/Ore Hill) were 
enhanced and phase rotated. A phase rotation of 
120 degrees of migrated, spectrally enhanced data yielded 
the best fit of the surface-acquired seismic-reflection data 
with synthetic seismograms (Figure 59). For all further 
discussion, the migrated enhanced data has been phase 
rotated 120 degrees. 
An automatic event-picking program was used to follow 
horizons of interest (Figure 60A). A plot of the trace co­
sine of migrated enhanced data is the wiggle trace 
representation of the instantaneous phase processing 
(Figure 60B). Anomalous signatures occur at 0.86 seconds 
near both the #22184 Hershberger and the # I M. Yoder 
wells, corresponding to the time location of the reflector of 
the Copper Ridge/Ore Hill sandstone and the underlying 
dolomite. There appears to be no anomalous signature 
near the # 1 L. Yoder well. However, this well, located 
400 feet south of the seismic survey line, did not encoun­
ter a remnant. This well has no Rose Run production; 
therefore, any assumption that the distance from the 
seismic reflection line may have compromised the 
imaging of anomalous signatures under the S.P. location 
for the well can be ruled out. The color area plot of instan­
taneous phase of enhanced migrated data shows phase 
anomalies coincident with the trace cosine anomalies 
(Figures 61 and 62A). The phase anomalies indicate 
coherent reflectors; they appear to define pod-like sand­
stone occurrences in the area of the wells. The plot of 
instantaneous frequency shows instantaneous frequency 
anomalies coincident with the trace cosine and phase 
anomalies (Figure 62B). The plot of the amplitude shows 
low amplitude anomalies well below the time of the phase 
and frequency anomalies (Figure 63). An erratic pattern in 
the amplitude envelope and trace amplitude occurs above 
the horizons of interest in both the #22184 Hershberger 
and the # 1 M. Yoder wells. It appears that amplitude 
processing cannot be used to define reservoir heterogene­
ity in this case. Results of inversion processing of the syn­
thetic seismogram from the #22184 Hershberger well 
agreed with the results of the attribute processing on the 
seismic reflection-record section. 
In summary, attribute analyses are excellent diagnostic 
tools in addition to conventional processing techniques in 
the detection and prediction of hydrocarbons trapped in 
remnants, faults, and stratigraphic changes in the Copper 
Ridge/Ore Hill found in Holmes County. Instantaneous 
phase and frequency and amplitude processing revealed 
anomalies at the # 1 M. Yoder and #22184 Hershberger 
wells located on the seismic line. These changes have been 
interpreted to be the result of the presence of oil and gas. 
However, changes in frequency and amplitude causing 
these unique seismic signatures may have been compro­
mised by the possible occurrence of the Copper Ridge/Ore 
Hill sandstone below the location of the producing wells. 
The significant velocity contrast between sandstone and 
dolostone within the Copper Ridge/Ore Hill may have 
caused the anomalies. The anomalies observed in the 
Copper Ridge/Ore Hill also may be the result of construc­
tive interference due to the presence of hydrocarbons in 
the Rose Run. In any event more drilling and seismic 
acquisition needs to be performed to map the presence 
of the Copper Ridge/Ore Hill sandstone and its affect on 
seismic signatures. 
One-dimensional forward modeling of the Knox/ 
Gatesburg by Roth (1992) is similar, but does not 
explicitly examine the scenarios present in the #22184 
Hershberger well. In 1D modeling, if there is a thick 
enough Wells Creek/Shadow Lake section (Figure 64A), 






which the Beekmantown/ 
Mines is missing using high 
frequency bandpass filter 
(20/30 .. 110/125); a large 
amplitude trough characterizes 
the appearance of the Rose 
Run sandstone immediately 
below the "Gull River"/ 
Loysburg if the Wells Creek/ 
Shadow Lake section is thin 
or absent. In the #22184 
Hershberger well the ex­
tremely thin Wells Creek/ 
Shadow Lake section is 
probably below the resolving 
power of both 1 D and 2D 
modeling techniques. The 
synthetic seismogram for this 
well demonstrates a large 
amplitude trough at the Rose 
Run (Figure 64B). The well 
produces oil and gas from the 
Rose Run sandstone and 
Copper Ridge/Ore Hill dolo­
mite, but no models were 
MILES 
constructed for this scenario. 
The # 1 M. Yoder well appears 
3889 PERMIT NUMBER PRODUCING ROCK UNITSto produce from a characteris­
o GAS WELL Scl SILURIAN CLINTONtic Rose Run erosional rem­ • COMBINATION WELL Crr CAMBRIAN ROSE RUNnant, a scenario for which • DRY HOLE
Roth ( 1992) performed both B-B' CROSS SECTION LOCATION
1D and 2D modeling (Figure 
Figure 66. Base map showing wells penetrating the Knox unconfonnity or deeper in Ashtabula 65). The 2D model (Figure 
County, Ohio. 65C and D) shows a high­
amplitude Rose Run trough, 
implying that the Wells Creek/Shadow Lake is absent or graphic horizons. However, no published models exist for 
very thin. The 2D model of a Rose Run erosional remnant a down-to-the-east-faulted Beekmantown/Mines remnants 
(Figures 65C and D) demonstrates a seismic signature that might be present on the east end of this seismic line. 
similar to that seen on the line near the # 1 M. Yoder Roth's (1992) fault model might be applicable to a 
well (Figure 59). In this scenario, the lower dominant geological scenario. One-dimensional modeling of a 
frequency model (Figure 65C) revealed an amplitude Beekmantown/Mines remnant shows a doublet peak 
anomaly or higher amplitude event in the Rose Run rem­ where the Beekmantown/Mines is 80 feet thick and has 
nant. The amplitude change was not observable in the vuggy porosity at the top of the section (Puckett, 1992). 
higher dominant frequency model (Figure 65D). This However, this doublet might also be produced by a 
suggests that in some circumstances the lower frequency thicker Wells Creek/Shadow Lake section overlying the 
data may be more important when targeting Rose Run Beekmantown/Mines (Roth, 1992). Two-dimensional 
remnants (Roth, 1992). modeling of a Beekmantown/Mines remnant also shows 
that the doublet peak occurs where the Wells Creek/ 
One- and two-dimensional modeling exists both for 
Shadow Lake is thin and there is no porosity at the top 
Beekmantown/Mines erosional remnants and for faulting 
of the Beekmantown/Mines (Roth, 1992). 
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One- and two-dimensional modeling 
of various structural and stratigraphic 
scenarios were not explicitly done 
for the seismic signatures that are 
present below the S.P. locations 
of the #22184 Hershberger and 
#1 M. Yoder wells. The signals can 
be explained best by a combination 
of several models. The appearance of 
a doublet peak at the Beekmantown/ 
Mines horizon on the east end of the 
seismic data suggests a faulted 
Beekmantown/Mines erosional 
remnant. Even though the seismic 
signature occurs at the end of a data 
line, we consider this interpretation 
to be valid because the data, which 
appear to be appropriately migrated, 
were acquired parallel to the 











CONTOUR INTERVAL 5 FEET 
Although it has not been as exten­ Figure 68. Isopach map of the Rose Run sandstone in Ashtabula County, Ohio. 
sively explored as in east-central 
Ohio, the northern portion of the subcrop trend in This well was completed as an oil and gas well in the 
northeastern Ohio, particularly in Ashtabula County upper nine feet of the Rose Run. Neither of the adjacent 
(Figure 66), also has hydrocarbon production from the wells in the cross section produced from the Rose Run. 
Rose Run sandstone. The Rose Run primarily produces The Beekmantown/Mines is absent and only the lower 
gas in this area; however, recent drilling indicates the 48 feet of Rose Run is present in the # 1 Utz (permit 
presence of significant associated oil production. The number 3889), located approximately 0.7 mile to the 
#1 Wilkins well (permit number 3970) in section 26 of west of the #5 Bogdan in section 38 of Rome Township. 
New Lyme Township, Ashtabula County had an initial Approximately 2.2 miles to the east in section 6 of New 
potential of 20 Mcf gpd and 40 Bo from the Rose Run after Lyme Township, the #1 Tanner well (permit number 
mechanical fracturing. Sandstones in the Lower Silurian 3888) encountered no Beekmantown/Mines and 67 feet 
Clinton/Medina interval provide good secondary objec­ of Rose Run. 
tives for hydrocarbon exploration in the Rose Run play. 
The Rose Run ranges in thickness from zero feet at the As in much of eastern Ohio, this region historically has 
subcrop edge in the northwest to a maximum of 90 feet been a Clinton/Medina production area. 
in the southeast (Figure 68). Rapid thickening from O to 
Weber's (1986) type 8 heterogeneity, resulting from approximately 50 feet takes place across a 2-mile wide 
erosional truncation and paleotopography on the Knox/ area along the western edge of this subcrop. Erosion at 
Gatesburg interval, controls hydrocarbon distribution for the Knox unconformity produced an irregular topographic 
the Rose Run in this area. A stratigraphic cross section, surface with localized areas of thin and thick Rose Run 
using the base of the "Gull River"/Loysburg carbonates as sandstone along this subcrop trend. 
a datum (Figure 67), shows a Beekmantown/Mines 
remnant similar to those described in Holmes County. Enterline (1991) performed detailed petrologic work on 
This east-west trending cross section shows a dramatic Rose Run sandstone cores from the #2 Parobek (permit 
thickening of the Rose Run section to 88 feet and presence number 2038) and #TA-1 Beckwith (permit number 2071) 
of 21 feet of Beekmantown/Mines in the #5 Bogdan well wells in sections 8 and 13 of New Lyme Township, 
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Run, including a sandstone fades, 
oncolite fades, bioturbated dolomite 
fades, and algal laminated/stromatolite 
fades. Low-angle cross-bedded quartz 
arenites and subarkoses characterized 
the sandstone fades. 
The structure map on top of the Knox 
unconformity (Figure 69) shows 
regional dip to the south-southeast 
with subsea values ranging from 
-5,100 feet in the northwest to
-5,340 feet in the southeast. In the
southwest, a Knox paleotopographic
high trends northwest-southeast at two
wells producing from the Rose Run,
the #1 Bogdan (permit number 3842) 
and #6 Bogdan (permit number 3859) 
in lots 49 and 48 of Rome Township. 
The operators produced approximately 
400 MM cf g and 8 Mbo from these two 
wells during the first two years of pro­
duction. A subtle Knox high trending 







WELL LOCAT�N AND SUBSEA VALUE 
CONTOUR INTERVAL 20 FEET 
Figure 69. Structure map on top of the Knox unconformity in Ashtabula County Ohio. 
central part of the mapped area at the #3 Rhoa well 
(permit number 1847) in section 8 of New Lyme Town­
ship. This well produced approximately 800 MM cf g and 
1 Mbo from the Rose Run after the first 10 years of 
production. Logs are not available for the #R-1 Reeve 
well (permit number 3907) in section 14 of New Lyme 
Township but it appears to be situated within a south­
plunging structural high on the Knox. There are no 
available production data for the the #1 Wilkins well 
(permit number 3970) in New Lyme Township, another 
Rose Run producer. Lack of surrounding well control may 
be the reason for lack of discernible structure evident in 
this well. 
Figure 70 shmys depositional thinning of the Wells Creek/ 
Shadow Lake interval over these Knox unconformity 
structural highs. In the southwest the interval thins to 
approximately 25 feet over the #1 Bogdan well, and to 
approximately 39 feet in the #3 Rhoa well. The regional 
thickness of the Wells Creek/Shadow Lake interval in this 
area typically is 50 feet. 
Structural mapping on the top of the Trenton Limestone 
compares favorably with the Knox paleotopography 
(Figures 69 and 71). Figure 71 shows regional structural 
dip on the Trenton to the southeast with subsea depths 
ranging from -4,460 in the northwest to -4,720 in the 
southeast. A structural high trending northwest-southeast 
occurs in lots 48 and 49 of Rome Township at two 
producing Rose Run wells (permit numbers 3842 and 
3859). Similarly, a south-plunging anticline occurs at a 
Rose Run producing well in section 14 in New Lyme 
Township (permit number 3907). 
Structure mapped on the base of the "Packer Shell" 
reflects the deeper Knox paleotopography to a lesser 
degree (Figure 72). This map shows regional dip to the 
southeast with subsea depths ranging from -2,460 feet 
in the northwest to -2,660 feet in the southeast. A well­
developed south-plunging structural nose in sections 13 
and 14 of New Lyme Township reflects the deeper Knox 
structure. Also a subtle northwest-southeast trending 
structural nose occurs at the #3 Rhoa well (permit number 
1847) in section 8 of New Lyme Township. Mapping 
structures on some shallow horizons, such as the "Packer 
Shell," may aid in developing areas of potential hydro­
carbon exploration in the Rose Run. 
Southwestern Portage and 
North-Central Stark Counties, Ohio 
Southern Portage County, Ohio has been the site of 
hydrocarbon production from the Rose Run sandstone 
since completion of the Belden & Blake #1 Connor 
Comm. well (permit number 3841) in 1990 (Figure 73). 
This well produced 1,700 barrels of condensate and more 
than 87 MMcfg during the first 1.5 years of production 
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Figure 70. /sopach map of the Middle 
Ordovician Wells Creek/Shadow Lake 
interval in Ashtabula County, Ohio. 
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Upper Ordovician Trenton Limestone in 
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Figure 74. Interpreted seismic section display, Portage County, Ohio: 1989 processing without refraction statics, 0.9 to 1.2 seconds 
travel time, dynamite, 60jold, 65 Hertz high cut filter, migration. See Figure 24 for legend. 
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Figure 75. Seismic section display, Portage County, Ohio: 1992 processing, 0.8 to 1.1 seconds travel time, dynamite, 60{old, enhanced 
migration, normal polarity. See Figure 24 for legend. 
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and gas wells, the Belden & Blake #1 Scruggs and the 
Excalibur Exploration #1 Schaefer, subsequently were 
drilled in the area. The Belden & Blake # 1 Artim 
Comm. and Excalibur Exploration #1 Boyer, also in 
this area, produce mostly natural gas from the Rose 
Run. The primary types of heterogeneity in this area 
include faulting (type 1), fracturing (type 7), and, to a 
lesser degree, permeability zonation (type 3). 
In 1989 Excalibur Exploration Inc. acquired a 2.7-mile 
line of seismic reflection data across part of Randolph 
Township in Portage County, Ohio (Figure 25), using 
four five-foot holes with 0.25 pounds of dynamite as a 
source, and 28 Hertz geophones. It was recorded in the 
18-128 Hertz frequency bandwidth. The data were
initially processed in 1989 using standard techniques,
including pre-stack migration and normal attenuation
of high frequencies with depth (Figures 74). Poor to
nonexistent resolution of seismic signals of the "Gull
River"/Loysburg-to-Beekmantown/Mines reflectors
results from this processing format.
Excalibur Exploration chose the location for the 
#1 Schaefer well (permit number 3810) based on the 
subtle breakup at the Trenton and Knox unconformity 
reflectors. Correlation of this line with the nearest 
available synthetic seismogram, generated from the 
#1 Geiger well (permit number 3873), suggests that 
the lack of resolution of the "Gull River"/Loysburg­
to-Beekmantown/Mines signals on the line can be 
accounted for by the lack of preserved high frequencies 
in the 1989 processing. 
The data from the two lines were reprocessed with steps 
added to the processing flow, including refraction statics 
and multiple spectral whitening steps. The data were not 
pre-stack migrated. The difference in appearance of the 
Knox/Gatesburg sequence signature between the 1989 
processing (Figure 74) and 1992 reprocessing where 
higher frequencies "Yere preserved (Figure 75) is dramatic. 
The Beekmantown/Mines reflector appears as a weakly 
developed peak above the Rose Run northeast of a fault in 
the Precambrian basement. The "Gull River"/Loysburg­
to-Beekmantown/Mines signal appears as a strong peak­
trough-peak signal at the location of the #1 Schaefer well, 
as it should in an area with 40 to 60 feet of Beekmantown/ 
Mines. The trough reflectors for the Wells Creek/Shadow 
Lake interval show relatively consistent time thicknesses 
across the line. A breakup of the Trenton reflectors occurs 
above the fault on both seismic sections. Aside from the 
Beekmantown/Mines, other reflectors continue on either 
side of the interpreted fault. 
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Figure 77. Structure map on top of the Knox unconformity in 
Portage and Stark counties, Ohio. 
An examination of geophysical logs from the wells in the 
area indicates that subtle stratigraphic changes (lateral 
porosity decreases) may affect the reservoir heterogeneity 
of the Rose Run sandstone. Log-derived porosity values 
in the producing zones range from four to ten percent. 
Although productive zones may be slightly compartmen­
talized by local lateral changes in porosity, the primary 
control of reservoir heterogeneity appears to be due to 
fracturing and small off set faulting resulting from re­
current movement along basement faults (Figure 76). 
Analyses of the sonic and density logs from permit 
number 3777 indicates that the Beekmantown/Mines is 
highly fractured. This well is very close to the fault and 
was not completed in the Rose Run or Beekmantown/ 
Mines due to the production of large volumes of brine. 
Paleoremnants have not been observed on seismic survey 
lines in this area, nor have such f ea tu res been drilled. 
Geologic and seismic mapping of this area indicates a 
major basement fault trending northwest-southeast 
beneath the producing area, the Suffield fault system 
(Akron-Suffield fault of Gray and others, 1982). Root 
( 1986) interpreted this fault system as a portion of a 
73 
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Figure 78. Isopach map of the Rose Run sandstone beneath the 
Beekmantown/Mines dolomite in Portage and Stark counties, 
Ohio. 
regional strike-slip basement fault that extends 
southeastward from this area through Pennsylvania 
and Maryland. Structure on the Knox unconformity 
(Figure 77) dips southeast into the Appalachian Basin. 
A break in the contours occurs in southern Portage and 
northern Stark Counties at the Suffield fault system, where 
offset ranges from 60 to more than 80 feet on the northeast 
block. Rose Run thicknesses (Figure 78) are relatively 
consistent on the north side of the fault where the Beek­
mantown/Mines is present. We did not use thickness 
values for the Rose Run south of the fault because erosion 
beveled the surface. The paucity of Rose Run isopach data 
in areas where the Beekmantown/Mines occurs is due to 
wells not completely penetrating the Rose Run. The Wells 
Creek/Shadow Lake isopach map (Figure 79) also shows 
a consistent thickness across the area. Structure on the 
Trenton Limestone (Figure 80) appears to be similar to 
structure on the Knox unconformity (Figure 77). The 
breakup of the Trenton seismic reflectors above the fault 
may indicate fracturing associated with the upward propa­
gation of faults after Trenton deposition. Structure on the 
Berea Sandstone (Figure 81) indicates a south dip across 
the fault with offsets of 60 to 100 feet, up to the northeast. 
The orientation of Berea structures, which is significantly 
different from that of the Knox and Trenton, results from 
thicker Silurian and Devonian units on the north side of 
the fault and variations in lateral movement of these 
younger units during faulting. 
Well control and seismic data indicate a very complex 
history along the Suffield fault system. Reactivation 
and movement along this system occurred repeatedly 
throughout the Paleozoic, causing faulting and associated 
fracturing in overlying sedimentary rocks. Both well and 
seismic data indicate that a major lithologic break takes 
place at the Knox unconformity, where the Beekmantown/ 
Mines dolomite is present only on the higher northeastern 
block in the areas of producing Rose Run sandstone wells. 
The Wells Creek/Shadow Lake interval, which does not 
vary in thickness across the fault system, appears to 
conform to this offset of geologic units beneath the 
unconformity. This indicates that downward movement 
had ceased along the northeastern side of the Suffield 
fault system prior to deposition of the Wells Creek/ 
Shadow Lake. Uniform time thickness reflectors on 
seismic sections above the Trenton imply relative 
quiescence on the fault until after the latest Devonian. 
Geologic mapping on the Berea Sandstone verifies an 
episode of upward movement on the fault after Berea 
deposition (Figure 81 ). 
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Figure 79. Isopach map of the Middle Ordovician Wells Creek/ 
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Figure 80. Structure map on top of the Trenton Limestone in 
Portage and Stark counties, Ohio. 
Faulting and fracturing occurred during and after the Knox 
unconfonnity in any of three scenarios. In the first case, 
the northeastern fault block was lower than the south­
western fault block at the time of formation of the Knox 
unconfonnity, thus allowing for erosion to remove all 
strata down to, and including a portion of, the Rose Run 
sandstone on the southwestern block. During subsequent 
reactivation, movement along the fault reversed, uplifting 
the formerly lower northeastern block higher than the 
southwestern block. In the second case, the northeastern 
fault block was transported several miles northwestward 
along left-lateral strike-slip faults, thus bringing preserved 
Beekmantown/Mines into juxtaposition with eroded Rose 
Run sandstone. The third case involves a combination of 
the first two. Harper (1989, p. 228) suggested similar pos­
sibilities for differences in aeromagnetic anomalies across 
the Pittsburgh-Washington lineament (the southeastern 
extension of the Suffield Fault system) in Pennsylvania. 
In contrast to Holmes County, Ohio, the use of well and 
seismic data is limited as a predictive tool to define Rose 
Run heterogeneity in the Portage County area. As a pre­
dictive tool seismic data have provided indirect evidence 
of fracturing in the Rose Run. The results of these data 
show that reservoir heterogeneity in the producing Rose 
Run wells occurs in a gross fashion on the upper fault 
block of the Suffield fault system. A monoclinal flexure 
that occurs on Figures 25 and 74 at the position of the 
interpreted fault probably resulted in fractures propagating 
upward from the Precambrian into the Paleozoic. The 
"breakup" of seismic signal in the Ordovician Trenton/ 
Black River interval (Figure 75) is also indirect evidence 
of fracturing. Thus, predicting heterogeneity on a well­
by-well basis involves a high degree of interpretation. 
Evaluation of geologic and seismic data presented here 
indicates that fracturing and small-scale faulting, due to 
reactivation of the Suffield fault system, controlled 
reservoir heterogeneity in the producing Rose Run wells. 
Impermeable Beekmantown/Mines dolomite probably 
serves as a caprock for the reservoir, except near the fault 
where the Beekmantown/Mines is highly fractured. Rose 
Run production does not occur on the lower, southwestern 
block; however, fractures may provide traps where porous 
Rose Run sandstone is in fault contact with impermeable 
Copper Ridge/Ore Hill dolomite, assuming the overlying 
fractures are healed or tenninate upward into impermeable 
rock. Paleorernnants, which to date had not been found, 
may also provide hydrocarbon reservoirs for both the 
Beekmantown/Mines and Rose Run. Silurian Clinton/ 
r--------------�-----------------,
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Figure 81. Structure map 011 top of the Mississippian Berea 
Sandstone in Portage and Stark counties, Ohio. 
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Figure 82. Base map showing well locations penetrating the Knox unconfonnity in eastem Coshocton and 
westem Tuscarawas counties, Ohio. 
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Figure 83. Structure map on top of the Knox unconformity in eastern Coshocton and western 
:r·-• Rose Run production in other areas use these techniques in a 
limited fashion. 
Eastern Coshocton and 
Western Tuscarawas 
Counties, Ohio 
The primary exploratory 
objectives in Adams Town­
ship, Coshocton County and 
.,. western Salem Township, 
Tuscarawas County include 
l 
the Rose Run sandstone and 
Beekmantown/Mines dolo­
mite. Secondary objectives for 
hydrocarbon production in this 
area include the Wells Creek/ 
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Tuscarawas counties, Ohio. 
Medina sandstone and Mississippian Berea Sandstone 
reservoirs produce hydrocarbons from fractured reservoirs 
and small anticlines on the upper fault block. This 
shallower production supports the concept of basement­
controlled faulting, associated fracturing, and development 
of folds. 
Reservoir heterogeneity cannot be predicted with a high 
degree of reliability in this area because of the sparse 
deep well control and lack of significant typical seismic 
anomalies away from the Suffield fault system. The use of 
shallow well control to explore for deeper Knox structures 
is recommended; leads from shallow mapping may be 
evaluated by the acquisition of high-resolution seismic 
data, seismic modeling, and attribute analyses. Subtle 
lateral changes in porosity within the Rose Run sandstone 
may also affect the heterogeneity of this unit. However, as 
with most immature plays, more wells need to be drilled 
and cored, and more engineering data needs to be acquired, 
to fully evaluate this hypothesis. A few operators seeking 
Beekmantown/Mines dolomite based upon subsurface 
mapping, seismic interpretation, and core analyses. 
This is a subtle stratigraphic play that has yielded signifi­
cant quantities of hydrocarbons from the Beekmantown/ 
Mines in Coshocton County, and may be present in other 
localized regions along the subcrop trend. Production data 
available from nine of the wells in the Bakersville field 
(Figure 82) show that by the end of 1991, it has produced 
approximately 5.5 Bcfg and 17 Mbo from this reservoir. 
By itself, the #1 Mizer well (permit number 3893) yielded 
approximately 2.6 Bcf g and 9 Mbo (Appendix VI). 
This area represents the heart of the Rose Run subcrop 
play in east-central Ohio. The structure map on the top of 
the Knox unconformity (Figure 83) illustrates the irregular 
erosional surface that dips regionally to the southeast. 
Subsea elevations range from -5,620 feet in the northwest 
to -6,120 feet in the southeast. The Bakersville field in 
northeastern Adams Township is situated on a structural 
Shadow Lake interval, 
Clinton/Medina reservoirs, 
and Berea Sandstone. Zones 
of solution-enlarged vuggy 
porosity in the Beekmantown/ 
Mines, associated with paleo­
topographic highs, constitute 
the primary heterogeneity 
(type 3) in this area. The 
following discussion focuses 
on the trapping mechanisms 
and heterogeneity associated 
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Figure 84. /sopach map of the Rose Run sandstone in eastern Coshocton and western 
Tuscarawas counties, Ohio. 
high trending northwest-southeast. The #3-A Reiss well 
(permit 6379) (Figure 82), chosen as a stratigraphic test 
for this project, occurs along strike approximately two 
miles south of the Bakersville field on a northwest­
southeast trending structural nose. The #1 Hachenbracht 
well (permit number 5908), approximately 0.7 miles to the 
southeast of the #3-A Reiss well, produced approximately 
61 Mbo from the Beekmantown/Mines during the first 
5 years of production. 
The isopach map of the Rose Run sandstone (Figure 84) 
shows the thickness to be relatively consistent throughout 
this area, ranging from 100 to 120 feet. To the west of 
this area, however, the Rose Run becomes thinner across 
the subcrop beneath the Knox unconformity. Additional 
sandstone lenses which are not laterally continuous occur 
within the dolomite beneath the Rose Run. In Holmes 
County, Ohio these Copper Ridge/Ore Hill sandstones 
quartz arenite to subarkose 
that contains some glauconite 
and interbedded dolostone. 
Sidewall cores show no major 
lithologic differences in the 
various sandstone lenses 
within the Rose Run interval 
other than a slight increase in 
feldspar content with depth. 
Based on examination of 
sidewall cores and Formation 
Microscanner (FMS) images, 
the Rose Run interval is 
featureless with the exception 
of cross-bedding and rip-up 
clasts near dolostone bound­
aries. A domed algal stromato­
lite can be interpreted from 
FMS images in one dolostone 
bed. Average porosities in the 
sandstones range from eight 
to ten percen� with values as 
high as 13 percent. Perme­
abilities to gas, based on core analyses (Appendix IV) 
range from .005 to 42.8 md. Eleven of the samples had 
permeabilities to gas greater than 1.0 md. The m exponent 
(pore geometry factor), from the Elemental Analysis log 
(ELAN), based on measurements from the EPT and 
MSFL logs, ranged from 1.8 to 2.3. Determination of 
correct m exponents is critical in well log analysis. The 
m exponent used to calculate resistivities can have a pro­
found affect on calculated water saturations, causing "wet" 
zones to appear hydrocarbon saturated. 
The Beekmantown/Mines dolomite ranges in thickness 
from O feet in the northwest to a maximum thickness 
of 178 feet in the Bakersville field (Figure 85). The 
Beekmantown/Mines reaches a thickness of 84 feet in 
an erosional remnant immediately east of the subcrop in 
northwestern Adams Township, Coshocton County. A 
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Figure 85. lsopach map of the Beekmantown/Mines dolomite in eastern Coshocton and western 
Tuscarawas counties, Ohio. 
also occurs at the #3-A Reiss well. In the Bakersfield field, 
density logs used in conjunction with cores indicate 
secondary porosity from solution-enlarged vugs within 
the Beekmantown/Mines approximately 4 to 6 feet below 
the Knox unconformity (Figure 86, second well from the 
right). Zones up to seven feet thick and having porosities 
up to 20 percent can be seen on density logs. The Knox 
paleotopographic high associated with this solution­
enlarged vuggy porosity created the stratigraphic trap 
responsible for hydrocarbon entrapment in this field. 
Field-scale heterogeneity can be recognized within this 
reservoir by comparing the cores from the # 1 Oaklief 
(permit number 4092), the #1-A Lower (permit number 
5962), and the #3-A Reiss (permit number 6379) wells. 
Secondary mineralization of dolomite affected lateral 
variations in vuggy porosity. Permeabilities in the 
Beekmantown/Mines generally are less than .1 md, 
except in localized areas where 
the vugs interconnect. 
Core analyses in the # 1 
Oaklief well (Appendix IV) 
indicate porosities up to 8.4 
percent and permeabilities up
to 240 md in the Beekman­
town/Mines interval between 
6,880 to 6,892 feet. The neu­
tron and density logs indicate a 
slightly porous zone through­
out this interval, bounded by 
carbonates exhibiting higher 
densities. Examination of the 
core reveals this interval to 
be a brecciated zone with 
associated secondary vuggy 
porosity. However, most of the 
vugs do not interconnect and 
have been filled with white 
dolomite. The operator per­
forated the interval in the 
#1 Oaklief well from 6,876 to 
6,887 feet, resulting in an IP 
of 40 Mcf gpd and a trace of 
oil. Cumulative production 
after 11 years was only 
47,910 Mcfg. Lack of signifi­
cant production in this well as 
compared to that found in the 
# 1 Mizer well (permit number 
3893) appears to be related to 
reduction of solution-enlarged porosity by secondary 
mineralization. 
Secondary mineralization of vuggy porosity also occurs in 
the core of the #1-A Lower well (permit number 5962). 
Porosities measured from core analyses in the Beekman­
town/Mines generally are less than three percent, with the 
exception of two samples measured at approximately eight 
percent. Permeabilities also are low, except in the interval 
6,780 to 6,786.9 feet where values are as high as 17 md 
(Appendix IV). Mesoscopic examination of the core 
shows this zone contains poor pinpoint vuggy porosity 
and small, unconnected, dolomite-filled vugs up to 
0.25 inches. Anhydrite also fills some small vugs near 
this interval. The #1-A Lower well did not produce in 
either the Rose Run or the Beekmantown/Mines, and 
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Figure 87. Formation Microscanner image of vuggy porosity in the Beekmantown/Mines dolomite from the #3 Reiss well, permit 
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Figure 88. lsopach map of the Wells Creek/Shadow Lake interval in eastern Coshocton and 
western Tuscarawas counties, Ohio. 
In the #3-A Reiss well, approximately 88 feet of 
Beekmantown/Mines dolomite overlies the Rose Run 
sandstone. Based on examination of sidewall cores from 
this well, the Beekmantown/Mines consists of a light­
brown to grey, microcrystalline, mottled dolostone. At 
the contact between the Knox unconformity and the 
overlying Wells Creek/Shadow Lake interval, a 300-unit 
gas increase occurred that gradually increased to 400-units 
at total depth of 7,167 feet. The high-resolution log 
indicates three feet of vuggy porosity near the top of the 
Beekmantown/Mines, seven to 16 feet below the uncon­
formity. Neutron and density logs indicate porosities ex­
ceeding 20 percent within these zones. The FMS reveals 
vugs up to one foot across throughout this interval (Figure 
87). Smaller vugs occur adjacent to this zone of massive 
vuggy porosity. Permeabilities measured in sidewall cores 
from the dolostone adjacent to this zone range from .001 
to .046 md (Appendix IV). There was no recovery from a 
sidewall core attempted within one of these massive vugs. 
The isopach map of the Wells 
Creek/Shadow Lake interval 
(Figure 88) indicates deposi­
tional thinning over Knox 
paleoremnants. Abrupt 
thinning occurs in the 
Bakersville field where the 
Wells Creek/Shadow Lake 
interval decreases to 17 feet. 
Thinning of the Wells Creek/ 
Shadow Lake above 
Beekmantown/Mines 
remnants also occurs in the 
n.orthwest portion of Figure
88, and at the #3-A Reiss well.
The #3-A Reiss well contains
approximately 58 feet of Wells
Creek/Shadow Lake, which is
slightly thinner than in any
of the adjacent wells. This
may be a result of draping of
younger sediments, structural
reactivation, or both.
The structure contour map on 
top of the Trenton Limestone 
(Figure 89) reflects the deeper 
Knox unconformity structure 
map. The Trenton Limestone 
dips to the southeast with sub­
sea values ranging from -4,880 
in the northwest to -5,280 in 
the southeast. A prominent northwest-southeast trending 
structural nose occurs at the Bakersville field. An east­
west trending structural high is present over the erosional 
remnant in the northwest part of the map, and a slight 
northwest-southeast trending structural nose can be seen 
over the #3-A Reiss well. Similarly, the Trenton surface 
reflects the Knox low in the southwest portion of the 
mapped area. The map of the Wells Creek/Shadow Lake­
through-Trenton interval thickness (Figure 90) correlates 
with the Knox structure map (Figure 83). Abrupt thinning 
of the Wells Creek/Shadow Lake occurs over the Knox 
high in northwestern Adams township. Subtle thinning of 
these units also occurs over the Bakersville field and the 
#3-A Reiss well. In the southeast, a thick Wells Creek/ 
Shadow Lake-through-Trenton interval is present over a 
Knox low. 
Operators commonly map structures and thicknesses of 
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Figure 89. Structure map on top of the Upper Ordovician Trenton Limestone in eastern 
Coshocton and western Tuscarawas counties, Ohio. 
method of developing leads and exploring for Rose Run 
and Beekmantown/Mines reservoirs along the subcrop 
trend. Structure contours on the base of the "Packer Shell" 
(Figure 91) reflect the deeper Knox unconformity struc­
ture map. This map shows regional dip to the southeast 
with subsea elevations ranging from -3,260 in the 
northwest to -3,620 in the southeast. A well-developed 
northwest-southeast trending structural nose occurs at the 
Bakersville field, mirroring the underlying Knox structure. 
A more subtle northwest-southeast trending structural 
nose also is present at the #3-A Reiss well. Structure 
contours on the Middle Devonian Onondaga Limestone 
(Figure 92) does not reveal the Knox unconformity 
structure map as well as the "Packer Shell" map. The 
Onondaga dips regionally to the southeast, having subsea 
values ranging from -1,880 in the northwest to -2,160 in 
the southeast. A subtle structural nose on the Onondaga 
map trending east-west is apparent over the Bakersville 
field. 
Seismic exploration plays an 
integral role in this area in the 
understanding of heterogeneity 
in general, and the results of 
this study show that seismic 
stratigraphic analysis can be 
used in measuring and pre­
dicting heterogenous changes 
in the Rose Run sandstone and 
Beekmantown/Mines dolomite 
in eastern Coshocton and 
western Tuscarawas counties. 
Seismic reprocessing and 
forward modeling of the ver­
tical seismic profile (VSP) 
revealed the following: 
1) amplitude variations in
seismic data can be used to
predict hydrocarbons in the
Rose Run; 2) variations
in the thickness of the
Beekmantown/Mines can be
predicted in a general sense
using seismic data; 3) zones
with vuggy porosity can be
predicted using seismic data;
and 4) Copper Ridge/Ore Hill
sandstones can be recognized
using seismic data.
In 1984, Stone Resources 
acquired a line of 30-fold vibrator data over an area of 
Adams Township, Coshocton County, Ohio (Figure 82). 
The input signal was a seven-second sweep from 30 to 
120 Hertz. Original processing parameters included 
spiking deconvolution and pre-stack spectral whitening. 
The final bandpass filter was 14-18-105-115 Hertz. The 
data as presented in the original processing format are 
stacked and non-migrated data. Refraction statics were not 
performed in the original processing format because they 
were not commonly used at that time. As a result of this, 
and the fact that the data are non-migrated, the reflectors 
from 0.45 to 1.0 seconds appear to mimic surface top­
ography. An apparent Knox high on this seismic section 
makes the area appear prospective for hydrocarbons 
(Figure 93). Note the northeast-dipping reflectors in the 
basement. Various authors have noted that many shallow 
tectonic features in the Appalachian basin occur along 
zones of weakness in the basement defined by Grenville 
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Figure 90. lsopach map of the Wells Creek/ 
Shadow Lake-through-Trenton interval in 
eastern Coshocton and western Tuscarawas 
counties, Ohio. 
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Figure 91. Structure map on the base of the 
Lower Silurian "Packer Shell" in eastern 
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Shadow Lake through Copper Ridge/Ore 
Hill units with the ZVSP and displayed 
it as a Seisview log (Figure 94). The I e • 
i ··=ia14· 
,•
1882 Seisview log displays lithology, com­
pressional- and shear-wave slowness, 
V 
-----)
<§Ii bulk density, acoustic impedance, reflec­
:
: tion coefficients, synthetic seismogram, 
:
I ZVSP corridor stack and dipmeter com­:I 
i 
putation results. Using the convention 
that a peak represents a positive reflec­
tion coefficient, we interpret the seismic 
signature of the "Gull River"/Loysburg­
--� 
to-Copper Ridge/Ore Hill interval in 
I 
: 





! followed by a large trough, followed 
. - LEM : 
.!If:•_ - ...i by an equally large magnitude peak, 
followed by a trough with 0.8 magnitude 
of the last trough and a peak 0.5 magni­
tude of the large peak. Ml.ES Kft..OMETEFtS 
Noise from converted shear waves and 
monochromatic noise at 30 Hertz com­
promised the OVSP. It offers good 
WELL LOCATION AND SUBSEA VALUE vertical and horizontal resolving power 
CONTOUR INTERVAL 20 FEET because raypaths to the horizons are 
shorter; therefore, frequency losses 
Figure 92. Structure map on top of the Middle Devonian Onondaga Limestone in 
in eastern Coshocton and western Tuscarawas counties, Ohio. 
Baranoski, 1993). Partially as a result of this seismic line 
interpretation, the #3-A Reiss well (permit number 6379) 
was drilled 500 feet to the southeast of an anomaly on this 
line. There were no commercial quantities of hydrocar­
bons present in the Knox/Galesburg interval. 
During logging of this well, Schlumberger Well Services 
also ran a VSP to evaluate the seismic response of the 
Trenton through Copper Ridge/Ore Hill interval. The well 
is approximately 500 feet southeast of the seismic line. 
This might cause correlation difficulties with the seismic 
data because some of the potentially productive remnants 
might not be very extensive laterally. Three vibrator 
sources were placed at distances of 675 feet and 4,501 feet 
northwest of the borehole to achieve zero-off set and offset 
vertical seismic profiles (ZVSP and OVSP, respectively). 
The source consisted of eight sweeps from 15 to 120 Hertz 
for each profile. The ZVSP provided the well-log tie to the 
surface-acquired reflection seismic data. The company 
used standard processing flow as described in Appendix I, 
with the exception of F/K filtering to remove the effects of 
tube waves in the ZVSP. The processing resulted in a 
vertical seismic profile, or corridor stack. We correlated 
the logged intervals and depths of the Wells Creek/ 
due to propagation are less. Migration 
velocities for the OVSP were verified by 
ray tracing prior to migration of the off set profile. The 
model was thus adjusted to tie with the synthetic seis­
mogram within two milliseconds. The OVSP signal was 
rotated to zero-phase and presented as a stacked section 
(Figure 95A). Horizon interpretation provided a listing 
of depths to each horizon from which we calculated 
formation isopachs. These isopachs demonstrate rapidly 
varying thicknesses in the Wells Creek/Shadow Lake­
through-Copper Ridge/Ore Hill interval. Trace attribute 
analysis on the OVSP helped to pick horizons and note 
amplitude changes. Instantaneous phase analysis allowed 
correlation of horizons across the seismic section. The 
OVSP showed a large amplitude anomaly at approxi­
mately 750 feet from the well (Figure 95B). The value of 
the amplitude anomaly decreased by 50 percent from 
750 to 1,800 feet away from the well. The vertical 
breadth of the amplitude envelope changes at the same 
distance that the decrease in. amplitude occurs. This 
suggests that the Rose Run is either depleted in hydro­
carbons or is less porous farther than 750 feet from the 
well. 
Ten different scenarios were modeled using the seismic 
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Figure 93. Interpreted seismic section display, Coshocton County, Ohio: 1984 processing without refraction statics, 2.0 seconds travel 
time, vibrators, JO-fold, unmigrated. See Figure 24 for legend. 
seismic profiling (see Appendix VII for infonnation). A 
seismic pseudosection was prepared by interpolating 
between values for the model acoustic impedance logs, 
impedances, convolving the reflectivity series with an 
assumed wavelet, and plotting the synthetic seismic traces 
across a two-dimensional model. The resultant seismic 
pseudosection was analyzed for amplitude anomalies 
(Figure 96). Modeling of these scenarios showed that a 
four percent decrease in Rose Run interval velocity, 
caused by the presence of gas, increases the magnitude 
of the Rose Run reflection by ten percent. This would 
have a dramatic impact on the calculation of reflection 
coefficients and amplitude attribute processing. In the 
seismic pseudosection, only models 1, 2, 7, and 9 included 
a Copper Ridge/Ore Hill sandstone (Figure 96). In these 
models the Copper Ridge/Ore Hill sandstone is indicated 
by a well-developed, high amplitude trough that is sepa­
rated from the overlying Rose Run trough by a peak. The 
presence of the Copper Ridge/Ore Hill sandstone appears 
to dampen the amplitude of the Rose Run, so the inter­
preter must use caution when trying to detect gas in the 
Rose Run interval. 
The thickness of the Beekmantown/Mines is very difficult 
to predict by VSP pseudoprofile analysis. Thicknesses less 
































































































Figure 94. Plot of£LAN lithology, delta-T compressional, delta-T shear, bulk density, gamma ray, acoustic impedance, reflec­
tion coefficients, zero phase synthetic seismogram stack, zero phase vertical seismic profile corridor stack, and dipmeter at 
15 inches/second scale. From the #3-A Reiss well in Cosh(lcton County, Ohio. 
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Figure 95. A-Plot of interpreted offset vertical seismic profile with correlation from the #3-A Reiss well in 
Coshocton County, Ohio. B -Plot of interpreted offset VSP amplitude envelope with depth migration from the 






























Figure 97. Seismic section display, Coshocton County, Ohio: 1992 
processing 1.1 seconds travel time, vibrators, 30{old, final migration, 
45' phase rotation, normal polarity. See Figure 24 for legend. 
general sense. A Beekmantown/Mines thickness 
greater than 65 feet will occur as a seismic peak 
doublet. For thicknesses less than 35 feet, a single 
peak is present at the level of the Wells Creek/ 
Shadow Lake interval. A knowledge of the local 
stratigraphy is imperative to make these interpre­
tations because similar wavelet packages can be 
created by other scenarios. Modeling also indi­
cated that vuggy porosity in the Beekmantown/ 
Mines can be predicted. Models 8 and 9 
(Figure 96) were the only scenarios that incor­
porated 5 feet of 15 per-cent vuggy porosity in 
the Beekmantown/Mines. The presence of this 
zone caused a dramatic increase in the Beek­
mantown doublet Iamplitude.
As a result of the VSP survey, the seismic line 
was reprocessed (Figure 97). The data were 
corrected for refraction statics and spectrally 
enhanced between 30 and 120 Hertz. The results 
of the VSP corridor stack were tied to the seismic 
line (Figure 97). The well is actually 500 feet 
southeast of that shotpoint on the line. The "Gull 
River''/Loysburg-through-Beekmantown/Mines
signal (Ogr-Obk) from the VSP correlates well 
with normal polarity, migrated, enhanced data. 
This signal is a doublet peak separated by a trough 
about half the wavelength of the peaks. The 
doublet might result from either a thick Wells 
Creek/Shadow Lake section in the area or vuggy 
porosity in the Beekmantown/Mines. The #2 Huff 
well (permit number 5890) lies approximately 
0.25 miles northwest of the line and produced oil 
and gas from the Beekmantown/Mines. Signals 
generated by the Wells Creek/Shadow Lake 
interval and by vuggy porosity in the Beekman­
town/Mines are not dissimilar (Puckett, 1992). In 
general, caution should be employed in extrapolat­
ing results from wells greater than 500 feet from 
seismic lines. In addition, the direction of the 
seismic line parallels regional strike; as such, 
it may not accurately reflect true structure. 
The seismic line was sent out for additional 
reprocessing and attribute analyses (Figures 98 
and 99). Reprocessing included migration, spec­
tral whitening, and 45 degree phase rotation of the 
data to match the synthetic generated by the VSP 
survey of the #3-A Reiss well (Figures 98 and 99). 
Examination of the reprocessed line indicates the 
Ogr-Obk signal appears as a doublet across most 
of the seismic section. At six locations, however, 
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Figure 98. Seismic section display, Coshocton County, Ohio: 1992 reprocessing, 0.8 to 1.3 seconds travel time, vibrators, 30fold, final 
migration, nonnal polarity, with corridor stack seismogram insertedfrom the #3-A Reiss well. See Figure 24 for legend. 
the Ogr-Obk signal changes, becoming either "dimmed 
out" or a single flat-topped peak with lower frequency. 
Three producing oil and gas wells situated adjacent to 
the seismic line are very close to the surface shot-point 
locations of the seismic section anomalies represented in 
the Ogr-Obk signal. 
At location Anear the northeast end of the line, a 
shouldered peak that gives the appearance of a "dim-out" 
of the Ogr peak replaces the Beekmantown/Mines doublet. 
The #1 Huff well, located approximately 600 feet south-
east of the line near location A, had a show of gas in the 
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Figure 99. Interpreted seismic section displays, Coshocton County, Ohio: 1992 reprocessing, 0.8 to 1.1 seconds travel time, vibrators, 
30-fold, migration, 45' phase rotation. A-normal polarity, B-cosine instantaneous phase. See Figure 24 for legend. 
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Figure 99 continued. 
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The #2 Huff well (pennit number 5890), located approxi­
mately 1,500 feet southeast of location A, produces from 
a Beekmantown/Mines paleoremnant. A "dim-out" of 
the Beekmantown/Mines peak occurs at location C, but 
the Ogr-Obk signal remains essentially intact. The 
#1 Pilabaum well (pennit number 5809), located 
very near the east side of the line at this location, produces 
gas from vuggy Beekmantown/Mines. At location D, the 
Ogr-Obk doublet changes to a single flat-topped peak of 
lower frequency. The #1 Robinson well (pennit number 
5849), located slightly east of this location, produces oil 
and gas from a Beekmantown/Mines paleoremnant. At 
location E, the Ogr-Obk reflector series appears to be high 
with some "dim-out" of the Beekmantown/Mines signal. 
The #1 Singleton well (pennit number 5796), located 
approximately 900 feet west of this location, was com­
pleted in the Beekmantown/Mines as a gas well. The 
#3-A Reiss well, which is located approximately 400 feet 
southeast of the line at location F, had a show of gas in the 
Knox/Gatesburg interval. No anomalous reflector signals 
occur at this location. The Beekmantown/Mines might be 
slightly high structurally at location F, but the well is 
offset from the line far enough to make extrapolation to 
the well difficult. At locations G to I the Ogr-Obk signal 
progresses from a doublet having a lower amplitude upper 
peak to the Ogr-Obk doublet characteristic of Beekman­
town/Mines having a porous upper zone and no overlying 
Wells Creek/Shadow Lake section. The #1 Berger well 
(pennit number 5906), located approximately 200 feet 
west of location H, produces gas from the Clinton/Medina. 
At location J the Ogr-Obk signal is a flat-topped peak that 
appears to be constructive interference between high, thick 
Beekmantown/Mines and overlying "Gull River"/ 
Loysburg. This type of seismic reflection signal is known 
to be associated with Beekmantown/Mines production; 
however, there are no wells adjacent to this feature on 
this particular line. 
Roth (1992) performed 1-D and 2-D modeling for 
Beekmantown/Mines paleoremnants (Figures 100A to D). 
The 1-D model does not explicitly describe porous zones 
in the top of the Beekmantown/Mines, but does account 
for a missing Wells Creek/Shadow Lake section. For at 
least two different model thicknesses of Beekmantown/ 
Mines, the doublet signature is best imaged only when 
high frequencies are preserved in the synthetic seismo­
gram. Two dimensional modeling of a Beekmantown/ 
Mines remnant (Figures 100A to D) yields a seismic 
signature very similar to that seen at the northeast end 
of the reprocessed seismic line at location A and at the 
southwest end of the line at location J. An anomaly 
appears only where high frequencies are preserved at the 
processing stage (Figure 100D). 
Attribute analyses of the seismic line were performed to 
detennine whether or not these processing schemes would 
be diagnostic of reservoir heterogeneity, and/or to detect 
the presence of hydrocarbons (Figures 101 and 102). An 
automatic event picking program was used to follow 
horizons of interest. At several locations, especially at 
the northeast end of the line at locations A to B, the 
program could not follow the "Gull River"/Loysburg 
wavelet over a deeper anomaly. The color attribute 
processing of the phase demonstrates that there are 
phase anomalies associated with nearly all of the wavelet 
anomalies (Figure 102). Neither phase anomaly nor 
apparent wavelet anomaly occurs at the location of the 
#3-A Reiss well (location F). Near the northeast end of 
the line, at location A, the "Gull River"/Loysburg horizon 
appears to "dim-out". Automatic event picking on the plot 
of the phase cannot follow phase characteristics above the 
Beekmantown/Mines time horizon through this anomaly. 
There are smaller, but similar phase anomalies associated 
with each of the described well locations and at location J. 
Frequency attribute processing demonstrates low fre­
quency anomalies (Figure 102) at the above described 
phase anomalies. The amplitude attribute processing 
shows a dramatic low-amplitude anomaly on the north­
east end of the line through all horizons of interest 
(Figure 102). Additionally, there are amplitude anomalies 
associated with nearly all of the wavelet, phase, and 
frequency a�omalies (Figure 102). 
The results of the investigation of Knox reservoir hetero­
geneity in Coshocton County, Ohio, illustrate the impor­
tance of attribute analyses and VSP data. Similar to 
seismic anomalies observed in Holmes County, attribute 
analyses are excellent diagnostic tools in addition to 
conventional processing techniques in the detection and 
prediction of hydrocarbons trapped in remnants, faults, 
and stratigraphic changes in the Copper Ridge/Ore Hill. 
Instantaneous phase and frequency and amplitude 
processing revealed anomalies at wells located on the 
seismic line (Figures 101 and 102). These changes have 
been interpreted to be the result of the presence of oil 
and gas. However, changes in frequency and amplitude 
causing these unique seismic signatures may have been 
compromised by the possible occurrence of the Copper 
Ridge/Ore Hill sandstone below the location of the 
producing wells. The significant velocity contrast between 
sandstone and dolomite within the Copper Ridge/Ore Hill 
may have caused the anomalies. The anomalies observed 
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Figure 100. A-Geologic model ofa Beekmantown/Mines remnant adjacent to a channel-fill sandstone in the Rose Run. 
B-Time section of the Beekmantown/Mines remnant model adjacent to the channel-fill sandstone in the Rose Run. 
C-Low-frequency 2-D model of the Beekmantown/Mines remnant adjacent to the channel-fill sandstone in the Rose 
Run. D-High-frequency 2-D model of the Beekmantown/Mines remnant adjacent to the channel-fill sandstone in the 
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Figure 101. Interpreted seismic section attribute displays, Coshocton County, Ohio: 1992 reprocessing, vibrators, 0.8 to I.I seconds 
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Figure 102. Interpreted seismic section attribute displays, Coshocton County, Ohio: 1992 reprocessing, vibrators, 0.8 to I.I seconds 
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Figure 103. Map showing the location of Rose Run producing area in 
western Crawford and Erie counties, Pennsylvania. 
in the Copper Ridge/Ore Hill also may be the result of 
constructive interference due to the presence of hydro­
carbons in the Rose Run. Although there appears to be 
no conclusive evidence for faulting and fracturing on the 
seismic reflection data, the amplitude, frequency, and 
phase anomalies illustrated in this seismic record section 
may be attributed to the presence of hydrocarbons in 
fractured formations, possibly from the Clinton/Medina 
through the Beekmantown/Mines. 
Northwestern Crawford County, Pennsylvania 
Western Crawford County has been the primary site of 
Rose Run exploration in Pennsylvania (Figure 103). How­
ever, because of the discouraging early drilling history of 
the area, the difficulty in establishing potential drilling 
locations, and the more readily productive target of the 
Lower Silurian Medina/Clinton at shallower depths, only 
one well has been drilled in the area since the initial phase 
from 1963 to 1965. Only two wells, the Transamerican 
Petroleum #1 Scull (permit number 20094) and the 
Transamerican Petroleum #1 Voorhees (permit number 
20119) (Figure 103), have ever produced from the Rose 
Run. Both wells had significant natural gas and 
gas condensate production before water invasion 
of the reservoir caused them to be plugged and 
abandoned. 
All seismic data from this portion of Pennsylva­
nia are proprietary, and only one map interpreted 
from seismic data has been made available. 
Therefore, the following discussion centers 
around standard mapping techniques. 
Geophysical logs available include gamma ray, 
neutron, density, and laterolog in most wells. 
An examination o,f these logs from the wells in 
the area indicates,'that the subtle stratigraphic 
changes found in producing fields in Ohio may 
not be the most important types of reservoir 
heterogeneity in the Rose Run sandstone in 
this area. Log-derived porosity values in the 
producing zones are fairly consistent between 
the Scull and Voorhees wells at 10.8 and 
9.5 percent, respectively. Water saturations 
were calculated at 24.6 percent for the Scull 
well and 27.9 percent for the Voorhees well. 
Although productive zones might be slightly 
compartmentalized by local lateral changes 
in porosity, the primary control of reservoir 
heterogeneity appears to result from a combina­
tion of the juxtaposition of reservoir sandstones 
to the unconformity and small offsets in the 
strata due to tilting and faulting. However, with so few 
data available, this may be a premature conclusion. 
Geologic and seismic mapping of this area indicates a 
faulted zone trending north northwest-south southeast 
through the study area (Figure 104) that offsets strata at 
least between the Copper Ridge/Ore Hill and Trenton 
Limestone intervals. The lateral•extent of this zone and 
the number of faults that might be involved have not been. 
fully determined. Without seismic survey data the question 
of whether this zone is related to basement tectonics or the 
result of deformation during plate-margin convergence in 
the Early Ordovician cannot be answered satisfactorily. 
The structure map on the Knox unconformity (Figure 104) 
shows dip of the erosional surface southeastward, offset 
by at least two faults that form a horst. The #1 Scull well 
is situated on the eastern edge of the horst block, whereas 
the # 1 Voorhees is situated on the downthrown side of the 
easternmost fault. The isopach.map of the Wells Creek/ 
Shadow Lake interval (Figure 105) indicates that paleo­
remnants occur in the same trend as the fault zone. Curves 
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Figure 104. Structure contour map on top of the Knox 
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Figure 105. Isopach map of the Middle Ordovician 
Wells Creek/Shadow Lake interval in western Crawford 
STUDY 
AREA and Erie counties, Pennsylvania. 
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Figure 106. Structure contour map on top of the Upper Ordovician Trenton 
Limestone, generated from seismic data, in the vicinity of the #1 Scull well, 
western Crawford County, Pennsylvania. Modified from Harper and others 
(in press). See Figure 104 for location. 
might even be representative of paleoremnants offset 
across at least one fault. The structure map on the Trenton 
Limestone in the vicinity of the # 1 Scull well (Figure 106) 
was generated in the 1960's from seismic data collected at 
that time. It shows the #1 Scull well situated on the flank 
of a southward plunging anticline, and to the east of the 
horst block. The anticline is not evident in maps generated 
from well data, but that probably is due to a lack of well 
control. The horst block is considerably narrower in the 
Trenton than it is at the level of the Knox unconformity 
(Figure 104), suggesting that the fault planes dip at very 
high angles. 
Based on well control, this area had an interesting history 
during the Late Cambrian through Middle Ordovician. 
Following deposition of the Rose Run and Beekmantown/ 
Mines, the Lower Ordovician Beekmantown carbonates 
were deposited. Tectonic deformation of the shallow con­
tinental shelf during plate-margin convergence resulted 
in tilting and fracturing of the section. Subsequent erosion 
during development of the Knox unconformity beveled an 
irregular surface, complete with low relief monadnocks, 
down to the Rose Run and Beekmantown/Mines level 
in this area (Figure 107). The Ordovician Beekmantown 
carbonates were removed completely; they do not appear 
for 50 miles to the southeast of the # 1 Scull 
well. Given a total thickness of 285 feet 
for the Beekmantown/Mines interval in 
the Manufacturers Light and Heat #1 Hock­
enberry well in Butler County, Pennsylvania, 
tilting of the rocks beneath the Knox uncon­
formity was 5.7 feet/mile to the southeast. 
During the Middle Ordovician, sea level rose, 
and/or the Laurentian continental margin 
subsided, allowing deposition of transgres­
sive shelf sandstones, shales, and carbonates 
on the erosion surf ace. Examination of 
Figure 105 reveals. the presence of the afore­
mentioned monadnocks (paleoremnants in 
the form of areas beneath thin Wells Creek/ 
Shadow Lake). Distortions in formation 
boundaries and correlatable key beds in 
Figure 107 also indicates that these paleo­
remnants affected later deposition, particu-
larly in the "Gull River"/Loysburg interval. 
At some later time ( during Alleghanian 
deformation/) the faults that developed 
probably during Early Ordovician plate_­
margin convergence were reactivated and 
affected higher formations (Figure 106). 
These faults might reach the current surface 
in northwestern Pennsylvania in the form of 
fracture traces, as suggested by patterns of stream channels 
and buried glacial valleys (Harper, 1992). 
Reservoir heterogeneity cannot be predicted with a high 
degree of reliability in this area at this time because of the 
lack of well control, the lack of modem geophysical logs, 
and the lack of non-proprietary seismic data. Further 
drilling should help to substantiate or modify many of 
the concepts presented here. In addition, the acquisition 
of modem seismic data, processed with the methods 
currently available, will give operators a much clearer 
picture of the geology of northwestern Pennsylvania. 
Microscopic {Thin Section-Scale) 
Heterogeneity 
Introduction 
On a microscopic scale, heterogeneity in the Cambrian 
rocks of Ohio and Pennsylvania is reflected primarily by 
diagenetic changes and by variability in microstructures 
and textural features. Combined with paleotopographic, 
stratigraphic, and structural factors, microstructures 
(sedimentary structures at the scale of thin-sections), 
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Figure 107. Paleostructural cross section E-E' in western 
Crawford and Erie counties, Pennsylvania. Datum is the top of 
the Middle Ordovician Wells Creek/Shadow Lake interval. 
diagenetic modifications, and textural variability directly 
affect the oil and gas producing potential of the Rose Run 
sandstone and the Beekmantown/Mines dolomite. The 
ability to understand, measure, and predict these factors 
should help the explorationist to decipher the hydrocarbon 
potential of the Rose Run sandstone and associated strata. 
Petrographic data from previous studies were available on 
Rose Run cores from several counties in Ohio. Enterline 
(1991) provided data on two cores from Ashtabula County 
wells (pennit numbers 2038 and 2071). Heald and Baker 
(1977) and Baker (1974) reported on the petrography of 
Rose Run sandstone in the U.S. Steel well in Scioto 
County, Ohio (pennit number 212, core 2958). Petro­
graphic data were modified from Baker's unpublished 
master's thesis (1974) and used in this report. 
Ohio Geological Survey personnel examined seven partial 
cores of the Rose Run interval. Four of these cores are 
from wells in Coshocton County. Core 2963 is from 
Tuscarawas County and core 2898 is from Jackson 
County. The seventh core examined, core 2598, is the 
same that Baker (1974) and Heald and Baker (1977) 
examined from the U.S. Steel well. Supplementary data 
were obtained from reports by NuCorp Energy Company 
(1977), and Reservoirs, Inc. (1992), for the Jackson 
County core and the #3-A Reiss well core, respectively . 
Personnel from the Pennsylvania Geological Survey 
examined three cores from the Hammennill Paper Co. 
#2 Fee well in Erie County, Pennsylvania. These cores 
contain both sandstones and dolostones. A fourth core, 
from the Shell Oil Co. #1 Shade Mountain Unit well in 
Juniata County, central Pennsylvania, contains carbonates 
and evaporites. In addition, samples from outcrops in 
central Pennsylvania provided the opportunity to compare 
petrographic characteristics of rocks from outcrops with 
subsurface equivalents throughout the region. 
The primary purpose of this portion of the study is to 
obtain a better understanding of the microscopic hetero­
geneity of the Rose Run sandstone and adjacent reservoir 
rocks by investigating their textural, mineralogical, and 
diagenetic history. However, the ultimate goal is to be able 
to measure and predict Rose Run heterogeneity using a 




The sandstone rock nomenclature used here follows the 
classification recommended by Pettijohn and others 
(1973). Sandstone porosity classification is based on 
the criteria and tenninology discussed by Schmidt and 
McDonald (1979). A dolomite textural classification using 
the tenninology of Sibley and Gregg (1987) was used to 
define eight dolomite types, based on dolomite morphol­
ogy, size, and occurrence. 
Beekmantown/Mines and 
Copper.Ridge/Ore Hill Dolostones 
The Beekmantown/Mines dolostone, which overlies 
the Rose Run sandstone in eastern Ohio and throughout 
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western and central Pennsylvania, has been described 
from well cuttings by Wagner (1966) and Janssens (1973). 
In Ohio, the Beekmantown/Mines generally is a microc­
rystalline to medium-crystalline dolostone, in part peloidal 
and oolitic. Locally the rock is glauconitic and silty. Two 
thin sections of Beekmantown/Mines interval from within 
15 feet of the Knox unconformity were examined in side­
wall cores from the #3-A Reiss well in Coshocton County, 
Ohio. These rocks are relatively pure dolostones with a 
mottled appearance and one to two percent intercrystalline 
porosity. The original depositional texture has been 
completely obliterated and many of the rhombs show 
dissolution along their edges (Reservoirs, Inc., 1992). A 
small amount of authigenic clay occurs in the carbonates, 
either lining or filling pore spaces, and SEM analysis of 
the sample from 6,715 feet indicates the clay is mixed­
layer illite-smectite (Reservoirs, Inc., 1992). However 
this clay identification has not been confirmed by X-ray 
analysis for this sample. 
The dolostones contain types 6 and 8 dolomite (Appendix 
VIII). Two Beekmantown/Mines dolostone samples from 
Coshocton County, Ohio had 1.5 percent average porosity, 
and 14 Copper Ridge/Ore Hill dolostone samples from 
Ashtabula and Tuscarawas counties, Ohio had 2.6 percent 
porosity. Fourteen Copper Ridge/Ore Hill sandstones from 
Tuscarawas and Ashtabula counties, Ohio have slightly 
higher porosities averaging about 4.3 percent. The lack 
of interconnection between the intercrystalline and vuggy 
pores, and the presence of pore-lining clays, accounts for 
the low permeability of these carbonates (Reservoirs, Inc., 
1992). Oil and gas production from vuggy porosity in the 
Beekmantown/Mines occurs near the subcrop edge in 
Coshocton and Tuscarawas counties, Ohio. 
The clay minerals of a Beekmantown/Mines shale bed in 
one core were identified by X-ray diffraction. This sample 
contained poorly crystallized illite as the dominant clay, 
with a trace of mixed-layer clay. Shales from the Copper 
Ridge/Ore Hill dolomites also contain poorly crystallized 
illite as the dominant clay. Shale samples contained minor 
amounts of detrital chlorite, in addition to the illite. 
The Beekmantown/Mines dolomite overlies the Rose Run 
sandstone throughout most of western Pennsylvania, ex­
cept for some areas in Erie and Crawford counties where it 
has been removed by erosion at the Knox unconformity. 
The basal Beekmantown/Mines and the unconformity 
itself were cut and recovered in core 1 from the #2 
Hammermill well in Erie County (Figure 39). 
The Beekmantown/Mines in the #2 Hammermill well core 
is mottled, light- to medium-gray and light olive-gray 
dolostone. The depositional texture of these rocks is 
obscure except for minor bioturbation. The rock consists 
of decimicron- to centimicron-sized polymodal planal-s 
dolomite with nonmimically replaced ooids and peloids. 
Previously developed vuggy pores are now filled with 
polymodal planar-s to planar-e dolomite. The intercrystal­
line pores of this latter fabric are further filled with bladed 
to equant megaquartz (drusy quartz) and very fine- to 
medium-sized, irregularly shaped crystals of a mineral 
that has the characteristics of gypsum (see Fleischer 
and others, 1984). The texture of the gypsum crystals 
resembles that of the gypsum replacing anhydrite ( due to 
uplift) in Permian evaporites from England (Adams and 
others, 1984). No anhydrite inclusions were found in the 
thin sections, however, so that such comparisons are very 
speculative. Porosity is low in the Beekmantown/Mines 
dolomite core samples from western Pennsylvania, on 
the ord�r of three percent or less. The pores are mostly 
intercrystalline to slightly and irregularly vuggy. 
Rose Run Sandstone 
Composition and Texture-The mineralogic composi­
tion of detrital grains in sandstone has a direct bearing on 
reservoir quality. The rate of porosity loss with increasing 
burial depth, due to compaction, recrystallization, cemen­
tation, and replacement processes, is related in large part 
to the original sand composition (Hayes, 1979). Because 
quartz is chemically and mechanically stable, porosity is 
often preserved in quartzose rocks. Feldspars are mechani­
cally stable and chemically unstable; feldspar alterations 
may reduce porosity whereas feldspar dissolution might 
enhance it. Lithic fragments are mechanically and chem­
ically unstable and, thus, very prone to porosity-reducing 
and porosity-enhancing processes. Lithic sandstones 
are especially susceptible to mechanical compaction. 
Dickinson and Suczek (1979) demonstrated the close 
relationship of sandstone composition, plate tectonics, 
and ultimate reservoir quality. 
The primary rock types found in the Rose Run sandstone 
are quartz arenites, subarkoses, arkoses, and dolostones 
(Appendix IX). The sandstones contain subrounded to 
rounded, very fine- to medium-grained, poorly to mod­
erately sorted constituents. Atha (1981) and Enterline 
(1991) reported bimodal size distributions in Rose Run 
sandstones from Ohio. Although no grain measurements 
were taken, many of the sandstones studied in this report 
appear to be bimodal as well. In Ashtabula and Scioto 
counties, Ohio, Enterline (1991) and Baker (1974) found 
framework grain compositions and textures very similar to 









































Baker, 1974 with Appendix X). Baker (1974) reported 
well sorted sandstone rather than poorly to moderately 
sorted sandstone in the U.S. Steel well (core 2598) in 
Scioto County. 
Mean grain size and sorting of the Rose Run sandstones in 
the cores from the #2 Hammermill well in Erie County, 
Pennsylvania are displayed in Figure 108 and Table 1 
(pg.123). Most samples are either fine or medium grained 
and moderately well or well sorted; three samples are only 
moderately sorted and one is very well sorted. The sand­
stones display a range of fabric types. Most grain contacts 
are concavo-convex to long. Some floating grains occur in 
the more dolomitic sandstones. Conversely, a few samples 
exhibit many sutured grain contacts and a high packing 
density. These fabric variations occur over the space of 
a meter or less. 
Monocrystalline quartz and potassium feldspar are the 
major sandstone framework constituents in the Rose Run 
sandstone of Ohio and Pennsylvania. (Appendix X and 
Table 1, pg. 123). In the #2 Hammermill well cores from 
Erie County, Pennsylvania, quartz ranges from 87 to 
100 percent of the framework grains, with a mean of 
94.4 percent (Table 1, pg. 123). In Ohio, quartz grains 
range from 59 to 99 percent of framework grains, with a 
mean of 88.3 percent (Appendix X). Feldspar (mostly 
microcline) ranges in abundance from Oto 13 percent 
of the framework grains, with a mean of 5.3 percent, in 
Pennsylvania whereas in Ohio feldspar ranges from 1 to 
35 percent of framework grains, with a mean of 11.6 per­
cent. Untwinned orthoclase and potassium feldspar grains 
with perthitic intergrowths occur in subordinate amounts. 
Feldspar amounts determined in many of the samples 
might be underestimated because of feldspar dissolution 
and the formation of moldic porosity. There is no statisti­
cally significant correlation between observed feldspar 
percentages and mean grain size (correlation coeffi­
cient=0. l ). Polycrystalline quartz and chert, generally 
comprising less than one percent of the sandstone, appear 
in the more feldspathic samples. Lithic fragments, 
including chert, shale clasts, and altered igneous lithics 
range from zero to one percent of the framework grains 
observed. Small amounts of muscovite and the accessories 
zircon, tourmaline, garnet, and pyrite occur locally in the 
cores. Allochems are locally abundant in the sandstone 
and include dolostone clasts, glauconite, collophane and 
peloid and ooid dolomitized ghosts visible when the thin 
sections are examined under diffused plane-polarized light. 
Rose Run sandstones rarely contain detrital quartz and 
feldspars less than 20 or 30 micrometers in diameter (e.g. 
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Figure 108. Mean grain size versus sorting in Rose Run 
sandstones from cores I and 2from the #2 Hammennill well 
in Erie County, Pennsylvania. 
in most cases the origin ( detrital versus authigenic) of 
these clays is difficult to determine, except where clay or 
shale stringers and laminae exist. Some of the interstitial 
clays may have originated as infiltration clays, or were 
deposited along with the coarser detrital particles and have 
since been regenerated. Sandstones with excessive detrital 
clays are rare in modem day sediments, and where they 
are found they should be suspected of being authigenic 
(Wilson and Pittman, 1977). Therefore, significant 
amounts of the interstitial clay in the Rose Run sand­
stone probably represent a neomorphic origin. 
Cement-Four major cementing agents found in the 
Rose Run sandstone include: 1) dolomite, averaging 11 
percent; 2) clays, four percent in Ohio and one percent in 
Pennsylvania; 3) quartz overgrowths, four to five percent; 
and 4) feldspar overgrowths, one percent. These averages 
are based on 70 thin section analyses of Rose Run sand­
stone in cores from wells in Ohio, in Ashtabula County 
(Enterline, 1991), Coshocton County (this study), Jackson 
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County (this study), Scioto County (Baker, 1974), and one 
well in Erie County, Pennsylvania (this study). Table 2, on 
page 124, lists the average cement percentages by county 
in Ohio; similar averages occur in Pennsylvania (Table 1, 
pg. 123). 
The dominant cementing agent in the Rose Run sandstone 
is dolomite. This cement is found throughout the region, 
but is somewhat less in Jackson and Scioto counties, Ohio 
than in other areas (Table 2, pg. 124). No calcite was 
observed in stained thin sections or detected by X-ray 
diffraction. In 24 samples the mole percent magnesium 
in dolomite, as determined by X-ray diffraction using the 
method described by Scholle (1978), varied only slightly, 
from 49.3 +/-0.5 to 51.0 +/-0.5. This suggests that either 
pore water composition was similar during the different 
dolomitization phases or that the last dolomitization event 
overprinted earlier phases. A third possibility is that X-ray 
of whole rock samples is not sensitive enough to detect 
compositional differences in the different dolomites. Dolo­
mite zoning detectable by plane light microscopy is very 
rare in the samples studied. Also, the lack of any signifi­
cant shift of the 104 carbonate peak at 2.886 A indicates 
that very little cation substitution for magnesium has 
occurred in these samples. 
The sandstones exhibit three principal dolomite cement 
textures. Most of the dolomite is nonplanar; the cement 
consists of tightly packed anhedral crystals. The nonplanar 
textures vary from unimodal to polymodal. Some dolomite 
cement has a planar-s texture, i.e. it is subhedral. These 
cements also vary between unimodal and polymodal, 
although the latter is more common. A few samples have 
planar-e dolomite cement. We identified eight dolomite 
types in the Rose Run interval, based on dolomite 
morphology, size, and occurrence (Sibley and Gregg, 
1987) (Appendix VIII). Dolomite types are discussed 
under the heading Porosity/Microstructure Relationships. 
Syntaxial quartz overgrowths and feldspar overgrowths 
occur in all cores studied (Tables 1 and 2, pgs. 123, 124). 
Feldspar overgrowths are more abundant than quartz 
overgrowths only in Scioto County, Ohio (Table 2, 
pg. 124). Quartz plus feldspar overgrowths average six 
percent or less of the rock in all regions, but can exceed 
ten percent in individual beds (Appendix X). Most quartz 
overgrowths are recognizable because distinctive crystal 
faces and clay coats or "dust rims" on detrital grains are 
clearly visible. In some samples with advanced stages of 
silica cementation, however, the boundaries between 
quartz grain nuclei and overgrowth cement are vague. 
Feldspar cements occur in the Rose Run sandstones as 
euhedral overgrowths on detrital feldspar grains and as 
pore-filling, euhedral feldspar crystals. 
Clay minerals generally make up less than five percent 
of the total rock (Tables 1 and 2, pg. 123, 124). Clay 
minerals identified by X-ray diffraction and microscopy 
include illite, randomly interstratified illite-smectite, 
chlorite, and glauconite. Even small quantities of clay 
minerals can have a profound effect on reservoir quality, 
particularly permeability and water saturation. They are 
responsible for creating problems during drilling, stimu­
lation, and production of hydrocarbons as a result of their 
ability to block pores by expansion or migration (Wilson 
and Pittman, 1977). In the Rose Run sandstone, clays 
have been partially leached from many of the more 
porous sandstone zones. In these areas, permeabilities 
remain high and the clay does not seem to create bar­
riers for lateral fluid flow because of the large inter­
connecting pores. Migration of these clays might 
eventually cause problems during production of 
hydrocarbons. 
Two dolostones from within the Rose Run sandstone from 
Coshocton County, Ohio (cores 2853 and 2989) contained 
moderate to well crystallized illite and a trace of chlorite. 
Both dolostones are sandy, and one was apparently 
glauconitic, based on megascopic inspection of the cores. 
Microscopic examination of the glauconitic samples 
reveals a bright green clay, typically associated with 10-
to 20-micrometer size pyrite grains. It occurs as irregular, 
equant grains to elongate grains 90 micrometers to one 
millimeter long. Shrinkage cracks are common, and some 
portion of the clay commonly has been replaced by dolo­
mite rhombs. Also, the green clay occurs as pore fillings in 
intercrystalline and vuggy areas. X-ray diffraction analysis 
of the less than two-micrometer size fraction of this rock 
indicates a well crystallized 10 A mineral (glauconite?) 
and a trace of chlorite. 
The second sandy dolostone contains a moderately to 
poorly crystallized 10 A mineral. In thin section this 
mineral was usually green, but brownish coloration was 
also common. As in the first dolostone, this mineral occurs 
in intercrystalline and vuggy pores, as tiny (90-micrometer 
diameter) grains, and as larger pellets. In both dolostones 
most pore fillings are partially leached. In some cases 
extensive dolomite replacement of the glauconite(?) pellet 
makes it difficult to distinguish pellets from pore fillings, 
although the localized, spherical nature of the mineral 
suggests that it is a pellet partially replaced by dolomite in 
those examples. In both dolomites, the 10 A d-spacing, the 
morphology, and the mode of occurrence strongly suggest 
glauconite, but further analyses would have to be per­






































































Seven samples of Rose Run sandstone were analyzed for 
their clay minerals by X-ray diffraction from Coshocton 
County, Ohio. Clay minerals identified include illite, 
mixed-layer illite-smectite, and chlorite. Illite and illite­
smectite are sometimes difficult to distinguish in thin 
section. Both appear to occur as pore fillings, matrix 
(usually in silty, very fine-grained sandstone laminae), in 
thin, wispy, clay stringers, and as infiltration clay. True 
grain coatings of illite on detrital quartz as reported by 
Heald and Baker (1977) were not identified in the 
Coshocton County core. 
Illite and mixed-layer illite-smectite were identified in 
four samples from the Jackson County, Ohio core. These 
samples contained significantly more mixed-layer clay 
than samples from Coshocton County, Ohio. The 
non-glycolated illite and illite-smectite peaks at about 
8.6 degrees two theta were moderately well crystallized in 
three samples and poorly crystallized in one sample. The 
clays occur in silty, very fine-grained sandstone laminae 
where the dominant clay appears to be illite. This clay 
probably originated as clay stringers and matrix that has 
been regenerated (Wilson and Pittman, 1977). Pore filling 
clay also occurs in the sandstone, generally as low bire­
fringent, mixed-layer illite-smectite, probably intimately 
intergrown with illite. Leaching has destroyed much of the 
clay and dolomite in many of the Jackson County core 
samples.
Clay minerals were identified by X-ray diffraction in one 
Rose Run sandstone sample from Scioto County, Ohio. 
This sample is very similar to those examined in Jackson 
County. Four- to five-millimeter thick silty, very fine­
grained sandstone laminae contain abundant, moderately 
to well crystallized illite and illite-smectite. In the non­
silty sandstone laminae (generally medium grained), clay 
occurs as pore fillings and as regenerated matrix or infil­
tration clays, but is less abundant than in the silty laminae. 
Heald and Baker (1977) report illite grain coatings in this 
core, which inhibit quartz overgrowths from forming. 
In the Hammermill well in Erie County, Pennsylvania, 
illite, identified by X-ray diffraction, occurs in the Rose 
Run as a minor grain coating, and in rare instances, as 
pore-bridging or pore-filling cement. It formed as a 
product of feldspar alteration and as a partial coating 
on detrital quartz grains. 
Intergranular Volume-Cement Diagrams­
Houseknecht (1987) introduced a useful diagram 
(Figure 109) for evaluating the relative importance of 
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Figure 109. lntergranular volume-cement diagram with all 
Rose Run samples from the #2 Hammennill well in Erie County, 
Pennsylvania plotted Data are listed in Table 1. The square 
denotes the mean of all data. 
compactional and cementational processes to porosity 
modification in sandstones. The vertical axis in Figure 109 
delineates a quantity called intergranular volume. Inter­
granular volume is, "minus cement porosity," i.e. the sum 
of intergranular porosity and the amount of cement present 
in a sandstone (Houseknecht, 1987, p. 633). The original 
intergranular volume of well-sorted sands is estimated to 
be about 40 percent, and this volume is reduced during 
burial by compactional processes. Mechanical compaction 
commonly can reduce the intergranular volume to about 
30 percent; further reductions occur through pressure 
solution, chemical compaction, and/or stylolitization. 
The horizontal axis of Figure 109 delineates the amount of 
cement in the sandstone. It can be utilized to determine the 
percentage of original porosity occluded by cementation. 
The straight diagonal lines on Figure 109 are plots of 
equal intergranular porosity. The dashed diagonal line 
separates samples in which either cementation or compac­
tion has been more important in modifying porosity. 
Intergranular volume-cement diagrams are useful for 
assessing the relative importance of compaction and 
cementation in controlling the final reservoir quality of 
a sandstone. The diagrams also can be used to illustrate 
diagenetic pathways by plotting cement percentages and 
intergranular volumes for specific diagenetic phases based 
on cement stratigraphy (Houseknecht, 1987). The dia­
grams provide a powerful tool for measuring reservoir 
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Figure 109 shows an intergranular volume-cement 
diagram with plots of all the Rose Run sandstone samples 
from cores 1 and 2 from the Hammermill well in Erie 
County, Pennsylvania. The data used to build the plot are 
shown in Table 3 on page 124. Solid circles are individual 
sandstone samples; the solid square is the mean value of 
all the data. Sixty-two percent of the sandstone samples 
plot in the upper right portion of the diagram, implying2 
that a greater percentage of their original porosity has been 
reduced by cementation than by compactional processes. 
Thirty-eight percent of the samples plot in the lower left 
portion of the diagram; mechanical and chemical compac­
tion reduced much of the original porosity in these 
samples. The mean values for all Rose Run sandstone data 
on the diagram are 28.3 percent intergranular volume and 
19.4 percent cements (which include all cements). 
A third (33.3 percent) of the sandstone samples do not 
contain any, or have just traces of, dolomite cement. The 
dolomite cements in the sandstones clearly postdate all 
the other cements; therefore, examination of these 
dolomite-free samples provides a first approximation 
of the diagenetic pathway in these rocks (Figure 110). 
Porosities in the sandstones that lack dolomite cement 
were reduced by mechanical compaction, illite clay 
coatings and fillings, quartz and feldspar overgrowths, 
and pressure solution. In the quartz arenites, this diage­
netic pathway went to completion, i.e. porosity was 
reduced to minimal values ( <3 percent). The same 
processes reduced the pore volumes in the feldspathic 
sandstones too, but the dissolution of feldspar grains 
yielded some moldic porosity. These subarkoses have 
between 8 and 14 percent porosity. One interesting 
exception to this pattern is the sample from 5,164 feet in 
core 1 of the Hammermill well in Erie County, Pennsyl­
vania. This is a subarkose with only 3 percent porosity. 
Most of the porosity in this sample is reduced intergranu­
lar, grain-to-grain contacts are numerous, packing density 
is very high, the cements present are quartz overgrowths 
and clay, and porosity is low. Most feldspars are intact and 
well preserved; little moldic porosity developed and that 
which did develop is largely plugged by clay. The clay 
that fills moldic pores is a feldspar alteration product. 
These clays are not compacted, indicating feldspar altera­
tion and dissolution occurred after chemical compaction. 
2 In Houseknecht' s diagram, compactional porosity loss is 
calculated as the simple difference between an assumed initial 
porosity and the modem-day porosity of the sample. This 
method does not take into account the bulk volume reduction 
that occurs during compaction and can result in underestimating 
compactional porosity loss (Lundegard, 1992). Grain dissolu­
tion will also cause an underestimation of compaction. 
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Figure 110. lntergranular volume-cement diagram with only 
Rose Run samples that lack dolomite cement plotted. 
All of the remaining sandstone samples contain relatively 
significant amounts of dolomite cement. Most of these 
plot in the upper right area of the diagram in Figure 109, 
reflecting the importance of cementation in reducing 
porosity in the rocks. A few samples plot along the dashed 
diagonal line, indicating that both compaction and cemen­
tation were important in reducing porosity. 
In Figure 111, each <:Jf the samples that contain important 
amounts of dolomite cement is plotted as two separate 
points (indicated by triangles). Open triangles include 
clay, feldspar, 'and silica cements only and solid triangles 
include the sum of these earlier cements plus dolomite. 
Dolomite cement clearly postdates the clay, feldspar, and 
quartz cements in all thin sections, so the two points 
representing each sample in Figure 111 illustrate two 
distinct steps in the diagenetic history of the samples. A 
very few of these samples apparently were cemented by 
carbonate very early in their burial history. Three open 
triangles plot in the uppermost left corner of the diagram 
and their corresponding solid triangles plot to the far upper 
right in the diagram. These three samples did not undergo 
any significant compaction. Most of the samples, how­
ever, did experience significant compaction prior to 
dolomite cementation. Dolomite replaces much of the 
earlier framework and binder in the sandstones. The 
sandstones appear to have experienced compaction, both 
mechanical and chemical, associated cementation by 
silicates, and later dolomite cementation and replacement. 
Generalized diagenetic pathways can be discerned by 
combining all the information from the diagrams in 









































































































































































































































































ORIGINAL POR OSITY DESTROYED
BY CEMENTATION (%) 
Figure 111. Intergranular volume-cement diagram with only 
dolomite-cemented samples plotted (solid triangles). The open 
triangles are the same samples plotted after subtracting the 
percentage of dolomite cement present. 
(Figure 112). Except for the few sandstones cemented by 
carbonates prior to deeper burial (path 1 in Figure 112), 
intergranular volumes in the sandstones were reduced to 
about 30 percent (mean intergranular volume=28.3 per­
cent) during an early phase of diagenesis. The sandstones 
that now lack dolomite cement (circles in Figure 110) fol­
lowed a rather straight diagenetic pathway towards almost 
complete porosity destruction (path 2 in Figure 112). 
Primary intergranular porosity was almost completely 
destroyed; moldic porosity due to feldspar dissolution 
developed in the subarkoses and was largely preserved, 
except where clay plugged the secondary voids. 
Sandstones that contain significant amounts of dolomite 
cement followed a path similar to those described above, 
except dolomite cementation and replacement of frame­
work materials interrupted the progression to porosity 
occlusion (path 3 in Figure 112). Compaction appears 
to have been more important than cementation prior to 
extreme dolomite cementation (note the open triangles 
and arrows for path 3 in Figure 112). 
As mentioned in the footnote on page 108, these 
diagrams fail to account for compactional bulk volume 
reduction, thus underestimating compactional porosity 
loss. Lundegard (1992) also points out that grain 
dissolution may enhance porosity or lead to local 
precipitation of authigenic cement; both processes 
induce error in compactional porosity loss estimates. 
Figure 113 is a plot of the amount of compactional 
porosity loss versus cementational porosity loss in all of 
the sandstones, taking bulk volume reduction into account. 
The values plotted in Figure 113 were derived from the 
data on porosity, intergranular volume, and amount of 
cement present in Table 3 on page 124 using calculations 
devised by Lundegard (1992). The diagram illustrates that 
most of the Rose Run sandstones in the Hammermill well 
lost porosity through compaction rather than cementation. 
The few samples having high values of cementational po­
rosity loss were affected by dolomite cementation before 
deeper burial. Compaction indices for each of the samples 
are mostly greater than 0.5 (Table 3, pg. 124), also indi­
cating that the sandstones lost more porosity through 
compaction than through cementation. The significance 
of compactional porosity loss is most likely still under­
estimated for carbonate-cemented samples in Figure 113. 
Porosity- Five pore textures, as defined by Schmidt 
and McDonald (1979, p. 211), occur within the Rose Run 
sandstone samples examined in this report, including: 
1) intergranular pores; 2) oversized pores; 3) moldic pores;
4) intraconstituent pores; and 5) fractures. A sixth pore
texture, intercrystalline (a carbonate pore texture discussed
by Choquette and Pray, 1970), occurs in a few of the
sandstones. Intergranular pores form between framework
grains, and may be lined with cement. Three types of
secondary pore textures have been identified by Schmidt
and McDonald (1979). These are regular, reduced, and
enlarged intergranular. Oversized pores are defined as
those that exceed the diameter of adjacent grains by a
factor of at least 1.2. Oversized pores are created from
CEMENT (%) 














ORIGINAL POROSITY DESTROYED 
BY CEME!'ITATION (%) 
Figure 112. Intergranular volume-cement diagram with all data 
shown in Figures 110-112 combined. Numbered arrows illustrate 
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CEMENTATIONAL POROSITY LOSS(-/.) 
Figure 113. Diagram showing compactional porosity loss plotted 
against cementational porosity loss in the Rose Run sandstone samples 
· from the #2 Hammermill well in Erie County, Pennsylvania. The solid
square is the mean of all values. This diagram assumes an initial
porosity of 45 percent (Lundegard, 1992). The illustration shows lines
of equal porosity, volume percent cement, and intergranular volume.
The solid line labeled 1: 1 divides the field in which compaction is more
important ( upper right) from the field in which cementation is more
important (lower right).
three classes of oversized fabric-selective pore textures,
i. e. a combination of voids formed through: 1) dissolution
of grains; 2) dissolution of cement; and 3) dissolution of
replacement dolomite. Moldic pores in the Rose Run
sandstone are the result of dissolution of feldspar and lithic
grains, and can be identified by characteristic shape and
size of the mold. Intraconstituent pores are created by
dissolution of grain interiors. In the Rose Run sandstone
feldspar grains commonly show this type of porosity.
Fracture porosity is created by partings and separations
of rock or minerals. This type of porosity is rare in the
Rose Run sandstone except along fault zones such as the
Akron-Suffield and Highlandtown faults. Hybrid pores are
pores of complex origin, either resulting from several
classes of secondary porosity or being part primary and
part secondary (Schmidt and McDonald, 1979).
The average Rose Run sandstone porosity determined by 
point count methods on 70 samples is 7.5 percent. Poros­
ities are listed in Table 2 (pg. 124) by county for the Rose 
Run sandstone samples from Ohio. The relative percent of 
moldic, oversize/hybrid, intergranular, intraconstituent, 
fracture and intercrystalline porosity was determined for 
29 Rose Run sandstones from cores in Ohio (Appendix 
XI). Intergranular porosity makes up 48 percent of the 
total porosity followed by 19 percent moldic, 12 percent 
oversize/hybrid, 11 percent intercrystalline, 9 percent 
intraconstituent, and 2 percent fracture. In these same 
29 samples of Rose Run sandstone total porosity 
averages 7 percent and ranges from O to 25 percent. 
According to Enterline (1991) the most abundant 
type of porosity in two cores from Ashtabula County, 
Ohio is moldic. In core 2958 from Scioto County, 
Ohio, from which five thin sections were made, po­
rosity types and relative percentages appear to be 
similar to those seen in cores from Coshocton and 
Jackson Counties, Ohio. 
Nearly all of the intergranular !'0!"0�ity observed 
in thin sections made for this study is considered 
secondary. Triangular-shaped voids suggestive of 
primary porosity occur in some cases, but these pores 
invariably have corroded boundaries that strongly 
suggest carbonates or some other cement has been 
leached from the pore. In addition to corroded 
framework grain margins (Figure 114A and 114B), 
corroded remnants of dolomite and silica cement, 
and elongated intergranular voids all indicate a post­
depositional origin for the intergranular porosity. 
Enlarged intergranular voids vary in size from 
0.15 mm, where dissolution has widened triangular 
pores between grains, to lengths of 0.42 mm along 
elongate voids. Larger secondary voids are classified 
as oversized pores. Secondary intergranular porosity is the 
most abundant porosity type found in the Rose Run sand­
stone. According to Pittman (1979), the best sandstone 
reservoirs have this type of porosity. 
Oversized hybrid pores in the Rose Run sandstones are 
created primarily by dissolution of dolomite and feldspar 
grains. Oversized hybrid pore diameters as long as 
0.19 mm occur in the sandstones. 
Moldic pores (Figure 115A) occur in the sandstones, 
especially in the more feldspathic samples. Moldic and 
intraconstituent porosities are interrelated because most of 
the moldic porosity is the result of complete feldspar grain 
dissolution, whereas intraconstituent porosity is found 
within partially dissolved feldspars (Figure 115B). Moldic 
void diameters approximate the mean grain size of the 
specific mineral. Moldic porosity alone generally is not 
conducive to the formation of good reservoirs (Wescott, 
1982). Where moldic and enlarged intergranular pores 
merge, however, oversize and hybrid pores are formed 
in the Rose Run sandstone, and permeabilities should be 
high. 
Intraconstituent pores are voids formed within specific 
components of the rocks. They occur as minute pores 
within framework grains, within cements, and within 











Figure 114. Photomicrographs of enlarged interganular porosity (Ir) in Rose Run sandstone samples from Ohio. A -Note the extreme 
corrosion of the quartz grains (Q) and later filling of the pore with clay (C). Width of photo 0.41 mm, plane polarized light. 8-Note the 
interconnecting pores. Width of photo I. I mm, plane-polarized light. 
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Figure 115. Photomicrographs of porosity developed in Rose Run sandstone samples from Ohio. A-mo/die porosity ( m) created by 
dissolution of feldspar. Width of photo 1.1 mm, plane-polarized light. B-intraconstituent porosity (la) forming in potassium feldspar. 
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Figure 116. Plot of the ratio of secondary porosity to reduced primary 
and intercrystalline porosity versus total porosity for Rose Run sand­
stones from the #2 Hammermill well in Erie County, Pennsylvania. 
small, usually a fraction of a micron to a few microns 
wide, and are essentially insignificant. They are most 
easily observed in feldspar grains in the Rose Run 
arkoses and subarkoses. 
Very little fracture porosity was observed in the Rose Run 
sandstone. Where they were found, the parting planes of 
the open rock fractures extend over several grains and 
along intergranular void spaces. They are of local impor­
tance only. The scarcity of this porosity requires that 
other methods must be hypothesized for providing fluids 
capable of diagenetic changes in the Rose Run sandstone. 
Irreducible lamellar porosity may have provided the 
access for these fluids (Schmidt and McDonald, 1979), 
assuming that the Rose Run sandstone had low porosity 
at the time of major diagenetic mineral formation. 
In this study intercrystalline porosity denotes porosity 
between individual dolomite crystals that most commonly 
have a unimodal, planar-e texture type. This is considered 
to be a form of secondary porosity (Choquette and Pray, 
1970). In these rocks, the primary intergranular void space 
was filled with dolomite and the available 
porosity occurs between crystals of cement. 
Intercrystalline porosity is most abundant in 
the dolostones o( the Rose Run interval, but it 
contain secondary pore textures and those rocks 
with only reduced intergranular voids have very low 
ineffective porosity. One interesting exception is 
a sample (marked IX) with high intercrystalline 
porosity. This sample contains 22 percent dolomite 
cement with unimodal, planar-e texture, i.e. a 
porous, sucrose texture . 
Porosity and permeability in the sandstone samples 
from the Hammermill well are highly variable . 
Porosities, determined from thin section data, range 
from 2 to 16 percent, with a mean of 8.38 percent 
(Table 4, pg. 125). The standard deviation of these 
porosity values (4.18) indicates considerable 
heterogeneity in this reservoir parameter. The 
porosity distribution in the sandstones also appears 
bimodal, as illustrated in the frequency polygon in 
Figure 117. Core analyses of selected samples from 
the low porosity population yield measured porosity 
values of 2.6 to 2.7 percent and permeabilities less than 
0.1 millidarcies (md). Core analyses of selected samples 
from the high porosity population yield measured porosity 
values of 9.4 to 13.9 percent and horizontal permeabilities 
of 1.33 to 192 md; vertical permeabilities range from 
0.19 to 53.2 md (Appendix IV). 
Porosity/Microstructure Relationships-In the Rose 
Run interval six categories of microstructures can be 
identified in 55 thin sections from Ohio (Appendix IX) . 
These include: 1) interbedded or interlaminated sandstone 
and dolostone or dolomitic sandstone and sandstone; 
2) mottled or bioturbated sandstone; 3) massive sandstone;
4) stromatolitic laminae; 5) interlarninated clay stringers
or clayey and silty sandstone and sandstone; and 6) lami­
nated or bedded sandstone. Each type of microstructure
is assigned to one of four Iithofacies already defined.
Rose Run sandstone characterized by interlaminated sand­
stone and dolostone or dolomitic sandstones (Appendix 
IX, type 1 microstructure) averages seven percent 
1 �is also present in the dolomitic Rose Run FREQUENCY!:: 
sandstones (Appendix XI). 
Figure 116 is a plot of total porosity versus the 0 � 
ratio of secondary pore textures to the sum of 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 
I I I I'''' t' I I I I I I' I' I I I' I'''' I I Ireduced primary intergranular and intercrys­
POROSITYtalline porosities in the sandstones from the 
Hammermill well in Erie County, Pennsylva­ Figure 117. Frequency polygon for porosity in the Rose Run sandstones from 
nia. In general, the higher porosity sandstones the #2 Hammermill well in Erie County, Pennsylvania. 
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porosity. lntergranular porosity comprises 50 percent of 
the total porosity and moldic and oversize pores 16 and 
14 percent, respectively. Intraconstituent, intercrystalline 
and fracture porosity make up seven, nine, and four per­
cent respectively (Appendix XI). These units may be thin 
laminae or beds of dolostone alternating with laminae or 
beds of sandstone as in core 2853 at a depth of 5981.5 feet 
or thin units of sandstone alternating with dolomitic sand­
stone. In the latter case, dolomite appears to have been 
leached from non-dolomitic zones. Evidence of this 
leaching is found along quartz boundaries that are highly 
corroded in the non-dolomitic zones. In the carbonate-rich 
areas dolomite cement replaces the quartz grains. No read­
ily apparent differences exist in framework mineralogy, 
but quartz overgrowths and clay in the form of partially 
leached pore fillings, and as widely scattered interstitial 
matrix, appear to be more common in the non-dolomitic 
zones. 
Type 4 dolomite (Figure 118A) is the most common 
dolomite type found in the interlaminated sandstone and 
dolostones or dolomitic sandstones, followed by types 
2 and 3 (see Appendix VIII for a detailed discussion of 
dolomite types). Type 4 dolomite is medium to very 
coarse-crystalline, non-planar dolomite. This type of 
dolomite may be partially dissolved and fractured and 
its occurrence and morphology suggests type 4 dolomites 
may have replaced sparry calcite. Type 2 dolomite is very 
fine to fine crystalline, bimodal(?), planar-s and planar-e 
dolomite (Figure 118B and Appendix IX). This dolomite 
is a void filler and may occupy moldic or enlarged inter­
granular pores as well as other secondary pore spaces. 
Type 2 dolomite formed very late in the diagenetic 
history of the Rose Run sandstone. 
Dissolution of dolomite, observed in the interlaminated 
sandstone and dolomitic sandstone, generally follows 
bedding planes, both in horizontal and cross-bedding. 
Leaching of the dolomite which occurred late in the post­
depositional history of the rock followed the most perme­
able paths along bedding planes. No single reason appears 
to explain why some zones would be more permeable to 
the corrosive fluids than others. In the thin sections 
examined, differences in grain sorting of the sandstones, 
variations in clay content and quartz overgrowths, and 
differences in mechanical compaction in adjacent laminae 
all may have influenced permeabilities prior to the 
leaching of the dolomite. Where dolostone and dolomitic 
sandstone beds and laminae are present, vertical perme­
abilities are expected to be very low, although the rock 
as a whole may show good porosities (Table 5, core 
no. 3260, pg. 125). High horizontal permeabilities should 
be present when dissolution of dolomite along sandstone 
laminae has occurred. 
Coshocton County, Ohio core samples with interlaminated 
dolostone and sandstone microstructures were placed in 
the interbedded sandstone and dolostone lithofacies. 
Jackson County, Ohio core samples (core 2898) with 
interlaminated dolostone and sandstone microstructures 
were placed in the cross-bedded and flaser-bedded sand­
stone lithofacies (Appendix IX). In the Jackson County 
samples, sandstone in which d�lomite has been leached, 
alternated with dolomitic sandstones. In Coshocton 
County, true interlaminated sandstone and dolostones 
occur, as well as the type found in Jackson County. 
I 
Four thin sections were examined which appear to have a 
mottled texture (Appendix IX, microstructure type 2). The 
average porosity of these four samples was seven percent. 
Mottling appears to be the result of variations or irregu­
larities in dolomite cementation. The mottled samples, in 
this case, belong to either the interbedded dolostone and 
sandstone type 1 microstructure , or to the clayey, silty 
sandstone interlaminated with sandstone (type 5 micro­
structure ), and are diagenetically mottled rather than bio­
turbated. Type 4 dolomite is found almost to the exclusion 
of other dolomite cements in these four samples. Type 1 
dolomite, although rare in the Rose Run interval, is found 
in two samples with type 2 microstructures (Figure 119A). 
The two most abundant dolomite types found in inter­
bedded dolostones in the Rose Run sandstone are types 7 
and 5 (Appendix VIII). Type 7 occurs as very fine- to 
medium-crystalline, non-planar, replacement dolomite 
with allochem ghosts of ooids and peloids (Figure 119B). 
Dark inclusions give the dolostone a dirty appearance. 
Small authigenic grains of pyrite are commonly associated 
with this dolomite. Type 5 dolomite is fine- to medium­
crystalline, non-planar, replacement(?) dolomite, but it has 
no distinct allochem ghosts. Dusty inclusions and pyrite 
are randomly scattered throughout the dolomite. 
Microstructure in the Rose Run sandstone with a massive 
appearance (Appendix IX, type 3) are probably related to 
a larger macrostructure. In this case two-thirds of the 
sandstones with massive microstructure are found in the 
cross-bedded and flaser-bedded sandstone lithofacies, and 
about one-third occur in the interbedded sandstone and 
dolostone lithofacies. 
Porosities range from zero to 11 percent and average 
5.9 percent. Intergranular and moldic porosities are the 
two most common porosity types (Appendix XI). 




Figure 118. Photomicrographs ofdolomites from Ohio. A-type 4 dolomite (D4) attacks detrital quartz grains (Q) and typically has 
evidence of dissolution (ds). Width ofphoto I.I mm, crossed-polarized light. B-type 2 dolomite (D2. Very fine- to fine-crystalline void-






Figure 119. Photomicrographs of dolomites from Ohio. A-type I dolomite (DJ), a replacement dolomite with clear rims and non­
mimic replacement of feldspars or allochems, typically associated with pyrite ( P), rare in Rose Run sandstones. Width of photo 1.1 mm, 
plane-polarized light. B -type 7 dolomite (D7), a nonplanar dolomite shown replacing peloids. Multiple dolomite crystals replace a 
single allochem. Pyrite ( P) is common. Also type � dolomite ( D6) is shown along the outer margins of peloid ghosts. Width of photo 
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in rocks with massive (type 3) microstructure as 
dolomite types 6, 2, and 4 (Appendix VIII). 
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and contain types 3, 5, and 6 dolomites. 
Of the 55 Rose Run sandstone thin sections 
Pyrite formationexamined from Ohio, 17 exhibit microstructure 
l. Shallow burial 
-
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that classify them as interlaminated clay stringers 2, Intermediate and deep burial 






or clayey, silty sandstone interlaminated with 4, Expoaed and shallow burial (Knox Unconforlni ty) 
5, Intermediate and deep burial
sandstone (Appendix IX, microstructure type 5). 6, Deep burial - early
7, Deep burial - late 
Sandstones with type 5 microstructures average 
7.3 percent porosity. Intergranular porosity Figure 120. Relative timing of major diagenetic events for the Rose Run 
comprises 54 percent of the total porosity sandstone. 
followed by moldic (25 percent) and oversize 
(12 percent). Intraconstituent and intercrystalline porosity 
each make up about five percent of the total porosity 
(Appendix XI). These units consist of very thin, wispy 
stringers of clay or clayey, silty sandstone interlaminated 
with cleaner, sometimes better sorted (but still poorly 
sorted) sandstone. Where clay and silt laminae are 
abundant, as in core 2989 at a depth of 6,629.9 feet 
(Appendix XI), porosity (and permeabilities?) are low. 
Where clay stringers are thin and scarce, as in core 2898 
at a depth of 4,505 feet (Appendix XI), the rock remains 
relatively porous (seven percent), but vertical permeability 
is probably low because of the interlaminated clay-rich 
zones which have low porosities. 
Rose Run sandstone with clay stringers or clayey, silty 
sandstone interlaminated with sandstone (type 5 micro­
structure) contains type 2, 3, 4, and 5 dolomite (Appendix 
Vill). However, dolomite is generally rare in rocks with 
type 5 microstructure. These sandstones are found pre­
dominantly in the cross-bedded and flaser-bedded sand­
stone lithofacies, but a few occur in the interbedded 
sandstone and dolostone lithofacies. 
Laminated or bedded sandstone (type 6 microstructure­
Appendix IX) have high porosities and permeabilities, 
and are found in the interbedded sandstone and dolostone 
lithofacies except for one sample that was classified in the 
cross-bedded and flaser-bedded sandstone lithofacies. 
Laminae are formed mainly by sorting and grain size dif­
ferences. Mineralogical differences, especially in feldspar 
content, often accompany the textural differences. Relative 
percentages of pore types were determined for only one 
thin section (Table 5, pg. 125), but examination of the 
remaining thin sections indicates that oversize, moldic, 
and intraconstituent pores are dominant in these rocks. 
Type 4 dolomite occurs in two of five samples, but 
dolomite in general is rare and has apparently been 
leached from these sandstones. 
Paragenesis-The ordering of diagenetic events with 
respect to time is one of the most important aspects to the 
complete understanding of how the composition and 
texture of a sandstone is affected by its geological and 
geochemical history (Pettijohn and others, 1973). The 
Rose Run sandstone contains authigenic dolomite, quartz, 
feldspar, illite, illite-smectite, pyrite, and rare anhydrite, 
chert, and chlorite(?). Figure 120 presents a summary of 
the paragenesis of the Rose Run sandstones for dolomite, 
quartz, feldspar, pyrite, and clays (except for chlorite). 
Hardie (1987) provided a similar summary of diagenetic 
events for Upper Cambrian carbonates of the central 
Appalachians, including western Pennsylvania. Growth 
position of chert, anhydrite, and chlorite with major 
authigenic minerals was not observed and consequently 
the relative timing of their formation could not be 
determined. 
Petrographic evidence indicates that quartz and feldspar 
overgrowths formed prior to dolomite. Dolomitization 
was pervasive and may have occurred as several events 
separated by significant time intervals. Detrital clay regen­
eration probably occurred over a long interval of time, but 
most of the identifiable neoformed clay formed prior to 
and during(?) type 2 dolomite formation (Figure 120). 
Post-Depositional History- The model for the post­
depositional history of the Rose Run sandstone in the 
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study area is based upon facts gleaned from examination 
of 91 thin sections from Ohio well cores, and information 
derived from the literature. The model is presented as a 
starting point, to be supported or disproved, by the addi­
tion of future information. 
Siliciclastic sediments of the Rose Run sandstone and 
interbedded dolostones were gradually buried beneath a 
thick sequence of Beekmantown sediments and subjected 
to mechanical and chemical diagenesis. The original 
carbonate components were dolomitized leaving oolitic 
and peloidal ghosts, glauconite pellets, and occasional 
stromatolitic laminae as evidence of the original peritidal 
deposition environment. 
Silica cementation is generally thought to occur because of 
pressure solution at point contacts between quartz grains, 
or from silica supersaturated pore water in areas where 
groundwater recharge is great (Pettijohn and others, 1973). 
Long, concavo-convex and sutured grain contacts in the 
Rose Run sandstone indicate the occurrence of pressure 
solution. However, silica precipitation from supersaturated 
groundwater might have occurred also. Conditions were 
favorable for precipitation of feldspar overgrowths at 
about this same time, although the exact time relationship 
between feldspar and quartz overgrowths is not known. 
Calcite may have dissolved at this time, because calcite 
is more susceptible to pressure solution than quartz 
(Pettijohn and others, 1973). However, conditions within 
the Rose Run sandstone were apparently not conducive 
to calcite precipitation until later. Compaction may have 
forced carbonate rich pore waters upward where it was 
precipitated as calcite cement in the Beekmantown 
sediments and as burial progressed, in the Rose Run 
sandstone. 
Dolomitization began at some point after quartz and feld­
spar overgrowth development ceased. Massive dolomitiza­
tion on a scale found in the Knox/Gatesburg most likely 
occurred where stable gravity-driven or thermally-driven 
regional groundwater systems were long lived, large 
enough, and deeply circulated enough to provide replace­
ment dolomitization that cuts across facies boundaries 
(Hardie, 1986). 
As the Rose Run sandstone was buried for the first time 
(pre-Knox unconformity), it may have been subjected to a 
gravity-driven regional groundwater system which, given 
sufficient time, could dolomitize_ limestones by passing 
normal seawater through the rock (Hardie, 1987). Also, 
after significant burial by· the Beekmantown dolomite 
(both the Upper Cambrian Mines equivalent and the true 
Lower and Middle Ordovician Beekmantown), warm 
upflowing basinal brines may have contributed to the 
dolomitization process (Hardie, 1987, p. 179). 
Corrosion of dolomite rhombs indicates that a period of 
dolomite dissolution occurred during the diagenetic his­
tory of the Rose Run sandstone. This dissolution probably 
took place after the formation of the Knox erosional 
surface. Although evidence exists for karst development 
by meteoric waters on the Knox unconformity surf ace in 
other regions (Amthor and Friedman, 1992; Desrochers 
and James, 1988; Anderson, 1991, and Mussman and 
others, 1988), no definitive evidence exists for karst devel­
opment in the Beekmantown/Mines dolomite in most of 
Ohio and western Pennsylvania. However, dissolution of 
the dolomite in the Rose Run sandstone, and resultant high 
porosity, occur in this sandstone where it has been buried 
200 to 300 feet below the Knox unconformity (in Scioto 
and Jackson Counties, Ohio). In deeper parts of the basin 
even greater thicknesses of carbonates lie between the 
Knox unconformity surface and the Rose Run sandstone, 
at depths generally not affected by meteoric groundwater. 
Yet, evidence from geophysical logs indicates the Rose 
Run continues to have high porosities in these areas. 
Hence, dissolution of dolomite in the Rose Run interval 
probably occurred after intermediate to deep burial by 
basinal brines undersaturated in carbonate rather than by 
meteoric groundwater. 
Authigenic mixed-layer illite-smectite and illite are two of 
the last authigenic cements formed in the Rose Run sand­
stone. They occur as pore fillings, or are associated with 
shale clasts (pseudomatrix) and clay laminae, and are 
generally intimately intermixed. These clays probably 
formed after the creation of the Knox unconformity, in 
deeply buried areas where potassium-and magnesium-rich 
pore fluids were available. These pore fluids may have 
been derived from earlier erosion of dolomite and other 
minerals on the Knox unconformity surface and by dis­
solution of dolomite preceding the formation of clay after 
burial. 
In deeply buried rocks, illite crystallinity (sharpness of 
the 1 oA peak) increases with increasing depth of burial 
(Segonzac, 1970). Mixed-layer illite-smectite clays gen­
erally form during degradation by weathering or during 
aggradation by deep diagenesis (Segonzac, 1970). Powers 
(1959) noted that illite-smectite was relatively common in 
many boreholes he surveyed at depths between 6,500 and 
13,000 feet. At greater depths these mixed-layer clays 
were transformed into illite. Hence, the illite-smectite 
in the Rose Run sandstone may be the result of burial 
between 6,500 and 13,000 feet. 
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At a later period of time, when the Rose Run sandstone 
was still deeply buried, corrosive basinal brines apparently 
attacked the silicate minerals, especially feldspars and 
clays. This may have occurred during some late tectonic 
event that mobilized deep, warm, basinal brines that then 
moved through the Rose Run sandstone in the basin 
(Anderson, 1991, p. 22). The leaching of feldspars and 
clays in combination with pores formed from the dissolu­
tion of dolomite (and calcite?) cement earlier resulted in 
oversized and hybrid pores that are now observed in the 
Rose Run sandstone. A minor dolomitization event 
occurred about the time silicates were being leached and 
pyrite was being formed. Evidence of this secondary dolo­
mitization is found in the type 2 dolomite (Appendix VIII) 
that rims large hybrid and oversized pores, and is also 
found replacing larger dolomite crystals. The last identifi­
able diagenetic event was the formation of pyrite as small 
micrometer size grains and masses that appear to replace 
dolomite. 
Porosity and Penneability Heterogeneities-The Rose 
Run sandstone possesses, on a microscopic scale, a num­
ber of interrelated features that display considerable vari­
ability, and that affect the hydrocarbon potential of the 
rock. These features are related to diagenesis and include 
permeability and porosity variability, clay and dolomite 
variability, and microfacies variability. 
Porosities and permeabilities from Rose Run sandstones 
in Ohio vary as shown in Table 5 (pg. 125). Sandstones 
.having fair to good porosities and low permeabilities tend 
to have significant amounts of dolomite. They may be 
interbedded with sandstone deficient in dolomite or occur 
in massive dolomitic sandstones. Grain contacts are gen­
erally floating to long. Quartz overgrowths may be present. 
Porosity is generally intergranular where some walls of the 
pores are dolomite, or intercrystalline and vuggy. These 
pores are generally relatively equant and have poor connec­
tivity with other pores. Clays are generally rare to absent. 
Rose Run s�astones having good porosities and high 
permeabilities tend to have quartz grains with long and 
concavo-convex contacts. Dolomite is rare to absent but 
clays are not uncommon, reaching six percent in one 
sample (Appendix X). Quartz overgrowths are common. 
Pores tend to be elongate, and classified as reduced and 
enlarged intergranular with good connectivity to other 
pores (Schmidt and McDonald, 1979). Boundaries of 
quartz grains generally show extensive corrosion. 
Rose Run sandstones that have low porosities and 
permeabilities tend to be poorly sorted, dolomite-rich, 
interlaminated or interbedded medium- to coarse-grained 
sandstone with very fine-grain, silty sandstone. In the silty 
layers, regenerated matrix clay may be present, but in at 
least one case dolomite replaced most of the clay. Inter­
crystalline and intergranular pores are the most common, 
but are widely scattered and have poor connectivity. 
One-quarter of the permeability tests run on sandstone 
samples from the #2 Hammermill well in Erie County, 
Pennsylvania yielded reversed flow values greater than 
the initial flow values, suggesting the possibility of minor 
amounts of mobile fine clays blocking pore throats in the 
rock. The standard deviation of all porosity values from 
these samples is 4.18 (Table 4, pg. 125). Porosity varia­
tions generally are as great within different sandstone 
fades as they are for all collective samples; that is, poros­
ity variations are not related to fades variations, with the 
remotely possible exception of the interpreted eolian 
Fades S sandstones. The "eolian" Fades S sandstones 
are uniformly tight (average porosity is 2.85 percent, with 
a standard deviation of 0.15). The highest porosities occur 
in the thicker bedded mixed sandstone-dolostone fades 
(Me) and in the interpreted fluvial sandstone fades (S). 
Mean porosity values in these fades are 13 percent and 
9.83 percent respectively. Standard deviations are 3 in 
Fades Ms and 2.9 in "fluvial" Fades S. Intermediate 
porosity values characterize the thinner bedded mixed 
sandstone-dolostone fades. Mean porosity in Fades Me
is 7.75 percent, with a standard deviation of 4.02, whereas 
mean porosity in Fades Md is 6 percent, with a standard 
deviation of 4 . 
Figure 121 illustrates the· relative amounts of principal 
pore types in the cori samples fr�m the #2 Hammermill 
well in Erie County, Pennsylvania. Intergranular and 
intercrystalline voids, oversized, moldic, and intracon­
stituent voids, and fracture voids have �een grouped into 
three end members or general porosity classes. These three 
classes were selected because they define specific pore 
geometries that influence the path of electrical current 
flow in reservoirs (induced by geophysical logging tools) 
(Asquith, 1985). Rocks with moldic and oversized voids 
are the most porous ones in the samples and have excel­
lent reservoir storage capacity. Rocks with roughly equal 
amounts of secondary oversized and moldic porosity and 
intergranular/intercrystalline porosity have pore volumes 
of only six to eight percent Rocks with only intergranular/ 
intercrystalline void textures are very tight and have no 
reservoir capacity. 
The only good carbonate pore texture noted in these cores 
was limited vuggy void space in· the interval between 
5,123 and 5,124 feet in core 1 (Figures 39 and 122). 
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sorted (standard deviation is 5.7), fine­
IG/IX 
grained subarkose cemented by silica, 
feldspar, and authigenic illite. The latter 
two cements occur in minor amounts 
(Table I, pg. 123). Silica cement 
occurs as syntaxial quartz overgrowths. 
Contacts are mostly long and concavo­
convex, with some sutured grains. The 
compaction index is 0.72 (Table I, 
pg. 123). Among the diagenetic phases, 
quartz overgrowths reduced the porosity 
by about 11 percent; they also reduced 
permeability somewhat, but compaction 
was more important in this respect. 
Compaction reduced porosity by 
approximately 14 percent and further 
reduced permeability. Permeability is 
anisotropic; horizontal permeability is 
192 md, but vertical permeability is only 
Figure 121. Triangular plot of porosity types in the Rose Run sandstones from the 11.1 md. The capillary pressure curve 
#2 Hammermill well in Erie County, Pennsylvania. IG-intergranular, IX-inter­
FOV/M 
for sample A in Figure 123 shows an 
crystalline, OV-oversized, M-moldic F-fracture, q>-porosity. exceedingly rectilinear curve that we 
interpret as the result of desaturation of 
Appendix IV contains selected porosity and permeability a very fine fracture. The initial threshold of the curve is 
measurements for core samples of the Rose Run sandstone characterized by immediate injection followed by a sharp 
from the #2 Hammermill well. There is very little corre­ break to a final desaturation of 23 percent at 500 pounds 
lation between porosity and either vertical or horizontal per square inch (psi), indicating the channeling of high 
permeability (correlation coefficients=0.25 and permeability. 
0.4, respectively). This very low cor-
relation indicates that compaction and 
diagenesis influenced permeability in a 
significantly different way from porosity. 
Morgan and Gordon ( 1970) and Dunn and 
Surdam ( 1989) note that the distribution of 
a diagenetic phase within pore systems is 
more important than its volumetric amount 
in affecting permeability. 
Permeabilities are quite variable within 
sandstones that have good porosity. For 
example, Figure 123 shows the capillary 
pressure curves derived from three samples 
of porous Rose Run sandstone from the 
Hammermill core. Porosities and hori­
zontal permeabilities of these samples 
include: I) sample A, 4.3 percent and 
I 92 md; 2) sample B, 12.2 percent and 
5.14 md; and 3) sample C, 9.4 percent and 
0.43 md. Sample A, an example of Facies 
S from 5,154.5 feet, is a moderately well 
Figure 122. Photomicrograph of vuggy porosity in a Beekmantown/Mines 
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sandstones recovered from the Hammermill 
well range from 20 to 25 percent in rocks with 
little or no dolomite cement and from 33 to 
36 percent in rocks with moderate (approxi-
mately 10 percent) to large amounts of dolo­
E
,( mite cement (Laughrey, in press). Higher 
1000 0.1 -
... values of Swi are related to the micropores 
associated with dolomite crystal fabrics. 
Interestingly enough, pore throats in both 
permeable (Figure 123, sample A) and low 
permeability (Figure 123, samples B and C) 
500 sandstones are well sorted. Pore throat sorting 
(Jennings, 1987) in samples A, B, and C is 1.6, 
1.5, and 1.6, respectively. Although the pore 
N 
0.5 
throats of these samples are well sorted (i.e. of 
1.0 relatively uniform size in each sample), the 
effective pore aperture size decreases from 
100 90 80 70 60 40 30 20 10 A (fracture-enhanced permeability) to B (com­
MERCURY SATURATION (•/• port volume l 
pactiorr- and cementation-reduced permeabil­
Figure 123. Capillary pressure curves of three Rose Run samples from the ity) to C (extensive dolomite cementation­
#2 Hammennill well in Erie County, Pennsylvania. A-5,154 feet, 
B-5,155 feet, C-5,163 feet.
Sample B in Figure 123 is a fine-grained, moderately 
sorted subarkose from Fades Sat 5,155 feet in the 
Hammermill core. Permeability is similar in both hori­
zontal and vertical directions; horizontal permeability is 
5.14 md and vertical permeability is 6.34 md. Fracturing 
did not alter the petrophysical fabric of the rock. Porosity 
and permeability were reduced mostly by silica and some 
dolomite cementation as well as by compaction. Porosity 
is mostly moldic to enlarged intergranular. 
Sample C in Figure 123 is a well sorted, medium-grained 
subarkose from 5,163 feet that contains significant dolo­
mite cement exhibiting polymodal, planar-s fabric. The 
capillary pressure curve for this sample is somewhat 
irregular, but it does exhibit recognizable threshold and 
desaturation segments (Figure 123). The curve exhibits 
relatively immediate injection from a slight initial 
threshold. H�iizontal permeability is 0.43 md and ver­
tical permeability is 0.19 md. Reduced permeability is 
a function of the subhedral dolomite crystal fabric, i.e. 
planar-s dolomite. 
Pore Geometry and Fluid Distribution-Pore struc­
tures in the Rose Run sandstone samples from north­
western Pennsylvania were modified by the superposition 
of different diagenetic and compactional processes. Dia­
genetic and compactional attributes acquired by the 
sandstones during burial dictates the distribution of fluids 
and the amount of recoverable hydrocarbons in the rocks. 
The amount of irreducible water saturation (Swi) in the 
reduced permeability). The good sorting of 
pore throats in all three samples means that 
once a threshold bouyancy pressure is reached in these 
rocks, oil would quickly saturate the available porosity 
up to the reservoir's maximum capacity (Jennings, 1987, 
p. 1,199). Low Swi values in the relatively dolomite-free
sandstone, however, limit the acceptable Sw values in
these rocks. Such sandstones would produce water rather
quickly, if it is present. Higher Swi values in sandstones
with significant dolomite cement, permit somewhat higher
values of Sw in completion decisions. Given the heteroge­
neity of pore throat size in these rocks, it is recommended
that bulk volume water (BVI) be routinely evaluated in
Rose Run reservoirs (Asquith, 1985, Chapter III).
Kerbel/Lower Sandy 
Core 3 in the #2 Hammermill well contains rocks of the 
Kerbel/Lower Sandy interval (Figure 3). Core 3 contains 
18 feet of mostly sandstone, with minor limestone, silt­
stone, and shale (Figure 124). The sandstones are very 
light gray, well sorted, fine-grained to medium-grained 
arkosic arenites. The quartz grains are mostly monocrys­
talline, of high sphericity, and subrounded to rounded. 
Feldspars are composed of orthoclase, microcline, and 
some perthite. Untwinned orthoclase grains are partially 
altered to sericite and display considerable vacuolization. 
Microcline and perthite show similar alteration. Accesso­
ries include zircon, tourmaline, and apatite. The sand­
stones are cemented by dolomite, feldspar and quartz 
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upwards sequences. Rip up closts ore common. 
Lower lrOUQh croubeddinQ Qrodu upwards 
to low- onQle crossbeddlnQ. 
Porosllies in the sandstones range from 9.4%-13.4% 
KH ronQU from O,4md - 5.2 md; Kv ronQu from O.19md-6.34md. 
5565 
Figure 124. Graphical description of core 3 from the #2 Hammennill well in Erie County, Pennsylvania (from Laughrey, in press). 
See Figure 39 for explanation. 
include low-angle and high-angle cross-lamination 
and bedding. Shale rip-up clasts are common, 
particularly near the bases of fining-upwards 
sequences. Figure 125 illustrates the X-ray diffrac­
tion scan of the Lower Sandy Member in Core 3. 
Porosities are between 9.4 and 13.4 percent. Pore 
throat sorting is good, although the pore throats are 
quite small. The smallest pore throats yield higher 
irreducible water saturations. Horizontal permeability 
ranges from 0.4 to 5.2 md; vertical permeability 
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Figure 125. X-ray diffraction scan of a Kerbel/Lower Sandy arkosic 
arenite from core 3 in the #2 Hammennill well, Erie County, Penn­




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 2. Average percent dolomite, clay, quartz overgrowths (OG), feldspar overgrowths, 
and porosity for each county studied. 
Average Average Average Average Average 
County Dolomite Clay Quartz OG Feldspar OG Porosity 
Ashtabula 15.3 4.5 0.1 6.1 
Coshocton 17.8 2.1 0.3 8.2 
Jackson 5.3 1.1 7.2 
Scioto 2.5 5.3 
Table 3. Summary of sandstone data sets for plot shown in Figure 110. Data are for the 
#2 Hammermill well in Erie County, Pennsylvania. 
Depth (ft.) Cement(%) 
Intergranular 
Volume(%) COPL(5) CEPL (%) CI 
Core#l 
5104 22 32 19.2 17.7 0.52 
5105 18 16.7 14.9 0.53 
5106 22 32 19.2 17.7 0.52 
5108 19 22 29.5 13.4 0.69 
5110 16 18.7 32.3 10.8 0.75 
5112 36 38 11.3 32.0 0.26 
5112-5113 15 27 24.7 11.2 0.69 
5113 17 28 23.6 13.0 0.64 
5113-5116 17 23 28.6 12.1 
5119 40 8.4 33.6 0.2 
5130 28 30 21.4 21.9 0.49 
Core#2 
5154 17.1 26.5 25.2 12.6 0.66 
5154.5 13 26.9 24.8 0.72 
5155 16 26 25.7 11.9 0.68 
5156 15 24 27.7 10.7 0.72 
5160 12 22 29.5 0.78 
5161 13 24 27.7 0.75 
5162 26 40 3.4 27.0 0.1 
5163 26 36 14.1 22.2 0.39 
5164 12 15 35.3 0.82 
5165 10.7 28.7 22.9 8.2 0.74 
COPL----<:ompactional porosity loss 
























Table 4. Variations in Porosity for Sandstone Facies in the 
#2 Hammennill Well, Erie County, Pennsylvania. 
Mean 
Facies (environment) Porosity (%) 
Standard 
Deviation ( cr) 
s 8.6 3.74 
s (eolian) 2.85 0.15 
s (fluvial) 9.83 2.9 
M 8 4.7 
Ms 13 3 
Me 7.75 4.02 
Md 6 4 
All sandstones 8.38 4.18 
Table 5. Examples of Rose Run sandstones that display the various 
combinations of porosity and permeability. 
Core No. Depth (ft.) Porosity (%) Permeability (md) 
3260 6905.0 7.4-8.5 <.3 
2989 6622.0 7.0--9.0 <.7 
2898 4502.0 10.0--12.0 26-33
2898 4528.0 12.0--13.0 109-180
3260 6819.5 12.0--13.0 43.0
2989 6628.5 2.0 low 
2852 5992.5 2.3 low 
2898 4515.0 0.3 low 
Table 6. Typical Seismic Reflection Processing Parameters 
1. Demultiplex/Correlate Traces-True amplitude output 10. Normal moveout correction
2. Pre-processing-Trace editing
Spread Geometry 
Datum Statics @ approximately 9000'/" 
3. Surface consistent Deconvolution-source and receiver
4. Spherical divergence gain
5. Spectral balanding
6. Common depth point sort
7. Velocity analyses
8. Surface consistent statistics
11. Pre-stick noise attenuation
12. Common depth point trim statics
13. Mute first breaks
14. CDP stack
15. Migration (F/K, Kirchoff, or finite difference)
16. Time-variant filter
17. Automatic Gain Control
18. Display normal and reverse polarities of stacked and
migrated data







































































Summary of Research Results 
This study represents the results of two years of coopera­
tive research on the Upper Cambrian Rose Run sandstone 
and adjacent units in eastern Ohio and western Pennsylva­
nia by the Ohio Division of Geological Survey and the 
Pennsylvania Bureau of Topographic and Geologic 
Survey:These results include: 
1. Three scales of heterogeneity occur within the Rose
Run: megascopic, or global- to regional-scale; meso­
scopic, or field- to well-scale; and microscopic, or thin­
section scale.
2. Recurrent movement along basement-involved struc­
tures appears to have affected Cambrian deposition
throughout the region. The more prominent structures
include the Rome trough, Waverly arch, Grenville
thrust sheets, the Akron-Suffield-Smith-Highlandtown­
Pittsburgh-Washington fault· system, the Cambridge
cross-strike structural discontinuity, and the Tyrone­
Mt. Union lineament. Many of these features appear to
have occurred along pre-existing zones of weakness in
the basement defined by Grenville thrust sheets.
3. Dolomitization of the overlying Black River Limestone
in Ohio is often associated with faulting, and may have
hydrocarbon potential associated with the porous and
permeable dolomitized zones.
4. Geophysical log correlations, core descriptions, and
seismic data indicate the major control of reservoir
heterogeneity and hydrocarbon production in the Rose
Run sandstone and Beekmantown/Mines dolomite is
related to erosional truncation and paleotopography
on the Knox unconformity.
5. Eight types of reservoir heterogeneity, as modified from
Weber (1986), affected hydrocarbon production in the
Rose Run sandstone and Beekmantown/Mines dolomite
in varying proportions of importance. These types in­
clude sealing faults, boundaries between genetic units,
permeability zonation within genetic units, baffles
within genetic units, lamination and cross-bedding,
microscopic heterogeneities, fracturing, and erosional
truncation and paleotopography.
6. A number of lithofacies is present in the Rose Run.
In Ohio, four lithofacies have been defined, including:
1) cross-bedded and flaser-bedded sandstone;
2) interbedded sandstone; 3) bioturbated dolostone; and
4) laminated dolostone. In Pennsylvania, these Iitho-
fades could not be recognized. Instead, a set of gen­
eralized sandstone and dolostone Iithofacies have been 
described. The cross-bedded and flaser-bedded sand­
stone Iithofacies of Ohio has the best reservoir quality. 
7. We have identified four types of traps in productive
Rose Run sandstone Beekmantown/Mines dolomite
reservoirs through subsurface mapping and seismic
interpretation. These include: 1) erosional remnants
sealed beneath impermeable strata; 2) fault-related
traps; 3) combination fault-related and erosional
remnants; and 4) erosional truncation (the Knox
unconformity.
8. Erosional remnants, typically 80 acres or less, are the
dominant reservoirs. Development and infill drilling of
Rose Run pools are difficult because of the small areal
extent of these remnant-related fields.
9. Exploration for these remnants has been met with
some success through mapping leads on shallow
horizons such as the "Packer Shell" (Silurian). This
is evident along the entire subcrop trend. Thinning of
Wells Creek/Shadow Lake interval and the Wells
Creek/Shadow Lake-through-Trenton interval also
is evident over these Knox/Gatesburg remnants.
10. In case studies, comparison of structure maps on the
Knox unconformity, top of the Trenton, base of the
"Packer Shell," and top of the Berea suggests reacti­
vation of basement faults in the Holmes and Portage
Counties area of Ohio.
11. Based on subsurface mapping in Ohio, the Rose Run
and Copper Ridge/Ore Hill sandstones display two
types of geometry, narrow channels and reworked
widespread sheets. Historically, hydrocarbon produc­
tion has been found only in the sheet sandstones, but
recently there has been significant hydrocarbon pro­
duction in the channel sandstones in Holmes County,
Ohio.
12. Zones of solution-enlarged vuggy porosity in the
Beekmantown/Mines dolomite, associated with paleo­
topographic highs, have yielded the best hydrocarbon
production to date from the Rose Run subcrop play.
This is shown by the Bakersville field in Coshocton
County, Ohio, which has produced over 5.5 bcf of


















































































13. Based on examination of cores, secondary mineraliza­
tion of dolomite affected lateral variations in these
zones of solution-enlarged vuggy porosity.
14. Reprocessing of seismic data during this investigation
indicates that additional steps of refraction statics and
spectral whitening of migrated data made a dramatic
improvement in the quality and interpretation of the
data. In the Holmes County, Ohio seismic line, a phase
rotation of 120
° 
of migrated spectrally enhanced data
yielded the best results.
15. Phase rotation of seismic data for attribute analyses
resulted in a higher degree of correlation to synthetic
seismograms generated from well data.
16. Based on attribute analyses of seismic data, color area
plots of instantaneous phase, frequency, amplitude­
envelope, and trace amplitude are good diagnostic
tools for location of stratigraphic anomalies, frac­
turing, and hydrocarbon presence.
17. Modeling of VSP data by Schlumberger for this
project (Puckett, 1992) indicates that zones of vuggy
porosity can be recognized on seismic data as an
increase in amplitude of the Beekmantown/Mines
reflector. However, caution should be made in inter­
preting vuggy porosity from the seismic wavelet
character. Stratigraphic changes in the thickness of
Knox/Gatesburg units may also create similar seismic
wavelet character.
18. Modeling of the VSP shows that the presence of gas in
the Rose Run causes a four percent decrease in Rose
Run velocity that results in a ten percent reduction of
acoustic impedance. This amplitude variation of the
Rose Run reflector is a diagnostic tool in predicting
hydrocarbons in the reservoir.
19. Modeling of the VSP shows that the narrow channel
sandstone in the Copper Ridge/Ore Hill interval can be
recognized on seismic data. It is interpreted by a well­
developed trough that occurs beneath the trough of the
Rose Run sandstone interval.
20. Attribute analyses of a seismic line in Coshocton
County, Ohio show that color display of instantaneous
phase, instantaneous frequency, amplitude envelope,
and trace amplitude are useful in diagnosing strati­
graphic changes, fracturing, and hydrocarbon presence
in the Knox/Gatesburg and adjacent units.
21. The most abundant cement in Rose Run sandstones is
dolomite, which formed during two or more periods of
dolomitization and plays an important role in perme­
ability and porosity variability. Other cements present 
in the Rose Run include clay minerals, quartz over­
growths, and feldspar overgrowths. 
22. Dolomitization was pervasive, and has obliterated
nearly all of the original carbonate textures and
textural features.
23. Local dissolution of dolomite and, to a lesser extent,
feldspars and clays, created good to excellent porosity
in many of the Rose Run sandstone beds and laminae.
However, thin dolostones, dolomitic sandstones,
argillaceous sandstones, and, less commonly, shales
created barriers between the highly porous zones,
thereby inhibiting vertical porosity.
24. Porous zones appear to be the result of dissolution
along bedding planes. No single reason appears to
explain why some zones were more permeable to the
corrosive fluids than others, but grain size and sorting
differences, the presence of clays and quartz over­
growths, and differences in mechanical compaction
in adjacent laminae all may have influenced perme­
abilities prior to the leaching of the dolomite. Capillary
pressure data from Pennsylvania demonstrate that
microfractures can influence permeability.
25. Although hydrocarbon production has been limited
primarily to the Rose Run subcrop, porosity and
permeability data indicate good potential exists at
least 30 to 40 miles downdip from the subcrop in
southeastern Ohio. Hydrocarbon exploration for Rose
Run reservoirs should be good in the deeper parts of
the basin in Ohio in areas with favorable structure.
26. The Rose Run sandstone underwent a long and
complicated burial and diagenetic history. The burial
and diagenetic sequence is interpreted as follows:
1) burial of siliciclastic and interbedded carbonates;
2) silica and feldspar overgrowths with dissolution of
calcite; 3) dolomitization prior to the formation of the
Knox unconformity; 4) dissolution of dolomite by
meteoric water and/or basinal brines during the
creation of the Knox unconformity; 5) formation of
clays, 6) reflective chemical compaction and pressure
solution; 7) dolomitization after deep burial with
creation of type 2 and type 6 dolomite, and some
replacement of clays by dolomite; 8) leaching of
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Various rock units from the top of the Precambrian 
(Grenvillian) to the Berea Sandstone (Upper Devonian 
or Lower Mississippian) were correlated for geologic 
mapping purposes in selected fields, with emphasis placed 
on the Rose Run and adjacent units such as the "B" zone 
in the Copper Ridge/Ore Hill dolomite of Ohio (Figure 4). 
These correlations are very important for mapping struc­
ture on the Knox because the "B" zone is the only marker 
within the Knox Group below the Rose Run that can be 
correlated over long distances in the subsurface using 
geophysical logs. Study of Appalachian basin architecture 
during Cambrian and Ordovician time requires mapping 
of units deeper than the Rose Run. Drill cuttings from 
southern Ohio, and drill-cutting descriptions throughout 
western Pennsylvania, supplemented geophysical logs as 
an aid in documenting stratigraphic variations within the 
Knox/Gatesburg interval. Detailed mapping in five field­
scale areas, tied in with production data (Appendix VI), 
helped understand the influence of heterogeneity on 
production. 
The Ohio Division of Geological Survey, in cooperation 
with NGO Development Corp. and Consolidated Re­
sources of America, participated in a cooperative reservoir 
evaluation program of a Rose Run/Beekmantown/Mines 
well in Adams Township, Coshocton County, Ohio (the 
#3-A Reiss well, Ohio permit no. 6379). Schlumberger 
Well Services performed sidewall coring, geophysical 
logging, and faroff set vertical seismic profiling (VSP) 
of this borehole to aid in the evaluation of reservoir 
heterogeneity for both the Rose Run and Beekmantown/ 
Mines. This area was chosen for the following reasons: 
1) historical production from both the Rose Run and
Beekmantown/Mines; 2) the highest density of well
control to enable the most accurate location selection
for stratigraphic testing; 3) occurrence of a complete sec­
tion of Rose Run and a portion of Beekmantown/Mines;
4) availability of seismic data for seismic modeling of the
reservoir; and 5) availability of nearby whole-diameter
cores for studies of well- and field-scale reservoir
heterogeneity.
Geophysical logs run by Schlumberger Well Services 
included a compensated neutron/litho-density log, dual 
laterolog, micro-spherically focused log, natural gamma 
ray spectrometry log, digital sonic tool, electro-magnetic 
propagation tool, and a Formation Microscanner (FMS). 
Schlumberger also extracted 50 sidewall cores in the well 
to evaluate reservoir properties, and to relate lithology to 
geophysical log responses. The FMS tool was run between 
the Copper Ridge/Ore Hill dolomite and the Wells Creek/ 
Shadow Lake interval (Figures 3 and 4), from a depth of 
6,680 feet to 7,020 feet; it also was run through the 
Silurian Clinton/Medina and Lockport ("Newburg") 
intervals from 3,975 feet to 4,400 feet. Detailed electrical 
images produced from the FMS tool provided valuable 
information regarding sedimentary structures, textural 
changes, thin bed identification, and fracture analysis of 
the Knox/Gatesburg and overlying Wells Creek/Shadow 
Lake interval. Sidewall-core locations were easily iden­
tified on the FMS images, and could be oriented and 
matched to depth. Core descriptions extrapolated to the 
FMS gave better detail of lithologic changes and hetero­
geneity of the Rose Run sandstone. 
Examination of whole-diameter cores from 14 wells in 
Ohio and Pennsylvania (Figure 5), and 50 sidewall cores 
taken from one well in Ohio form the basis of petrologic 
studies for this investigation. The underlying rock units 
of the Copper Ridge/Ore Hill dolomite and the overlying 
Beekmantown/Mines dolomite and Wells Creek/Shadow 
Lake interval in Ohio also were examined in order to 
better understand the depositional environment of the 
Rose Run sandstone. Similarly, in Pennsylvania, the 
underlying Kerbel/Lower Sandy interval, and Knox/ 
Gatesburg carbonates also were examined. Studies of 
several outcrops of the Knox/Gatesburg Formation in 
central Pennsylvania were related to the cores to develop 
a better understanding of lithologic and depositional 
heterogeneities at the regional and local scales. 
Petrographic work included slabbing of all cores and 
sampling of outcrops for mesoscopic examinations, and 
descriptions of lithology, including color, grain size, 
roundness, sorting, sedimentary structures, porosity 
types and distribution, and oil staining of this material. 
Appendix XII contains a list of all of the cores used in this 
study, and Appendix V contains graphical descriptions of 
these cores. Geophysical logs from the cored Ohio wells, 
particularly gamma-ray and density logs where available, 
were digitized and correlated to the cores. Neutron or 
resistivity curves were substituted where ever density 
logs were unavailable. Appendix III shows the strati­
graphic positions of all cores as related to the associated 
geophysical logs. Core photographs helped illustrate 
various depositional or post-depositional features. 
Basic rock property data from core analyses of whole­
diameter cores from five Ohio wells and one Pennsylvania 
well, as well as analyses of 50 sidewall cores taken from 
the #3-A Reiss well in Ohio (Appendix IV), aided in 
understanding mesoscopic reservoir heterogeneity and 
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hydrocarbon potential. These core data include measure­
ments of porosity, horizontal and vertical permeability, 
oil and water saturation, and grain density. Porosity and 
permeability data from these analyses were correlated to 
geophysical log responses and to petrographic characteris­
tics to better understand reservoir heterogeneity. 
A total of 91 thin sections of seven cores from Coshocton, 
Jackson, Perry, Scioto, and Tuscarawas counties, Ohio 
were examined. One-half of each thin section was stained 
for potassium feldspar and the remaining one-half was 
stained for calcite. All thin sections were impregnated 
with a blue-dyed epoxy cement. Each analysis included 
approximately 300 point counts covering nearly the entire 
thin section. Theses by Baker (1974) and Enterline (1991) 
supplied 57 additional thin section analyses. In all cases, 
raw point count data were recalculated so that framework 
plus matrix plus cement totaled 100 percent. Microscopy 
equipment included petrographic microscopes with plane 
and cross-polarized light at magnifications of 125 and 
500 power, and a binocular microscope with variable 
power from 10 to 30X. 
In Pennsylvania, point counts of 108 thin sections from 
four cores in Erie and Juniata counties, Pennsylvania, 
and three outcrops in Bedford and Blair counties, Penn­
sylvania, comprise the bulk of petrographic analyses. 
All thin sections were impregnated with a blue-dye epoxy 
cement. These thin sections were not stained for potassium 
feldspar. Feldspars were distinguished from quartz and 
identified by relief, cleavage, inclusions, dissolution, and 
chemical dissolution or weathering patterns, as well as by 
optic sign where possible (quartz is uniaxial and optically 
positive; feldspars are biaxial and optically negative). 
Each sandstone thin section was analyzed using 300 point 
counts. Carbonates were examined according to the format 
presented by Wilson (1975, p. 60-63). Special analyses 
included UV fluorescence and cathodoluminescence 
microscopy of selected Rose Run samples. 
Studies of whole rock samples and clays included 
mineralogical identification by X-ray diffraction, using 
CuK alpha radiation at 35 Kv and 20 Ma, and scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM) of five sidewall core samples 
from the #3-A Reiss well. Clays less than one and less 
than two micrometers were separated using standard 
procedures similar to those described by Starkey and 
others (1985) prior to diffraction analysis. SEM studies 
of the five sidewall cores provided a detailed examination 
of authigenic and allogenic components, with emphasis 
on porosity type and distribution. Four scanning electron 
photomicrographs were taken of each sample. 
Seismic Methodology 
The acquisition, processing, and interpretation of seismic 
reflection data in conjunction with geophysical logs 
constitute the most precise method for locating paleo­
topographic remnants, structures, and faults that might 
define potential Rose Run sandstone reservoirs. Approxi­
mately thirty companies were contacted regarding the use 
of seismic data for the study. Their response indicates the 
availability of 268 miles of modem common depth point 
(CDP) dynamite and vibrator data in Ohio from both 
industry and the public domain (Figure 6). The amount 
and detail of seismic information in Pennsylvania is 
unknown; other than a few public domain sonic velocity 
logs, all seismic data are strictly proprietary. Appendix 
XIII shows the results of a survey of 34 companies active 
in the Rose Run play in Ohio who were asked to provide 
current information regarding the use of seismic data to 
explore and develop this play. 
The seismic reflection data used for interpretation 
purposes in the Rose Run reservoir heterogeneity study 
were acquired by industry over a period of approximately 
ten years, during a time when great advances were being 
made with respect to seismic acquisition and processing 
techniques. The availability of faster and more modem 
computer hardware and software permitted this advance. 
A brief review of the technologies used, and what was 
considered to be industry standard at the time of acquisi­
tion and processing follows. A glossary of terms used in 
the discussion of seismic reflection data acquisition and 
processing methods is included in Appendix XIV. 
Seismic Reflection Data Acquisition 
The seismic reflection data acquisition parameters used in 
the study of heterogeneity characteristics of the Rose Run 
sandstone of Ohio were consistent with state of the art 
industry standard techniques. Various data vintages 
demonstrate the results of changes in industry standard 
seismic reflection acquisition. 
The choice of parameters for recording seismic reflection 
data in the state of Ohio is governed by a number of fac­
tors and local conditions. Much of Ohio is covered by a 
veneer of glacial till in which seismic waves generate a 
low velocity associated ground roll, which must be taken 
in to consideration when planning and executing a seismic 
reflection survey. Typical velocities of seismic waves 
propagating in this low velocity layer are approximately 
7,000 feet/second, with an associated range of frequencies 






also be accurately estimated, as they vary from 
9,000 feet/second in heavily weathered zones to approxi­
mately 14,000 feet/second in zones less weathered. Power 
lines and underground utilities and conduits generate 
strong 60 Hz. and 120 Hz. noise, which should be filtered 
out at the time of data recording if it causes data to have 
a low signal-to-noise ratio. The depths to the target of 
interest help to determine the energy source to be used 
and the length of the recording spread. For deep targets 
such as the Rose Run, the longest workable off set 
recording spread will yield the best data. The thickness 
of certain horizons of interest, for example, the Wells 
Creek/Shadow Lake interval, can help to determine the 
frequency range necessary for recording the highest reso­
lution data. Thinner beds require that higher frequencies 
be acquired at the recording stage. Another set of factors 
affecting seismic data acquisition parameters in Ohio is 
that of terrain and culturally imposed limitations to actual 
acquisition. This may range from access denial to a 
property, to terrain with swampy conditions or extreme 
topographic effects. Any of these cultural or terrain 
conditions may force shots to be missed, hence skipping 
cycles in the data acquired and lessening the fold, and 
therefore, confidence level of the data. 
Typical energy sources used in seismic reflection data 
acquisition for the Rose Run in Ohio include both 
dynamite and vibrator sources. Energy sources such as 
Mini-Sosie and air gun sources are generally too weak to 
effectively image the Beekmantown/Mines and Rose Run, 
but work well in central and western Ohio where the 
Knox/Galesburg and Trenton are less than 4,000 feet. 
Dynamite as a source was arranged either as a single shot 
of 1/4# dynamite or in patterns of 3 to 5 shotholes, each 
shothole containing 1/4# dynamite, at 110 feet or 220 feet 
shot intervals. Vibrator data were acquired using three 
sources with eight sweeps from 20-120 Hz. Vibrator 
source point intervals were at 110 feet or 220 feet, 
depending up�n the fold of data desired. 
A split-spread recording configuration was used. The typi­
cal offset from the source to first receiver was 275 feet, 
with a spread length of each split spread at 6,765 feet for 
a total spread length of 13,530 feet. The receivers used in 
most of the acquisition were 28 Hz. geophones. Lower 
peak response geophones (10, 14, and 18 Hz.) may also 
be used if ground roll is weak or will be suppressed in 
data processing. The receiver array was an in-line array 
of 12 to 24 geophones evenly spaced over the 110 foot 
receiver interval. A weighted, in line array of geophones is 
also acceptable to attenuate noise and ground roll. Shorter 
receiver group lengths can encounter strong ground roll 
interference. 
Representative recording devices included Texas Instru­
ments DFS-V recording instruments. Over the study 
areas, the number of channels recorded varied from 
48-120. Two seconds of data were recorded in the
18-128 Hz. bandwidth, with the 60 Hz. notch in when
the data were recorded. A two millisecond sampling
interval was standard.
Seismic Data Processing 
Proprietary seismic reflection data over three areas of 
known production in the Knox/Gatesburg was donated to 
this reservoir heterogeneity study. Most of the data were 
acquired and processed prior to the inception of the study. 
The data in its initial processing state suffered from poorer 
resolution and imaging characteristics than present day 
acquired and processed data. This is because certain tech­
niques which are now industry standard were not routinely 
used at the time that the data were originally acquired and 
processed. For this reason, all data donated to the study 
were sent out to data processing contractors for a variety 
of reprocessing formats. 
The original data processing streams followed industry 
state of the art formats for the time period during which 
they were processed. A flow chart of typical data pro­
cessing procedures used for data in this study is presented 
in Table 6 on page 125. Variations to this processing flow 
were added when the donated data were reprocessed. 
These variations included single and multiple spectral 
whitening and enhancement passes of the data. Optional 
processing steps used to enhance the data also included 
F/K (frequency/wavenumber) migration and statistical 
noise filtering. While F/K migration and statistical noise 
filtering are fairly common industry standard practices, 
multiple spectral whitening or enhancement passes of the 
data are not commonly performed. Ultimately, the best 
resolution and structural information was obtained by 
spectrally enhancing migrated data. Interpretation was 
performed on paper prints of migrated, spectrally 
whitened and enhanced, normal and reverse polarity data. 
One- and Two-Dimensional Modeling 
of Seismic Data 
Forward modeling of seismic data first involves the crea­
tion of a geologic model that contains velocity, density, 
and depth information for the formations of interest. From 
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this geologic model, a reflectivity model is generated 
using acoustic impedances (formation velocity x density) 
to generate a series of reflection coefficients at horizons of 
interest. An assumed wavelet is convolved with the reflec­
tivity model to yield either a one- or two-dimensional 
model of the response of the earth to the passage of 
seismic waves through it. In many cases, however, the 
models do not account for full elastic wave behavior, 
dispersion, source generated noise, and non-normal 
wave incidence. 
One-Dimensional · Modeling-Synthetic 
Seismograms 
A synthetic seismogram is a mathematical simulation of 
a single, zero-offset seismic trace recorded at the surf ace 
of the earth. Synthetic seismograms can be used to 
demonstrate seismic response of various formations, 
the frequency bandwidth necessary to resolve discrete 
features, to correlate and define events, and to determine 
the wavelet characteristics of stratigraphic sections. 
Velocity, density and depth information are obtained from 
geophysical borehole logs. The acoustic impedance of 
horizons of interest is derived as the products of density 
and velocity. The reflectivity series derived from acoustic 
impedances is convolved with an assumed wavelet to 
yield the synthetic seismogram. Discrepancies between 
synthetic seismograms and actual data may be the result of 
small systematic errors which eventually accumulate over 
the length of the seismogram, filter delays in recording 
and/or processing, different reference datums, and dif­
ferent filtering systems on the synthetic seismogram and 
the seismic record section (Sheriff, 1977). Synthetic seis­
mograms have often been generated for wells of interest 
in the state of Ohio. Interest in prolific but risky oil and 
gas production from deep horizons has prompted recent 
interest in synthetic seismographic models of various 
geologic scenarios that could help correlate well data to 
processed seismic reflection data. 
Two-Dimensional Modeling-Synthetic Seismic 
Sections 
A synthetic seismic record section is a mathematical simu­
lation of the response of a two dimensional hypothetical 
geologic sequence or sequences to the passage of seismic 
waves through them. Seismic modeling accepts a descrip­
tion of a subsurface condition in terms of geometry and 
acoustic parameters, including compressional wave 
velocity, density, and an attenuation factor (Neidell, and 
Poggiagliolmi, 1977). It is assumed that lateral continuity 
and homogeneity exist out of the plane of the seismic 
model. Any complex geometry may be treated and 
seismic parameters may be allowed to vary both hori­
zontally and vertically to represent lithologic transitions 
and similar subtle stratigraphic effects (Neidell and 
Poggiagliolmi, 1977). A geologic cross section is first 
generated. A time thickness section is generated based 
on the geologic cross section. From this time thickness 
section, the seismic response of various reflectors is 
observed, and can be compared with actual field acquired 
data. Alternatively, a synthetic well log model can be 
generated from synthetic acoustic impedance logs based 
on hypothetical seismic stratigraphic scenarios. The 
acoustic impedance of the models can be interpolated 
from well to well across a synthetic profile. The reflec­
tivity series of the synthetic logs can be generated and 
convolved with an assumed wavelet. The result is a 
seismic pseudosection. 
Vertical Seismic Profile (VSP) 
The vertical seismic profile (VSP) is generated using 
near and far off set energy sources such as dynamite or 
a vibrator and recording the passage of seismic waves at 
equally spaced intervals in a borehole. Downgoing energy 
on the seismic section represents the first breaks and 
upgoing energy represents single or multiple reflected 
waves. VSPs represent an excellent way to tie well data 
to actual field acquired seismic profile data, to calibrate 
surf ace seismic data, and to delineate the seismic stra­
tigraphy. With offset VSPs, it is also a way to "see 
beyond the well" (Puckett, 1992). 
The results of vertical seismic profiling are presented as 
zero-offset seismic profiles (ZVSP) and offset seismic 
profiles (OVSP). The ZVSP in this study was the result 
of a source offset 675 feet from the borehole, recorded at 
fifty foot levels in the borehole, from total depth (TD) 
of 7,167 feet to 4,000 feet in the borehole. The source was 
off set from the borehole this distance to lessen the effects 
of tube waves in the borehole. The OVSP was the result of 
a source which was offset from the borehole 4,500 feet to 
the northwest, recorded at fifty foot levels in the borehole 
from TD to 2,600 feet depth in the borehole. 
The processing scheme for the ZVSP and OVSP were 
standard. The processing consisted of interactive time 
break picking, F/K filter to reduce the effects of the tube 
wave in the ZVSP, spherical divergence correction, 
amplitude normalization, and median velocity filter. The 
data were rotated to zero phase and filtered with a 12-90 
Hz. spectral enhancement operator of 450 milliseconds 
length. The operator length prevented the tube wave from 
influencing the deconvolution of the data in the ZVSP. 
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Following deconvolution, the upgoing wavefield for the 
ZVSP was summed into a corridor stack, which represents 
the measured seismic response at the well. The upgoing 
wavefield for the OVSP was summed into a horizontal 
seismic profile. Attribute processing for instantaneous 
amplitude and phase was also accomplished for the 
OVSP. 
Attribute Processing 
Seismic waves which are detected by seismic recording 
devices are analytic signals with both real and imaginary 
parts, of which only the real part is detected and displayed. 
The signal may also be expressed as a time-dependent 
phasor (Bracewell, 1965), expressed by the equation: 
g(t)=R(t)cos( )(t) 
where g(t)=the observed seismic trace, R(t)=reflection 
strength envelope of the seismic trace, and (t)=the instan­
taneous phase. 
A complex seismic trace is generated by a vector whose 
length varies with time, rotating as a function of time. The 
actual seismic trace (g(t)) is the projection of this vector 
onto the real plane, and the quadrature trace (h(t)) is the 
projection onto the imaginary plane. The quadrature trace 
can be generated from the real trace by Hilbert transform 
techniques so that both real and imaginary components of 
the seismic trace are available for analysis. From the real 
and imaginary trace, both reflection strength (amplitude) 
and instantaneous phase can be calculated for every point, 
rather than being averaged over a number of samples 
(Taner and Sheriff, 1977). 
Reflection strength (amplitude) may have its maximum 
at phase points other than peaks and troughs, especially 
when the reflection observed is a composite signal of 
several reflections. This fact is useful when attempting 
to distinguish single interface reflections from composite 
reflections, as single interface reflections tend to remain 
more constant over larger areas. Changes in reflection 
strength can be indicative of interference due to horizon 
pinchout, changes in porosity or accumulations of hydro­
carbons (Puckett, 1992; Clark, 1992). Instantaneous phase 
is completely independent of reflection strength. Instanta­
neous phase indicates the continuity of events, hence it is 
especially useful to define the coherency of reflectors. 
Phase attribute processing can also be used to define areas 
of pinchout, angularities, and the interference of events 
with different dip attitudes (Taner and Sheriff, 1977). 
The use of reflection strength and phase attribute pro­
cessing was done in this study of reservoir heterogeneity 
in the subsurface of Ohio with vertical seismic profiling 
data and with seismic record section data, to look for 
amplitude and phase anomalies. These could indicate 


















Products Currently Available 
Ohio Division of Geological Survey 
Digital Chart and Map Series (DCMS)-Open File Maps 
1. DCMS-1 Knox and Deeper Wells in Southeast Ohio; Scale 1:250,000.
2. DCMS-2 Knox and Deeper Wells in Northeast Ohio; Scale 1:250,000.
3. DCMS-3 Knox and Deeper Wells in Portions of Coshocton, Holmes, and Tuscarawas Counties; Scale 1:62,500.
4. DCMS-5 Cambrian and Lower Ordovician Stratigraphic Cross Section-Greenup County, Ky. to Crawford County,
Pa 
5. DCMS-6 Cambrian and Lower Ordovician Stratigraphic Cross Section-Morrow County, Ohio to Wood County,
W.Va.
6. DCMS-7 Map of basement structures in Ohio Scale 1 :500,000. With accompanying list of references.
7. DCMS-8 Structure map on the Knox unconformity in southeastern Ohio. Scale 1:250,000, contour interval 100 feet.
8. DCMS-9 Structure map on the Knox unconformity in northeastern Ohio. Scale 1 :250,000, contour interval 100 feet.
9. DCMS-11 Structure map on the top of the Rome Formation in eastern Ohio. Scale 1 :500,000, contour interval 100 feet.
10. DCMS-12 Structure map on the Precambrian unconformity in eastern Ohio. Scale 1:500,000, contour interval 100 feet.
Digital data file 2 (DDF2) completion card and logtop database for all Knox penetrations in study area. 
Pennsylvania Bureau of Topographic and Geologic Survey 
Formation top database for all wells penetrating top of Middle Ordovician carbonates or deeper. 
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Coshocton County, Ohio 
Adams Township, Section 2 




Penn to Air Md. 
90
° 
Maximum Vertical Porosity 
Fluid Sats. 
Oil Wtr. 
6815.0-16.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.5 22.9 
6816.0-17.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 16.7 
6817.0-18.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.3 0.0 66.7 
6818.0-19.0 0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.3 0.0 66.7 
6819.0-20.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 0.0 50.0 
6820.0-21.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 1.0 0.0 88.9 
6821.0-22.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 1.2 0.0 
6822.0-23.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.0 83.3 
6823.0-24.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 1.1 0.0. 90.9 
6824.0-25.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 2.2 0.0 94.7 
6825.0-26.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.8 0.0 85.7 
6826.0-27.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.8 0.0 87.5 
6827.0-28.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 1.2 0.0 85.7 
6828.0-29.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.5 0.0 80.0 
6829.0-30.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.4 0.0 66.7 
6830.0-31.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.3 0.0 50.0 
6831.0-32.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 0.0 50.0 
6835.0-36.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 1.2 0.0 87.5 
6836.0-37.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.1 0.0 50.0 
6837.0-38.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.5 0.0 50.0 
6838.0-39.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.3 0.0 50.0 
6839.0-40.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 0.0 50.0 
6840.0-41.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 0.0 50.0 
6841.0-42.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.0 75.0 
6842.0-43.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.8 0.0 87.5 
6843.0-44.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1
*
0.0 83.3 
6844.0-45.0 <0.1 <0.1 2.3 0.0 90.0 
6845.0-46.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 2.8 0.0 95.8
*6846.0-47.0 <0.1 <0.1 




6848.0-49.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 3.6 0.0
*6849.0-50.0 <0.1 <0.1 2.6 0.0 
6850.0-51.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 1.6 0.0 95.0 
6851.0-52.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.4 0.0 66.7 
6852.0-53.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 0.0 50.0 
6853.0-53.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.9 0.0 87.5 
6856.0-57.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 2.7 0.0 
6857.0-58.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 1.6 0.0 97.5 
6858.0-59.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.0 
6859.0-60.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 2.2 0.0 94.1 
6860.0-61.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.5 0.0 80.0 (cont.)
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5.9 2.5 35.1 
4.0 
















Penn to Air Md. Auid Sats. 
Depth Maximum 90' Vertical Porosity Oil Wtr. 
*6861.0-62.0 <0.1 <0.1 0.9 0.0 95.1
*6862.0-63.0 <0.1 <0.1 1.1 0.0 87.6
*6863.0--64.0 <0.1 <0.1 0.8 0.0
*6864.0--65.0 <0.1 <0.1 1.2 0.0 84.2
*6865.0-66.0 <0.1 <0.1 0.0 
6866.0-67.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 1.8 0.0 96.3 
6867.0--68.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 1.0 0.0 83.3
*6868.0--69.0 <0.1 <0.1 0.0 88.2 
6869.0--70.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 2.6 0.0 
6870.0--71.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.0 55.3 
6871.0--72.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 4.8 0.0 29.1 
6872.0--73.0 0.2 0.2 <0.1 6.4 1.9 14.3 
6873.0--74.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 2.2 30.5 
6874.0--75.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 1.8 55.9 
6875.0--76.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 62.1 
6876.0--77.0 0.1 <0.1 <0.1 5.5 1.2 
6877.0--78.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.9 0.0 90.0 
6878.0--79.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.0 75.0 
6879.0--80.0 0.2 0.1 <0.1 3.9 0.0 34.8 
6880.0--81.0 1.1 0.2 <0.1 
6881.0--82.0 1.0 <0.1 <0.1 2.3 30.6 
6882.0--83.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 
6883.0--84.0 0.3 0.1 <0.1 5.0 2.2 
6884.0--85.0 0.2 0.1 <0.1 2.6 38.6 
6885.0--85.7 0.8 0.6 <0.1 5.1 0.6 29.8 
6887.5-88.0 0.2 0.2 0.1 6.7 1.1 47.5 
6888.0--89.0 0.2 0.1 <0.1 7.1 0.8 36.9 
6889.0--90.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 6.5 1.8 37.1 
6890.0--91.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 2.1 47.3 
6891.0--92.0 240.0 <0.1 60.0 1.6 
6892.0--93.0 0.2 0.1 <0.1 29.50.8 
6893.0--94.0 0.2 0.1 <0.1 7.0 0.9 31.0 
6894.0--95.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 6.1 2.1 
6895.0--96.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 1.9 34.5 
6896.0--97.0 0.1 <0.1 <0.1 6.3 2.8 40.7 
6897.0--98.0 0.1 <0.1 <0.1 6.9 39.1 
6898.0--99.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 1.0 34.6 
6899.0--00.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 1.0 
6900.0--01.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 6.9 1.0 40.6 
6901.0--02.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 6.2 15.8 
6902.0--03.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 5.0 3.3 14.9 
6903.0--04.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.0 86.4 
0.0 92.3 
0.0 93.8 
6904.0--05.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 
6905.0--06.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 
6906.0--07.0 0.1 <0.1 <0.1 3.4 53.9 
(cont.) 
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  Oil 
0.2 4.4 
1.1 8.5 
42.6 6.4 <0.1 
<0.1 5.7 2.7 
<0.1 









41.8 4.5 4.3 
<0.1 <0.1 
<0.1 2.0 <0.1 
<0.1 3.3 
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Penn to Air Md. AuidSats. 
90' Vertical Porosity Wtr.Depth Maximum 
56.9<0.1 1.46907.0-08.0 0.2 
45.66908.0-09.0 0.2 0.2 <0.1 
2.26909.0-10.0 <0.1 <0.1 
<0.1 51.9<0.16910.0-11.0 
<0.1 7.1 1.2 36.56911.0-12.0 <0.1 
6912.0-13.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 3.3 1.7 45.6 
6913.0-14.0 0.1 1.1<0.1 
5.8 0.7 68.66915.0-16.0 <0.1 <0.1 
6916.0-17.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 4.0 0.7 64.9 
6917.0-18.0 <0.1 <0.1 2.1 0.0 96.7 
6918.0-19.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 1.9 0.0 95.8 
<0.1 <0.1 1.8 0.0 94.46919.0-20.0 
93.8<0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.06920.0-21.0 
6921.0-22.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 
0.0 92.3<0.1 <0.16922.0-23.0 
88.9<0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.06923.0-24.0 
91.7<0.1 <0.1 0.06924.0-25.0 <0.1 
6926.0-27 .0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 
49.6<0.1 4.0 5.46927.0-28.0 
5.4 37.26928.0-29.0 0.1 










Coshocton County, Ohio 
White Eyes Township, Section 17 
Pennit Number 2653 (Core Number 2989) 
Redstone 
Barth #1 
Penn to Air Md. Porosity Fluid Sats. 
Depth Maximum 90' Vertical Gex. Fld. Oil Wtr. 
6610.5-12.1 2.10 <0.10 0.51 3.1 0.0 90.8 
6613.6-15.0 1.10 0.70 0.66 4.2 39.9 
6615.0--16.4 0.70 0.70 0.58 7.8 
6616.4-18.4 0.96 0.82 1.10 8.9 17.3 36.4 
6618.4-19.6 <0.10 <0.10 0.54 7.7 59.8 
6619.6-21.0 0.33 0.54 9.2 6.4 82.0 
6621.0--22.4 0.70 0.70 0.68 8.8 10.1 72.3 
6622.4-23.2 0.42 0.42 0.80 8.9 85.0 
6631.0--32.5 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 4.9 6.9 82.5 
6632.5-33.9 7.50 <0.10 0.47 6.7 7.1 83.6 
6633.9-34.9 2.10 0.70 0.64 8.0 
6634.9-35.9 0.47 0.34 0.54 4.6 0.0 96.0 
6635.9-36.8 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 0.0 83.0 
6636.8-37.8 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 0.0 93.1 



















































Coshocton County, Ohio 
Adams Township, Section 12 
Permit Number 5962 (Core Number 3006) 
Stone 
Lower#l-A 
Sample Perm. Porosity Grain H-C Wat. 
Depth (md) % Density Sat.% Sat.% 
6736.1 .02510 0.7 2.750 ++ ++ 
6736.8 +++ 0.7 2.758 0.0 0.0 
6738.0 .003084 0.8 2.756 0.0 0.0 
6738.6 .004411 2.0 2.770 0.0 0.0 
6740.2 .003939 2.788 23.4 49.2 
6741.5 .003321 0.1 2.797 0.0 0.0 
6742.5 4.8262 3.7 2.832 0.0 0.0 
6743.7 54.047 2.839 0.0 0.0 
6745.0 10.021 0.9 2.829 ++ 
6746.5 .003596 0.4 2.776 0.0 0.0 
6747.5 .003366 2.775 0.0 0.0 
6748.5 .003588 0.2 2.753 0.0 0.0 
6750.0 .003753 0.1 2.804 ++ ++ 
6751.5 .003471 0.1 2.757 0.0 0.0 
6753.0 .003471 0.1 2.794 0.0 0.0 
6754.0 .003450 0.1 2.768 0.0 0.0 
6755.0 .006022 0.1 2.756 ++ ++ 
6756.4 .003942 0.1 2.742 0.0 0.0 
6758.3 +++ 1.4 2.771 0.0 0.0 
6760.0 .003840 0.1 2.799 ++ ++ 
6761.5 .005330 2.774 0.0 0.0 
6763.5 .004153 1.0 2.787 0.0 0.0 
6765.0 .005423 0.9 2.811 ++ ++ 
6766.5 .003644 0.7 2.772 0.0 0.0 
6768.5 .003617 2.762 0.0 0.0 
6769.4 .003864 0.2 2.759 0.0 0.0 
6770.0 .004508 0.8 2.789 ++ ++ 
6771.0 .08212 1.0 2.810 0.0 0.0 
6771.9 .004119 0.9 2.784 0.0 0.0 
6772.5 .003538 0.8 2.801 0.0 0.0 
6773.0 .005862 1.4 2.810 ++ ++ 
6773.5 .43637 1.6 2.833 0.0 0.0 
6774.1 .12469 4.6 2.825 0.0 0.0 
6775.0 .32249 8.2 2.834 1.5 22.9 
6775.3 .52174 10.3 2.826 0.0 0.0 
6775.6 .11342 5.6 2.836 0.0 0.0 
6776.0 .04479 4.7 2.836 0.0 0.0 
6776.4 .07451 2.831 0.0 0.0 
6776.9 .20483 7.9 2.838 0.0 0.0 
6777.4 .005938 2.2 2.847 0.0 0.0 








Perm. Porosity Grain H-C Wat. 
Depth (md) % Density Sat.% Sat.% 
6779.1 0.619850 2.2 2.835 0.0 0.0 
6780.1 0.045380 1.8 2.831 0.0 0.0 
6780.5 17.281000 2.2 2.824 0.0 0.0 
6781.0 3.275500 3.0 2.832 27.6 29.6 
6781.5 0.296890 2.0 2.838 0.0 0.0 
6782.5 1.894100 2.830 0.0 0.0 
2.822 0.0 0.06783.5 0.653470 
6785.3 0.158310 2.2 2.834 ++ ++ 
6785.8 1.196300 2.0 2.836 0.0 0.0 
6786.9 7.923800 1.8 2.835 0.0 0.0 
6788.3 0.029420 2.3 2.836 0.0 0.0 
6789.2 0.004676 0.8 2.833 0.0 0.0 
6790.1 0.004871 0.5 2.811 ++ 
6791.9 0.154660 5.2 2.824 0.0 0.0 
6793.5 2.340500 4.1 2.825 0.0 0.0 













++Inadequate pore volume for accurate fluid determination. 












Coshocton County, Ohio 
Adams Township, Section 12 
Pennit Number 6379 (Core Number 3260) 
NGO DevelopmenUOhio Department of Natural Resources 
Reiss#3-A 
Depth Permeability Porosity Grain Density 
Sample (ft.) to Gas (md) (%BY) (G/CC) 
R 482 3980.0 2.890 6.0 2.84 
R 483 3995.0 0.007 1.9 2.84 
R 484 6680.0 0.3 2.70 
R 485 6691.0 0.004 3.0 2.81 
R 486 6706.0 0.031 1.3 2.81 
R 487 6714.0 0.001 2.1 2.83 
R 488 6715.0 0.010 1.8 2.82 
R 489 6719.0 0.046 2.5 2.82 
R 490 6720.0 0.008 2.2 2.83 
R 491 6721.0 0.008 2.84 
R 492 6722.0 0.027 5.1 2.82 
R 493 6723.0 
R 494 6759.0 0.009 2.83 
R 495 6775.0 0.006 2.80 
R 496 6777.0 0.016 2.73 
R 497 6779.0 0.149 4.1 2.76 
R 498 6784.0 0.005 1.2 2.80 
R 499 6796.0 0.006 1.8 2.72 
R 500 6799.5 0.790 4.8 2.69 
R 501 6800.5 0.010 3.8 2.72 
R 502 6803.0 0.010 2.5 2.72 
R 503 6805.0 0.045 4.0 2.62 
R 504 6807.5 0.026 4.4 2.63 
R 505 6809.0 2.260 7.5 2.63 
R 506 6811.5 4.780 9.0 2.63 
R 507 6813.0 0.313 7.7 2.61 
R 508 6816.0 0.237 6.2 2.62 
R 509 6819.5 42.800 12.7 2.64 
R 510 6825.0 ** 5.3 2.65 
R 511 6826.0 0.911 7.0 2.62 
R 512 6828.0 4.650 2.61 
R 513 6836.5 2.450 7.6 2.64 
R 514 6838.0 0.074 4.8 2.72 
R 515 6875.0 0.018 1.8 2.69 
R 516 6861.0 2.380 5.9 2.61 
R 517 6865.0 29.700 10.2 2.60 
R 518 6897.0 0.014 1.2 2.73 
R 519 6901.0 ** 6.0 2.67 
R 520 6905.0 0.237 7.4 2.68 
R 521 6907.0 0.675 8.1 2.67 
R 522 6917.0 0.130 6.9 2.67 
R 523 6920.0 0.049 6.1 2.63 
R 524 6966.0 0.026 2.81 
R 525 6969.0 0.051 2.66 
R 526 6973.0 0.147 6.0 2.67 
R 527 6990.0 1.860 10.2 2.61 
R 528 6993.0 3.430 8.9 2.63 
R 529 7000.0 6.430 10.2 2.67 
R 530 7006.0 0.128 6.7 2.67 
R 531* 7130.0 
*Rubble-no sample








7.3 0.4 7.3 





Jackson County, Ohio 
Franklin Township, Section 8 
Permit Number 102 (Core Number 2898) 
Nucorp 
Trepanier #1 
Penn to Air Md. Porosity Fluid Sats. Gr. 
Depth Maximum 90' Vertical Gex. Fld. Oil Wtr. Den. 
4498.0-99.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 1.5 0.0 94.7 2.77 
4499.0-00.0 3.0 0.2 0.0 56.5 2.68 
4500.0-01.0 17.0 17.0 0.9 7.8 0.0 24.8 2.67 
4501.0-02.0 33.0 32.0 1.9 9.6 0.0 62.3 2.64 
4502.0-03.0 26.0 26.0 14.0 11.5 0.0 89.5 2.65 
4503.0-04.0 156.0 152.0 11.0 12.8 0.0 94.0 2.63 
4504.0-05.0 60.0 17.0 1.2 10.4 0.0 82.8 2.62 
4505.0-06.0 17.0 15.0 0.6 8.6 0.0 71.6 2.64 
5.8 0.5 0.0 71.4 2.644506.0-07.0 6.3 
1.0 9.1 0.0 72.9 2.664507.0-08.0 6.6 
7.7 0.0 2.644508.0-09.0 3.4 0.6
4509.0-10.0 0.3 0.2 <LO 5.2 0.0 85.4 2.63 
4510.0-11.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 2.9 0.0 85.3 2.70 
4511.0-12.0 <0.1 <0.1 0.5 0.0 77.3 2.68 
4512.0-13.0 0.2 0.1 0.3 5.6 0.0 75.0 2.68 
4513.0-14.0 8.6 7.0 2.0 8.0 0.0 75.8 2.67 
4514.0-15.0 8.1 0.0 76.9 2.66
4515.0-16.0 0.0 79.5 2.68 
4516.0-17.0 0.9 0.8 <0.1 9.0 0.0 86.0 2.65 
4517.0-18.0 20.0 16.0 0.2 11.6 0.0 79.1 2.64 
4518.0-19.0 18.0 16.0 1.7 12.5 0.0 80.7 2.68 
4519.0-20.0 159.0 144.0 35.0 14.9 0.0 73.1 2.68 
4520.0-21.0 28.0 26.0 46.0 10.8 0.0 
4521.0-22.0 63.0 59.0 41.0 13.2 0.0 
4522.0-23.0 71.0 70.0 27.0 13.6 0.0 
4523.0-24.0 198.0 194.0 98.0 14.8 0.0 89.3 2.68 
4524.0-25.0 20.0 19.0 <0.1 0.0 72.0 2.68 
2.674525.0-26.0 184.0 152.0 22.0· 13.2 0.0 
4526.0-27.0 178.0 159.0 51.0 13.0 0.0 98.8 2.68 
4527.0-28.0 180.0 162.0 76.0 13.1 0.0 98.1 2.68 
4528.0-29.0 109.0 103.0 41.0 12.1 0.0 97.8 2.68 
4529.0-30.0 11.0 0.7 7.0 0.0 69.6 2.67 
0.0 75.6 2.684530.0-31.0 <0.1 <0.1 0.1 











Scioto County, Ohio 
Green Township 
No Pennit or Core Number Assigned 
Test/Monitor Well 
Aristech 
Kmax Penneability Grain Density 
Depth (md)> K-90 (m<l) Vertical (md) Porosity (gm.cc) 
4021.0-22.0 231.00 0,02 0.02 2.79 
4193.0-94.0 6.00 3.30 0.07 9.1 2.65 
4202.0-03.0 86.00 70.00 1.40 12.7 
4592.5-93.1 0.10 0.06 <.01 2.73 
5196.5-97.0 1.80 0.04 1.70 3.6 2.84 
173 
5.14 
Erie County, Pennsylvania 
City of Erie 
Permit Number 20109 
Hammermill Paper Company 
Fee#2 
Vertical Penneability Horizontal Penneability Porosity 
Depth to Gas (in md) to Gas (in md) (%) 
5,110 <0.10 <0.10 2.7 
5,154A 11.10 192.00 13.9 
5,154B 53.20 76.00 11.2 
5,159 <0.10 <0.10 2.6 
5,552 6.34 13.4 
5,556 2.05 1.33 12.6 
5,559A 0.19 0.43 9.4 
5,559B 1.84 1.92 12.9 
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PERMIT NUMBER 102 <CORE NUMBER 28981 
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0 0otP000 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
Sandstone. whlte-medlum brown. fine- medlum grained, subrounded, 
thin lenses that are glauconltlc, good lntergranular porosity. 
Rose Ru, 
Sandstone, whlte-llght brown, fine gralned, well sorted, subrounded, 
good lntergranular porosity, low-angle cross bedding. 
Sandstone.as above. 
Sandstone, whlte-llght brown. fine grained, subrounded, moderately 
sorted, good. lntergranular porosity, trace of glauconlte. 
Sandstone, as above, green shale rip- up clasts up to I Inch diameter. 
Asymmetric rlpples with I½ Inch wavelength on end of core • 
Locally green shale lamlnae llned with pyrite. Trace of glauconlte. 
Creen shale rip-up clasts. 
Sandstone. white-fight brown, fine grained, well sorted, subrounded, 
dolomlte cement, good lntergranular porosity, good cross bedding. 
Sandstone, as above, green shale lamlnae 
Sandstone, whlte-llght brown, fine grained, good lntergranular porosity, 
good low-angle cross bedding. 
Thin lens of green shale. 
Dolostone rip-up clasts. 
Sandstone, whlte-llght brown, fine gralned, well sorted, sub-well rounded, 
good lntergranular porosity. 
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/ ,/ / , 7 
/ / / / 
/ / / / / / 
400 0 / / / 7 
/ / / / 
,, / 
/ / / / , / 
/ ,/ / / / 
,/ / ,/ / , 
/ ,/ / , / 
/ / / 7 , 
/ ,/ ,/ / / / 
/ / / 7 
/ / / / / 
/ , 
/ / / / / , , , , , 
/ 1/,/ ,/1/ -✓ 7 
/ / / / , 
~ / , / / / / 
/ / / 7 ----, 
/ / / / / , 
/ , / / / 
/ ,/ / 7-,✓ , , ,/ / , 
/ / ,,,,, / -,;; 7 
/ / '-' 7 -, 
5--
• •
PERMIT NUMBER 212 (CORE NUMBER 29581 
4005 
425 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0. 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0425 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 . 
0 0 00 
. . . 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0•
0 0 0 0 0426 
0 
Local scour surface fllled with sandstone. Sandstone, white, fine 
groined, very glouconltlc, thin block shale partings. 
Oolostone, llght grey-brown, mlcrocrystanlne, stylolltlc, trace of 
glouconlte. chert clasts. BeeKmantown 
Dolostone, llght grey-brown. m_lcrocrystalllne, hlghly mottled, dense, 
no vlslble porosity, stylolltlc. Rip-up clasts of dolostone up to I Inch 
diameter. Scattered quartz groins In dolomlte matrix, glauconlte. 
Dolostone, llght grey-llght brown, mlcrocrystolllne, thin wispy shale 
partings. 
Thin bed of greenish-grey shale, 3/◄ Inch thick. 
Dolostone, grey-brown, mlcrocrystalllne, thin holrllne subvertlcol 
fractures llned with pyrite. 
Dessication crocks on end of core. 
Dolostone, light grey, mlcrocrystolllne, argllloceous, holrllne fractures lined 
with pyrite, 
Dolostone, llght grey medium crystolllne, white chert nodules up to I Inch 
diameter. Small vug U/2 Inch diameterI lined with quartz. Holrllne vertlcal 
fractures lined with pyrite, some cutting across chert nodules. 
Dessication feature. 
Vertlcol hairline fractures lined with quartz. 
Sharp contact with quartz arid high concentration of glauconlte. 
Dolostone, light grey-light brown, mlcrocrystolllne, mottled. 
Nodule of anhydrite In dolomite matrix, -2 Inches In diameter. 
Dolostone, llght grey-light brown, mlcrocrystalllne, mottled, locally 
stylolltlc. dense, no vlslble porosity. Holrllne subvertlcol froctures healed 
with pyrite. 
Dolostone, llght grey-llght brown, mlcrocrystolllne, mottled, dessication 
feature. 
Subvertlcol holrllne fractures healed with pyrite. Trace of glouconlte. 
Dolostone, Rght grey-llght green, coarsely crystolllne. 
Wavy laminations (olgol?l. Rip-up closts of dolostone up to 'I◄ Inch across. 
Sandstone, whlte-llght brown, fine-very fine grolned,subrounded, dolomlte cement 
fair-good lntercrystolllne porosity. Rose Run
Sandstone. as above. good lntergronulor porosity. 
Sandstone, white, fine-medium groined, scattered lenses of coarse groined. 
trace of glouconlte, trace of pyrite. 
Sandstone, white, fine-medium groined, subrounded, fair-good lntergronulor 
porosity, dolomlte cement. trace of glouconlte. Sond-fllled mudcrocks. 
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Dolostone, grey-medium to dork brown. mlcrocrystolllne. mottled, good vuggy 
porosity, vugs up to I Inch, often filled with white dolomite. Trace of pyrite. 
Beekmantown 
Dolostone, as above, rip-up closts of dolostone. 
Dolostone, grey-medium brown. mlcrocrystolllne, mottled, good vuggy 
porosity, vugs up to I Inch, some filled with white dolomite. 
Dolostone, grey-medium brown, mlcrocrystolllne, mottled, locally stylolltlc 
no visible porosity. 
Dolostone, as above, orgllloceous dork grey shale portlnc;is. 
Dolostone, grey-brown, mlcrocrystolllne, mottled, numerous vugs up to 2 Inches 
fllled with white dolomite, not Interconnected, also pinpoint vuc;igy porosity. 
Soft sediment deformation. 
Erosional contact. Lens of dork green shale, 1/◄ Inch thick. 
Oolostone, grey-brown, mocrocrystolllne, mottled, locally stylolltlc, pinpoint 
vuggy porosity. 
Dolostone, as above, holrllne fractures llned with pyrite. Thin fractures 
filled with white dolomite. 
Dolostone rip-up closts up to ½ Inch across. 
Dolostone, grey-llght to medium brown, mlcrocrystolllne, highly mottled, poor 

















0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
o oorfTc �
0 c:;;, = 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 o � o 0 
0 0 0r;9
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
Oolostone, medlum brown, mlcrocrystalllne.thln arolllaceous laminae llned with 
pyrite. Oolltlc chert lntraclasts. lntraclasts are up to 3 Inches and are anoular, 
lnterbedded dolostone, sandstone, and sandy dolostone. Quartz Is fine-coarse 
gralned, subrounded, poorly sorted. Beekmantown 
Thln lens of green shale at base of brecciated zone. 
Dlgltate algal stromatollte In dolostone matrix 
Sharp contact at 8254 feet with mlcrocrystalllne dolostone overlain by sandy 
dolostone. Chert and dolostone rip-up clasts up to 3 lnches diameter above 
contact. 
Alternatlng beds of mlcrocrystalllne, brown dolostone and whlte sandstone. 
Sandstone, white, fine-very fine (Jralned , well rounded, moderately sorted, 
well-developed low-angle cross beddlng, good lntergronulor poroslty. 
Several dolostone rip-up closts less than ½ Inch In dlameter. Numerous shale 
lamlnoe. Rose Run 
Sandstone, white, fine-very fine grolned , subrounded, moderately sorted,slllco 
cement, good lntergronular porosity. 
lnterbedded dolostone, sandstone, and sandy dolostone. 
Dolostone, grey-medlum brown, mlcrocrystolllne, sandy In port. Several vugs 
fllled with whlte dolomite. Sandstone, white, very fine-medium groined, 
poorly sorted. subrounded. (Jlouconltlc. Numerous orglllaceous shale partings, 
Sandstone, whlte-llght grey, very fine -medium groined, good lntergranulor 
porosity. Rip-up clasts up to 2 Inches diameter composed of sandy dolomite. 
Numerous argllloceous shale partings. 
Good low-an(Jle cross bedding at 8274 feet. 
Sandstone, whlte-llght brown, very fine- medium groined, (Jood lnteroronulor 
porosity, Numerous shale lamlnae with pyrite. 
1Eroslonol contoct. Thin lens of green shale /4 Inch across. Numerous rip-up clasts 
of dolostone up to 2 lnches diameter. Open vug 2 Inches diameter llned with quartz 
and dolomlte. 
Sandstone, white, very fine-medium groined, good lntergranular porosity, 
trace of (Jlauconlte. 
Sandstone, as above. Rip-up closts of dolostone near base of thin shale laminae. 
Sandstone, as above, numerous orgilloceous shale portlngs. 
Sandstone, white, fine grained, good lntergranulor poroslty, good low-angle 
cross bedding. Contorted bedding at 8292 feet. 
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Limestone, medium-dark grey, mlcrocrystalllne, hlghly mottled, 
arglllaceous, fosslllferous-ostracods, brachlopods, trace of pyrite. 
no vlslble porosity. 
Limestone, llght grey-light brown, mlcrocrystalllne. thin arglllaceous shale 
partings, trace of pyrite. 
Limestone, as above. 
Limestone, medium-dark brown, mlcrocrystalllne. slightly mottled, 
trace of pyrite. No visible porosity. 
Limestone, dork grey-dork brown. mlcrocrystalllne, thin parallel 
laminations , stylolltlc, no vlslble porosity. 
Limestone, dork grey-dork brown, mlcrocrystolllne. mottled, 
Dark green-block shale. 
Dolostone, grey-brown. mlcrocrystolllne. sllghtly mottled, no vlslble porosity. 
Dolostone. as above. 
Shale, dork grey, calcareous. 
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PERMIT NUMBER 782 <CORE NUMBER 867) 
/ / / / , , 
/ / / / / / 
/ , / / / Dolostone. as above. 
/ / / / / /
-
Wells Creek Formotlon./ / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
, / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / /
- / / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
, Shale, dark grey. 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / /
- / / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / Dolostone, dork grey, mlcrocrystalllne, orglllaceous. sllghtly mottled. 
/ / / / / / no porosity, trace of pyrite.
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / /
- Shale, dark grey. 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
,, / / / / / 
, , , , , , 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
,, / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
, ,, / / Dolostone, as above./ / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / /
- / / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
, , , / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / , , / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / /
- / / / / / / 
/ / / / / / Dolostone, dork grey-medium brown, mlcrocrystolllne, quartz 
/ -✓ / / / / groins flootlng In dolomlte motrlx. Quartz. fine-coarse groin,
V ,l'V _/ W_/ "Y /" 
o/ cv ,, /o / o/ poorly sorted, well rounded. 
.< /,.. / ..,/ ✓ /,, 
/ / / / / / 
/ / , / / /
/IJ _/ U / Y/ ,. / 
o / o/ rY A. /o / 
/4 / ,.. / -./ .< / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / 7 / / -/ 
y /U /V/ y,' ,P 
,0 / 
_J_ /_/ ,./ /. 
/ / -,, / /"Y Erosional surface at 6950 feet. Dolomlte rip-up clasts. 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
- / / / / / / Dolostone. fight-medium brown. mlcrocrystolllne, hlghly mottled,
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / no vlslble porosity. 
/ / / ,/ / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
,/ / / / / / 
/ / / ,/ / / 
,/ / / / / ,/ 
/ / / / / Dolostone, as above. 
- / / / / / / 
/ / / ,/ / / 
,/ / / / / / 
, / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
-
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
,/ / / ,/ ,/ / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
,/ ,/ / / / / 
/ / / / / / Six Inch zone above unconformity that contains numerous dolostone 
/. / ./ / / ,/ rip-up clasts, some up to ½ Inch across.
-- / 
Knox unconformity. Thin layer of green shale on erosional surface.-, JV V ...,,,r,....rx_, 
Beekmontown.,/ ,/ / / 
,/ / / / / / Dolostone, fight-dark brown, medium crystalllne, mottled, abundant 
/ / / / / / 
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/ / 
PERMIT NUMBER 782 (CORE NUMBER 867> 
70!0 ,/ / ,I ,I 
/ / ,I ,I / / Oolostone, grey-medium brown, fine-medium crystolllne, nodular. 
/ ,I ,I ,I ,I ,I glouconltlc, at 7011 feet. 
/ / / / / ,I 
, , , ,
- ,I / ,I ,I / / 
/ / / / ,I ,I 
/ ,I ,I / ,I / Oolostone, light-medium brown, fine-medium crystolllne. hlghly mottled, 
,/ ,I ,/ / / very c;ilouconltlc at 7013 feet, thin orc;illloceous shale portlnc;is. 
/ ,I / / / ,I 
/ ,I ,I ,I ,I / 
/ ,/ ,I ,I ,I / 
/ / / / ,I /7015 
/ / ,I / / / Dolostone, medium brown, medium crystolllne, orgllloceous, mottled 
,/ ,I ,I ,I / / In port, pyrite concentrated along stylollte surface. 
/ / / / / ,I 
/ ,I ,I / ,I ,I 
/ ,I ,/ / 
/ ,I / ,I / / 
/ ,I / / / ,I 
Oolostone, as above, chert nodule up to ½ Inch across at 7118 feet. 
/ / ,I / / / 
/ / / / / / Mottled In port 
/ / / / / ,I 
/ , / / / / 
7020 - / ,/ ,I ,I ,/ / 
/ / , / / / 
, ,/ / / / / 
/ , , , 
/ / , / //
- / / / / / / 
/ / / / / ,I 
,I , , / , , 
/ ,/ / / / / 
/ / / / / /
- / / / / / / 
,/ ,I ,I ,/ / / 
, / / / / / 
7025 / / / / / / 
/ ,/ ,I / ,/ / 
/ / / / / / 
/ ,/ / / / / 
, ,I / ,/ / ,I 
/ ,/ ,I / ,/ / 
,/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
, , , ,I/ 
/ ,/ / / ,/ / 
/ / / / / / 
/ ,/ / / / / 
, , , ,/ / ,I1030 Oolostone, llc;iht-medlum brown.medium crystolllne, mottled. 
/ ,/ / / ,/ / 
,/ / / ,/ / / 
/ / / / ,I / 
, , / , ,I ,I 
/ ,/ / / ,/ / 
/ / / / / / 
/ ,/ / / ,/ / 
,/ / / ,/ / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / , , 
/ / / / / / 
,/ ,/ / ,/ / /
7035 / ,/ / / ,/ / Dolostone, medium brown, sandy In port. Ouortz. very fine groin, very 
,,.. / ,,./ � /,. .r .. / 
/ / / / ,/ / glouconltlc. 
,/ / ,/ ,/ / / 
/ / / / / / 
,/ , / ,/ / / 
/ ,/ / / ,/ / 
/ / , ,/ / / Dolostone, medium brown, medium crystalllne, mottled, vug up to 
/ / / / / / I Inch across fllled with white dolomlte. 
/ / / / / / 
/ ,/ / / ,/ ,/ 
/ / / ,/ / / Dolostone, medium brown, fine crystolllne. poor porosity. 
/ / / / / /7040 
, , , / / 
/ / / / / / 
0 0 0 0 0 Sandstone, whlte-llght green, very fine groin, glouconltlc. 
-o 0 0 0 0 good cross bedding, good lntergronulor porosity. RoH Run 
0 0 0 0 0 Subvert I col fracture at 7041 feet llned with pyrite.
-o 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
-o 0 0 0 0 
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PERMIT NUMBER 955 CCORE NUMBER 2963) 
u u 0 0 0 Sandstone, whlte-lloht orey, fine orolned, olouconltlc / ,/ ,/ / / / 
/ / / / / / Copper Rtdoe.
- / / / / / / 
, , , , 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / 7 Dolostone, lloht orey-brown, mlcrocrystolllne, oood pinpoint vuooY 
/ / , , / porosity, dolomite rhombs fllllno In vuos, mottled In port, stylolltlc. 
/ / / / / / 
, , ,
- / / / ,/ 7 7 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ , , , 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / /
- / / / / / / 
/ / / / / / Dolostone, medlum-dork brown. coarser orolned than above. 
/ / / / / / 
, , , , , , 
/ / / / / / 
, , / Dolostone, lloht-medlum brown, mlcrocrystolllne, hlohly mottled, poor 
- / / / / / ,
=X 
porosity, stylolltlc, trace of olouconlte./ / / / / / 
/ / / / / 7 
Dolostone. lloht-medlum brown, mlcrocrystolllne, very sandy,
J ,, /_ / _/ ./ 
/ / / / / / -,,
-
> 0 0 0 0 ' Sandstone, noht orey-brown, fine- coarse oralned. poorly sorted, 
0 0 0 0 0 trace of olouconlte. Good lnteroronular porosity.' n n 0 0 ' 
Y' /U/"1/ U/U/ 
, -, � ,_ 
--�-u_.!:!,_ ... _� 
0 0 0 0 0 
- / / / / / /
~ £ J 
Sharp deposltlonol contact. Concentration of pyrite and olouconlte/ / / / / 7 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / 7 Dolostone rip-up closts above surface. 
/ / / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
, , Oolostone, lloht-medlum brown mlcrocrystalllne, sandy In port. soft / / / / 
,_ / / / / / / sediment deformation, trace of pyrite and glouconlte. 
, ,/ / / 
/ / / / / / 
0 0 0 0 0 Sandstone, whlte-lloht grey, fine-medium orolned. subrounded, 
-- ..5!. - o_ _g - � _o brown stalnlno, yellow flourescence. Shale bed 2 Inches thick, orey-oreen. 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
- Sandstone, whlte-lloht orey, fine-coarse groined, poorly sorted, subrounded, 
0 0 0 0 0 
thin orolllaceous portlnos with pyrite concentrated along surface, low-angle 
0 0 0 0 0 
-
-
.;--y-oy-0 --v,-yo cross-beddlno. Good lnteroronular porosity • 
0 0 0 0 0 Mudcrocks fllled with sandstone. 
/ / / / 
/ / / / / / 
Oolostone, mlcrocrystalllne, orey-brown, local green-grey shale lomlnoe,/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / stylolltlc.
- , / , , / 
/ / / / / 
-
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / 7 
/ / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / --, Oncolltes up to I Inch In diameter. Some hove rip-up closts as nucleus. 
/ / / / 
'/. ? ? ? / ? 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
-
/ / / / / / 
,/ / / ,/ ,/ / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / Dolostone, mlcrocrystolllne, llght brown -grey, mottled, local thin shale lamlnoe 
/ / / / / / 
,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ / 
/ / / / / -,,
/ o/ " /0 / 0/ Sandstone, flne-medlum groined, thin shale laminae. Oolostone rip-up closts. 
/ / / / / /
- /0 
/ / / / / / 
, , / , , , 
Oolostone, mlcrocrystalllne, brown-orey,vuooY,¾ Inch vuo fllled with white/ 0/ IT 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 












































PERMIT NUMBER 1249 <CORE NUMBER 2923) 
, , , / / / 
/ / / ,, / ,, Oolostone. medium-dark brown. very fine crystalllne. thin lamlnatlons of
6250 / / / / / / grey-green shale, no vlslble porosity.
/ ,, / ,, / / 1
/ / / ,, / / Oolostone, grey-dark brown, mottled, vugs up to /◄ Inch across fllled with
/ / / ,, / anhydrite. Thin beds of dark green shale 
/ / , , , 
/ ,, / ,, ,, 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / / 
, / / / / 
/ / / / / 
625C / / / / / / Oolostone, dark grey-dark brown, fine crystalllne, mottled, no vlslble porosity.
/ / / / ,, ,,
/ / / / / / 
/ / / ,, / 
/ /, , ,
/ / ,, ,, / 
/ / / / / / 
// / / ,, / 
/ / / ,, / / 
/ / / ,, / 
/ , , , , Oolostone, as above. very thin lamlnatlons. 
/ / / ,, / 
/ / / / / /6260 
,, / / ,, / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / / 
/ / / ,, ,, ,,
Dark grey shale lens. 2 Inches thick. 
/ / / / / / Oolostone, dark grey-dark brown, very fine crystalllne, numerous orglllaceous
/ / / ,, / 
/ / / / / / shale partings, no visible porosity. 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / ,, / 
/ / / / / / Oolostone, as above l lnch lens of dark grey shale.
626.
/ / ,, / / / 
/ / / ,, / Oolostone. dark grey. very fine crystalllne, sllghtly mottled, arglllaceous. 
,, / / , / 
/ / / / / no vlslble porosity. 
/ ,, / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / ,, / 
, , , , , 
,, / / ,, / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / ,, / ,, /
627
ft 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / ,, / / 
/ / / / ,, / 
Shale, dork grey, calcareous. 
/ / / / / Oolostone, dark grey, very fine crystalllne, sllty, sllghtly mottled.
/ / / / / / 
/ / / ,, / / no vlslble porosity.
/ / / / / / 
/ / / ,, / 
, , , 
/ / / / ,, / 
6275 / / / / / / Oolostone. as above. 
/ / / ,, / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / ,, / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / 
, , , , 
V / / / 
/ / / / / / SIitstone, medium-dark grey, calcareous, some fine-medium guartz grains,
,, / / / ,, ,,
" /". ,, -✓ •y ,r no vlslble porosity.
"'✓- ✓ -✓ 
6280 / / / / / / 
/ / / / ,, / 
/ / 7 / / / 
••)' y- /'"•-; ••7' •r 
..,, � ;.a,r.,>,r
- 0 'O ' 0 <1 /o 
0 0 0 0 0
- 0 0 0 0 0 
-
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
6285 - 0 0 0 0 0 
o&8_.� "'! o,P'a? 
/ / / / 7 -,,




SIitstone, as above. 
Sandstone, white-fight grey, very fine- medium grained, well rounded, poor-fair 
lntergranular porosity. wispy, arglllaceous green shale partings, 
dolomlte cement. 
1Numerous rip-up clasts of dolostone and chert up to /4 Inch across,
Knox l.nConforrnlty. 
Oolostone, llght-medlum grey, sandy. Quartz. fine-coarse grained, poorly 














_/ / / / 
/ / / , 
/ , , , , ,,,,,, 
, , ✓ ✓ , 
I////// 
/ / / / / 
/ / / / _/ / 
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� \_/ / / -
/ / / 
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PERMIT NUMBER 1249 <CORE NUMBER 2923) 
6290 , , , , , , , , , , , Dolostone. Rght brown-medium grey. mlcrocrystolllne, hlghly mottled. 
, / / / / , , , , / , , , , , , , 
, , , , , Subvertlcol fracture ◄ Inches lonQ fllled with sandstone.
/ / , , , , 
, / / , , , , Oolostone, as above .. 6295 ,
Brecciated zone at 6296 feet. An<;iulor clasts of dolostone, green shale. 
/ / / , , , / / / Vugs up to I Inch fllled with white dolomite. fractures fllled with green shale. 
/ / / / / stylolltlc. 
/ / / / / 
, / / / / 
/ , , , / / 
/ / 
/ / , , , , Dolostone, grey-medium brown, mlcrocrystalllne, vugs up to I Inch fllled 
with white dolomlte. 
630- / / / 
/ / / / / / , / , , , / , / , / , Dolostone, <;irey-medlum brown. mlcrocrystalllne, hlghly mottled, healed , , / / , fractures fllled white dolomlte. Vu<;is up ta I Inch fllled with white dolomlte. 
/ / / / / , , , , , / 
/ / / / / 
Fractured zone at 6304 feet, 6 Inches thick. Fractures healed with white 
, , , , dolomlte. Numerous dolostone closts up to 2 Inches across. , , / 
630' / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
I/ / / / / / , , , , , , 
Dolostone, light-medium brown. mlcrocrystalllne, thin green shale 
partings.◄ Inches Interval of olternatlnQ thin beds of brown and grey dolostone. 
/ 
/ / 
/ _/ / / / / 
/ / / / / 
/ Oolostone, grey-medium brown, mlcrocrystalllne. hlghly mottled. 
/ / / / / stylolltlc locally, occasional <;ireen- black shale partings.
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / /
631;; / / / ✓ 
Dolostone, os above, vu<;is up to I Inch fllled with white dolomite. 
// / Hl<Jhly fractured and brecciated zone. Fractures ore healed with white dolomite 
Associated vugs ore filled with· white dolomlte. No vlslble secondary porosity. 
Oolostone, orey-brown, mlcrocrystolllne, mottled. 
I/ / / / 
Dolostone, <;irey-medtum brown. mlcrocrystolllne, mottled locally. 
/ / / / / Holrllne fractures healed with white dolomlte. Vugs up to I Inch filled with 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / white dolomite. 
/ / / / 
I/ / / 
Oolostone, as above, mottled. 
Fractured zone at 6319 feet. Brecciated dolostone, fractures healed with white 
dolomlte. 
Oolostone, as above, vugs up to 3 Inches associated with fractures. Vu<;is lined 
with 1/4 Inch yellow dolomlte rhombs. 
I/ / / / / / Oolostone, grey-brown, mlcrocrystalllne, hairline vertical fractures fllled 
/ / / / / with dolomite, some open vu<;is and pinpoint VU<J<JY porosity. 
/ / / / / /
/ ,/ / / /6325 Oolostone, <;irey-brown, mlcrocrystall ne, mottled. locally stylolltlc, 
hairline fractures healed with white dolomlte. 
Dolostone, grey-brown. mtcrocrystalllne, mottled, vu<;is up to I Inch fllled with 
white dolomite633o-...-ti::-�'-::::::"i::-�"-::::::"i::,z",,�, / / / / / 
/ / / / / /
Dolostone. grey-brown, mlcrocrystalllne, mottled, occasional thin green shale 
partings. locally vugs up to 1/z Inch filled with white dolomite. 
/ / / / / 
/ / / / / /
/ / / / / 
/ / / / / /
/ / / / / 
6335 
Dolostone, <;irey-brown, mlcrocrystalllne, mottled, <;ireen·<;irey shale partln<;is. 
/ / / / / locally, trace of vugular porosity. 
/ / ✓ f f ✓
/ / / / / 
Numerous dolomlte rip-up clasts. 
Sharp erosional contact at 6338 feet. I Inch of greenish grey shale, 
Dolostone, grey-brown, mlcrocrystalllne, mottled In part. 
6340 
186 
/ , , , 
/ / ,, ,, ,, / 
- ,, ,, ,, / ,, / 
/ ,, ,, / / / ,, ,, ,, / ,, / 
/ ,, ,, ,, / / 
/ ,, / / / / , , , , ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, / 
6465 / 
,, ,, ,, / / ,, ,, / ,, ,, / 
/ / ,, ,, / / - ,, ,, / / ,, / ,, ,, , , , ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, / 
/ ,, / / ,, / ,- u u - u - 0 0 0 0 0 
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- 0 0 0 0 0 , , 
649 0 / ,, ,, ,, / / ,, ,, / ,, , / 
/ / / / / / ,, ,, / ,, , / 
/ / / / / / - ,, ,, / / ,, ,, /U / U/ / r/ ,, ,, , ,, ,, , 
/ _/ _/ / L / 
/ ,, / / ,, - / ,, ,, / / / 
/ ,, / ,, ,, 
649 / 
,, ,, / / / 5 ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, / - ,, / / ,, / 
/ / / / L / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / _L_ / ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, 
/ ,, ,, ,, / ,, ,, / ,, ,, 
/ ,, ,, / / 
/ ,, / ,, / 
/ / / / / 
650 o- / ,, / ,, ,, 
/ ,, ,, ,, / 
/ / / / / 
/ / ,, / / 
✓- / -✓ / / ,. /V / 0/ .. ,0 
/(')/ O' ,, 0 / 
J. / / ./ ,'.. ,, ,, / ,, / 
/ -,, 7 r -✓ - / ,, / ,, / ,, 
65 / / / / / / 05 





0 0 0 0 0 
o'{"o',o --y;--ro 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 ,Pih .&= 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
Oolostone, llght-dork brown. mlcrocrystolllne, thin parallel bedding 
no vlslble porosity. Occosslonol green orgllloceous shale partings. 
Rose Run 
Dolostone, as above, no vlslble porosity. 
Vertlcol fracture healed with dolomlte 
Vuos up to 2 Inches across filled with chert. 
Sandstone, white. fine-medium groined, subrounded, moderately sorted, good 
lnterc;,ranulor porosity. Excellent polygonal mudcrocks on end of core. 
Sandstone, white, fine-medium groined, good lnteroronulor porosity, wispy shale 
lomlnoe, several upward fining sequences bound by sharp contact-. 
Sandstone, as above, low-angle cross bedding. 
Sandstone, white, fine-medium groined, subrounded, good lnt-ergronulor porosity, 
wispy aroillaceous shale partings. 
Sharp contact at 6841.4 feet. 4 Inch lens of orey-oreen shale. Numerous rip-up 
closts of dolomlte. c;,louconltlc. 
Oolostone, medium-dork brown, mlcrocrystolllne, no porosity, contains 
thin green shale lenses. Subvertlcol stylolite at 6483 feet. 
Sandstone, white, fine-very fine groined, well sorted, subrounded, good 
lntergronulor porosity, trace of c;,louconlte, cross bedding. 
Oolostone, grey-medium brown, mlcrocrystolllne, sllty, thin grey-green 
shale partings, no vlslble porosity. Laroe vuo at 6491 feet filled with white 
chert. Numerous holrllne fractures below vuo lined with pyrite. 
4 Inch zone of fine-coarse sandstone. dolostone and chert closts ot 6493 
feet. 
Dolostone, brown, mlcrocrystolllne, oood pinpoint vuooY porosity. 
Plsolltlc dolostone, ot 6494.S feet. 6 Inch zone with numerous plsolites, some 
replaced by glouconlte, stylolltlc. 
Oolostone, orey-llc;,ht brown. mlcrocrystolllne, hlghly mottled. 
3 Inch vuo at 6497.5 feet filled with white chert. 
Alternating beds of sandstone and dolostone. Sandstone, white, fine-medium 
groined. fining upward sequences. Oolostone, grey-brown. mlcrocrystolllne, 
Dolostone Is brecciated and fractures ore filled with sandstone. 
Dolostone, grey-brown, mlcrocrystalllne, mottled, c;,lauconltlc, halrllne fractures 
lined with pyrite. 
187 
PERMIT NUMBER 1249 <CORE NUMBER 2923) 
3 Inch vug at 6505 feet filled with white chert. 
Glauconltlc sandstone with dolomite rip- up clasts. 
Inter-bedded sandstone. sandy dolostone, and dolostone. 
Oolostone, brown, mlcrocrystalllne, 1/i Inch vugs filled with white dolomite. 
Laminated dolostone. 
Sandy dolostone. 2 Inch dolostone rip-up clast. 
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PERMIT NUMBER 1279 (CORE NUMBER 2892) 
, Limestone, orey-medlum brown, mlcrocrystalllne, mottled, dolomltlc, 
/ fll 'I I/ /I no vlslble porosity,numerous dolostone rip-up closts. Dessication crook
I I 
I /I I at 6368 feet, wai.s CREEK FORMA T10N 6370 
I I I 
I I 
I I Limestone, dork brown-dark orey, mlcroorystalllne, mottled, dolomltlc, 
I I no visible porosity,/I / I 
I I I I I 
/ /I 
I / I 
63r
0/ 01 t o 
flootlno orolns of quartz, fine-coarse oralned, poorly sorted, 
Dessication crocks, 
/ / I 
/ /I /I I 
/I /I I 
I Limestone, dork orey, orolllaceous, dolomltlc, no visible porosity,I 
I /I / 
,. ,. ,., ,. 
I I Limestone. brown. mfcrocrystoll1ne. Ouortz, predomtnantty fine 
� /' / ,. ,. fine c;iralned. some coarse c;irotned. 
/,J /,J ,_, ,_, , _, 
6380 I / / /I / 
/I I /I / /I Limestone, medium-dork orey, very fine crystalline, orolllaoeous, dolomltlo, 
I I /I I Ouortz, very fine-coarse orolned, subraunded.
I I I 
I 
I / I / /I 
I I I\ 
/ / I /I
I 







0/ 0/ 0 Sharp erosional contact at 6388 feet. Lens of sandstone above contact.o
_,__ 
-
Rip-up closts of oreen shale,o
,.,.., �- Ouortz, fine-coarse orolned,poorly sorted, sub-well rounded, oood lnteroronulor
I _/ /I J porosity, frloble, olouconltlc. 
63 9Aooo I _/ 
I 
_/ / /I / Limestone, medium orey, mlcrocrystolllne, dolomitic, sandy In port, 




- 0 0 0 . 
. . . . . Sandstone, whtte-ltght oreen, well rounded, fine-coarse groined, very 
- . . . friable, oood lnteroronulor porosity, poorly consolldoted,
. . . . 
0 
. 
63o95-- . • • . 
o o o� ,-o
- -.. - y.. 
, , , KNOX unconformityo, , 
, , , Dolomite, IIOht orey-llltlt brown, mlcrocrystonlne, mottled, vuos up to 
- Yz Inch across filled with white dolomite. 2 Inch lens of sandstone, white, 





, COPPERoDolostone, noht orey-lloht brown, mlcrocrystolllne, RlllC£o
, I Inch dork orey-oreen shale lens at 6◄03 feet. Numerous dolostone rip-up 
, ,
, up to l lnch across below shale lens, 
, Dolostone, as above, mottled. numerous stylofftes.
6◄05 , 
, , , Thin lens (1/8 Inch> of sandstone, white, very fine orolned, well sorted, 
olouconltlc. Rip-up cfosts of dolostone up to .'/, Inch across. 
, , / / 
, / / 
/ / / / 
, , / / / 
, ,
/ / / , ,
, , 
6◄10 / / 
, ,. 












/ / , Oolostone, lloht-medlum brown. mlcrocrystolllne, subvertlcol fractures 
, , , 
, , , filled with oreen, orollloceous shale, 
, , , Holrllne vertical fracture lined with pyrite,
, , , ,
, ,
, / / 
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PERMIT NUMBER 2183 (CORE NUMBER 2852) 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
5990 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
5995 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
o#coo O OJ'c::;,O 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
Sandstone, grey, fine-very fine groined, massive bedded, goad porosity. 
silty In port, trace of glauconlte, trace of pyrite. Rose Run. 
Dolastane, mlcrocrystalllne, poor porosity, stromotalltlc, dolomite 
rip-up closts up to I Inch In diameter. 
Sandstone, grey, fine-medium groined, thin beds of dolomite, and shale 
partings. 
Sandstone, grey, fine-very fine groined, good porosity, glaucanltlc numerous 
rip-up closts of dolomite and oolltlc chert. 
PERMIT NUMBER 2268 <CORE NUMBER 2853) 
Dolostone, grey-brown. mlcrocrystolllne, quartz groins In dolomite matrix. 
Thin green shale bed. Weis Creek Formation. 
Dolomlte, as above, sandy, Increase In quartz from above. 
Sandstone, grey, fine groined, fair lntergranular porosity. 
Knox unconformity. Wispy green shale bed on erosional surface 
with pyrite. Dolomite rip-up closts near eraslonol surface, 
Trace of glouconlte. Rose Run 
Sandstone, light grey, fine (Jrolned, abundant glouconlte,frloble, 
goad lntergronulor porosity, dolomite cement. 
Low-angle cross beddln<;J. 
Inter-bedded glouconltlc sandstone and dolamltlc sandstone. 
1Thin green shale bed /4 Inch thick. 
Sandstone, fine groined, glouconltlc, 
Dolostone, grey-brown, mlcrocrystalllne,na vlslble porosity. 
Sandstone, fine groined, glauconltlc, good lnterQronulor porosity. 
Dolostone, grey-brown, mlcrocrystolllne, no vlslble porosity. 
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PERMIT NUMBER 2653 (CORE NUMBER 2989) 
6620 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 06625 
0 0 0 0 0
. . . . 
. . 0 
. . . . 
0 0 





0 0 0 0 0 
!
6630 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
Dolostone, grey-llght brown, m<crocrystolllne, dense, no vtstble porosity, 
sondy In port, troce of pyrite. Verttcol frooture 6590·92 feet, ond 
6592·93 feet. Sandstone, fine groined, gloucontttc, tnterbedded with thin 
beds of dolomite, troce of pyrite. Beekmantown 
Thin I Inch bed of greenish grey shale, pyrtttc. 
Dolostone, grey-llght brown, mlcrocrystolllne, dens11 no vtstble porosity. 
Dolostone, as above, vuggy porosity, vugs llned with dolomtte. 
Oolostone, os above, sandy tn port. 
Dolostone, sandy dolostone, and tnterbedded sandstone. Sandstone ts 
glaucontttc, 
Dolostone. grey-brown, mtcrocrystolltne,dense, no vtstble porosity. 
Dolostone, as obove, sandy In part. Vertical frocture lined with pyrite. 
Sandstone, whtte-llght brown. fine- medium gratned,sub·well rounded, 
moderately sorted, good tntergronulor porosity. Rose Run 
Sandstone, as above, good low-angle cross bedding. 
Sandstone, as above, good low-angle cross-bedding. 
Dolostone. grey-ltght to medium brown, mtcrocrystolllne, hlghly mottled, dense, 
no vtslble porosity. 
Sandstone, white-light brown-grey, fine-medium groined. subrounded, shale 
lomlnottons, good tntergranulor porosity. 
Dolostone, grey-light brown. sondy In part, glouconltlc. 
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PERMIT NUMBER 4092 (CORE NUMBER 2713) 
Limestone, dork brown·Qrey, very fine crystolllne, numerous wlspy,dork 
Qrey-block shale lenses seporotlnQ nodular llmestone, no vlslble porosity. 
Small trace of anhydrite, less than I percent. Trace of pyrite. 
WeRs Creek Formation. 
Limestone. as above. fosslllferous, ostrocod fragments. 
Limestone, dork grey-dark brown, very fine crystalline, very nodular, nodules 
separated by dork grey-block orgllloceous lenses. Fosslllferous.ostrocods, 
brochlopods, bryozoon fragments. No vlslble porosity. 
Limestone, as above. Fosslllferous, ostrocods and bryozoon fragments. 
Shale, dork grey-block, calcareous. 
Shale. dork grey-block. calcareous. 
Limestone, grey-dork brown, very fine crystolllne, numerous wispy orgllloceous 
laminae, no vlslble porosity. 
Limestone. dork grey, very fine crystolllne, massive bedding, no vlslble 
porosity. Trace of pyrite. 
























/ / / 
PERMIT NUMBER 4092 (CORE NUMBER 2713) 
6645 
I I I I I 
I I I I I Limestone, dark grey-dark brown. fine crystalllne, dolomltlc. 
I I I I I
-�--r-
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
/ / / / / / 
Dolostone. grey-dork brown. fine crystolllne, mottled, locally / / / / / / 
/ / / / / / orgllloceous, no vlslble porosity, trace of pyrite.
6850 / / / / / / 
/ / / /, 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
, , 
-
-� Shale, dork green-grey, 6 Inch bed.6655 
, , , , , , 
/ / / / / Dolostone, grey-medium brown. fine crystolllne, mottled, orgllloceous, no/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / vlslble porosity. 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / Shale, dork grey-green, 2 Inches thick. 
, , , , , , 
6860 / / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / Dolostone, grey-medium brown, fine crystolllne, mottled, locally 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / arglllaceous. 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ , , / , 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
, / / / / / 
/ / / / / 
6665 / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
-- , , / , , / Shale, dork grey. 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
Dolostone. grey-brown, fine crystolllne, mottled, locally orgllloceous. 
/ / ""/ / / / 
•/ .,, /• ✓- / ••/ 
/.. / .. ✓ .f ,:. /..
Dolostone, as above, and slltstone,glauconltlc. 
/ / / / / / 
, / , , 
6870 -���.,!..,_ 
/ / / /- .r y 
Angular rip-up clasts of dolostone up to 3 Inches In diameter above unconformity. 
Knox l.nOO!lformlty. Thin veneer of green shale on unconformity • 
, , , , Numerous fine-medium Quartz groins flootlng In dolomlte matrix. Trace of 
/ / / / pyrite. Beekma,town.
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / , 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
Dolostone, grey-medium brown, medium crystolllne, sllghtly mottled, fair 
pinpoint vuggy porosity. Open vug at 6673 feet fined with 1/4 Inch white dolomlte 
, , , , rhombs, green-grey orgllloceous shale partings locally. 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / 
6675 / / / / / / 
/ / / / / / Dolostone. grey-medium brown. fine crystolllne, sllghtly mottled, locally 
/ / / 
/ / / / / / 
orglUaceous shale partings. Locally small vugs. many fllled with white 
/ / / / / / dolomlte. Vertlcol fracture at 6677 feet fined with pyrite. 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / , , / 
/ / / / / /6680 Dolostone, as above./ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / /
- / / / /� r
/ , , "!.. ) Brecciated zone at 6664 feet, 6 Inches thick, composed of dolostone closts and 
/ / / / / / 
green shale, Trace of fine-medium Quartz groins./ / / / / /-6865 , , , / , , Dolostone, grey-medium brown, fine crystlolllne, sllghtly mottled, locally 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / stylolltlc, locally trace of vuggy porosity. 
/ / / / / / 
/ // , , , 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / , , / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
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PERMIT NUMBER ◄092 (CORE NUMBER 2713) 
lrll'"r\, -_,,.....,,_ Brecciated zone at 6891feet, 6 Inches thick, composed of dolostone closts and 
/ / / / / / green shale. 
/ / / / / , 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / , 
/ / / / / / 
/ , , , , 
/ / / ,, ,I ,, 
/ / / / / / Dolostone, grey-medium brown, medium crystolllne, good lntergranulor
-
/ ,I / ,, / / porosity, locally mottled, locally stylolltlc.
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / , 
/ / / / ,I / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / ,I ,I / / 
,I ,I ,I ,I ,I / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / ,I 
/ / ,I / / / 
,I / / ,I ,I ,I 
// / / 
, ✓ ✓ / / / 
,I ,I / ,, / / Dolostone, as above, 
/ ,I / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ ,/ / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / ,I ,I / / 
/ / / ,/ / ,I 
✓ ✓ / / / / Dolostone, grey-medium brown. medium crystolllne, very thin orgllloceous 
/ / / / / ,I laminations. glauconltlc. 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / ,/ / / Fractured zone at 6905.5 feet, Numerous fractures with dolostone 
✓ ✓ ✓/ / / 
,I / / clasts up to 2 Inches across, vertical healed fractures filled with light brown/ / / 
/ / / ,I / / dolomite rhombs, some fractures contain pyrite. 6 Inch zone below fractured 
/ / / ,/ / / Interval with well-developed vugulor porosity. Vugs are up to I Inch across and 
/ / / / / / often filled with white dolomite rhombs. 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / 
/ / / 
/ 
/ 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 

















Dolostone, grey-brown, medium crystalline, locally mottled, locally orglllaceous 
shale partings. 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ ,/ ✓ ✓ ✓ / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / ,/ / / 
Fractured zone with dolostone closts up to llnch across at 6913 feet. Lorge vug, 
2 Inches across llned with 1/4 Inch dolomite rhombs,/ ,/ ✓ 
/ / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / ,/ / / Dolostone. grey-brown, medium crystalline , mottled. 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / ,/ / / 
Dolostone. and lnterbedded light green shale. 





Dolostone, grey-medium brown, medium crystalline, mottled. / / / / / / 
/ / / ,/ / / 
-
/ ,/ / ✓ , ,
/ / / / / / 
/ ,I ,I ,I ,I / Oolostone, as above. locally green, orgllloceous shale partings. 
/ / / ,/ / / 
,✓ ✓ ✓ ✓/ 
/ / / / , / 
, / ,I ,I ,I , lnterbedded sandstone and sandy dolostone. Sandstone, white, very fine­
/ / "/ ;, / / 
u/ o/ p /O/O/ fine groin. moderately sorted, subrounded. good lntercrystalllne 
/o / ,.,,1 " /o , 
-/ ,/ /- /_/ _,I porosity. locally glauconltlc, low-angle cross bedding,
- / / / / / / 
,.. ,I / .,, y , 
0/ 9 /0 / U/ ., 
/ ,I / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / ,I ,I 
















/ / / / / 
/ / / 
/ / / / 
/ /. /__ / -- / 
/U / _/W 
L / /_JL .
/ / / / / 
PERMIT NUMBER 5962 (CORE NUMBER 3006) 
Oolostone, dork grey-medium brown, mlcrocrystalllne. mottled. dense. 
/ / / / / / 
/ , , , / / argtllaceous, vugs up to \/2 Inch fllled with white dolomlte, trace of pyrite. 
/ / / / / / Wells Creek Formation. 
/ / / 
/ // /
/ / / 
-
/ / / / / / 
/ 
/ / / / / / 
6740 / / / / / / 
, / / , , , 
/ / / / / / 
Dolostone, medium grey-light brown, very finely crystalllne, highly 
thin parallel bedding at 6741 feet, no vis Ible porosity. 
mottled. 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / , 
/ / / / / / 
/ Dolostone, as above, numerous dark grey-black argtllaceous shale partings, no/ / / // 
vlslble porosity.// 
6745 / / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
-
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / // 
/ / /




, Thin lens of dark grey shale. 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ , , , , / 
Dolostone, dark c;irey, very fine crystalllne, mottled, no vlslble porosity. 















.< /•• / .. , J 
SIitstone, dark 9rey-dork green, dolomltlc. no vlslble porosity. 
Dolostone, c;irey-lic;iht brown, very fine crystalllne, thin arc;illlaceous 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / /
,/•• / ••/ , ,.. / 
/ / / / / / 
, / / , , , 
/ / / / / / shale partings. 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
.. ,, .,, �• /•• / •V 
/ 
Slltstone, dark grey-9reen, dolomltlc. 6755 / / / / / 
/ , , , , , Dolostone. 9rey-brown. very fine crystalllne, mottled, no vlslble porosity. 
/ / / / / / 
/ ./ / / / _/ 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
"'l T r• / ••,r "T 
.,.. ,,,_,,, -✓ .. /, 
/ / / / / / 
-
/ / / / / / SIitstone, dark c;irey, dolomltlc, no vlslble porosity. 
/ / I 7 / / 
r /H / H/..,, •y 
,,_ / ..,, ,,. ,,_ /6760 / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ 
"'l ,, /h /••/ .,,
;.. ✓-✓ -✓ "· / 
_/ .//./ _./ / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 







/ / Dolostone, c;irey-brown, very fine crystalline, sandy In part. Quartz, 
white, fine-coarse grained, subrounded, 9lauconltlc./ /
"· /.., / 
'-'/
/ / / 
,,
/ 
6765 -✓ .< /, 
./ 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / Dolostone. c;irey-brown, fine crystalllne, sllty, no vlslble porosity.
-, , ,-
-
,- / ··" .,/•• /4. ✓-
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ 
Dolostone, grey-brown, very fine crystalline, sllty In part, mottled, / / / / / 
/ / / / / / no vlslble porosity, trace of c;ilouconlte. 
/ / / / / / 
/ 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / Dolostone, dork c;irey-brown, very fine crystalline, sllty, numerous 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / arc;illloceous shale partings, locally quartz grains, fine-very fine groined. 
/ / , , / / 
/ / / / / / 
Dolostone, as above, quartz content lncreoslnc;i with depth. 
/o 0 ,.,, .,, Sandy dolostone. Quartz, white, very fine-coarse c;iralned, poorly sorted. 
- ,
.
Numerous dolostone rip-up closts up to ½ Inch diameter._, , 
V' � Knox unconformity. Fracture filled with c;ilouconltlc sandstone.
/ 
"l 
/ / / Dolostone, medium brown, medium crystolllne, open vuc;is up to I Inch llned 
/ , / / / ,
/ / / / / / with white dolomite. Trace of anhydrite fining vugs at 6775 feet. 
6775 / / / / / / Dolostone, medium brown. medium crystolllne, abundant small vugs, fair 
/ , , , / / 
/ / / / / / pinpoint vugc;iy porosity, slightly mottled, locally stylolltlc. 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / Beekmantown. 
/ / , / , , 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / / / / Thin c;ireen shale portlnc;i.
, , , 
/ / / / , , Subvertlcol stylollte ftlled with c;ireen shale. 
/ / / / / /6780 
195 
PERMIT NUMBER 5962 (CORE NUMBER 3006) 
Dolostone. medium brown. medium crystolllne. poor pinpoint vuggy 
porosity. Smell vugs less then 'I◄ Inch diameter filled with white dolomlte. 
Dolostone, textural change from above, light-medium brown. medium crystolllne. 
enhanced lntergranulor porosity, mottled, locally stylolltlc. 
Dolostone. as above. 3 Inch fractured vuo at 6785.9 feet fllled with white 
dolomite mottled, locally stylolltlc. 
Dolostone. medium brown. medium crystolllne, locally stylolltlc. no vlslble 
porosity. 
Thin green shale porting. 
Dolostone. 11,;iht-medlum brown. fine crystalline, hl,;ihly mottled, locally 
stylolltlc, no visible porosity, trace of glauconlte at 6793 feet. 
196 
Appendix VI: 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































mt IDEl'lIFICl'lIOI COSHOCTOI coum Crawford Township cont'd 
6309 SEC 6 JERRY IIOORB VSLLIIIGTOI LARRY U 1 
[eene Township 
3493 SEC 1 IIGO DEV DREHER 1 
ASH'llBULA coum 3825 SEC 1 HGO DEV mms 1-A 
PERKI'l SUBDIV ovm LEASE COSHOCTOII COUIITY [eene Township cont'd 
lew Lyae Township sm SEC 10 BGO DEV llELLIIIG 1 
1847 L-8 moon EN RHOA 3 6296 L-9 2Q JERRY IIOORE E!IDSLEY LARRY A U  1 
3907 L-14 EQUITY O & G um R-1 Lafayette Township 
mo L-26 FREKON'l Ell mms 1 2888 20 ROSCOE O&G NOBLE HAROLD U 1 
Ro1e 3261 L-11 3Q RED!llH OIL ROEKER 1 
3842 L-49 HlLL IVAII BODGAII U 5 3347 2Q mm OIL NOBLE 1 
3859 L-48 HALL rm BOGDAII U 6 3668 L-9 30 mm OIL DILLOI 3 
COLUMBIAHA COUll'lY 3967 L-3 3Q mm OIL DILLON 4 
lnox Township 6081 L-4 3Q moon EB RABER C L 1 
1521 SEC 28 BILL BLAIR BLICKE!ISDERFER 5 6092 L-8 3Q moon Ell GRACE U 1 
COSHOCTOI coum 6271 L-9 4Q RED HILL DEV BLUCK-HICKORY FLATS 2 
Adaas Township 6278 L-1 4Q IIGO DEV EVANS RICHARD 1 
3343 3Q IIGO DEV ROEMER 2 Mill Creek Township 
3478 L-1 2Q RGO DEV llILSOH iM E 1-A 6313 SEC 2 COL m RES mummm 
3486 L-15 2Q RGO DEV mm1 6352 SEC 21 JERRY IIOORE GILMORE U 1 
SEC 1 RGO DEV iILSOli 1-B Oxford Township 
3529 L-12 2Q KGO DEV ROEKER KARG. 1-A 6014 10 RED HILL DEV VEll'lZ JElK 1 
3573 L-10 2Q RED!llHOIL SKELTON 1 6029 RED HILL DEV nm E 3 
3622 L-14 2Q KGO DEV PEPPER 2 6113 20 RED HILL DEV HOFFIIAII K U  3 
3892 L-6 2Q RGO DEV GARBER 2 6116 RED HILL DEV HACKEBBRACH'l R 4 
3893 SEC 2 IIGO DEV KIZER S'llHLEY 1 6122 1Q RED HILL DEV DORSEY R 1 
3895 L-1 2Q HGO DEV llILSOif 1C 6273 RED HILL DEV DIEGIDIO !!ARY 1 
4092 SEC 2 IIGO DEV omm moo 1 Tuscarawas Township 
4093 L-5 2Q IIGO DEV WEAVER/PATTERSON 1 2617 L-11 4Q ??? moll CORA 1 
4094 SEC 9 IIGO DEV em 1 2686 L-8 3Q RED!llH OIL PRETTY PRODUCTS 1 
4738 SEC 2 IIGO DEV MIZER STARLEY 3 2733 L-16 1Q RED!llH OIL SEWELL RIVER 1 
5787 SEC 10 IIGO DEV meL mme s ma L-9 1Q KID-OHIO Ell PETERS-mm R 1 
5803 L-13 2Q HGO DEV ROEMER 3-A ms L-16 1Q MID-OHIO ER COUNTY COMM. 1 
5809 SEC 9 IIGO DEV PHILlBlUM M 1 2917 L-1 1Q MAIIITOU EXPL BECK D O  1 
5849 SEC 12 moon EN ROBINSON 1 3658 L-19 4Q CYCLOPS PORTEUS J & L 2 
5852 SEC 20 RED HILL DEV !!ILLER JOHK C 2 3671 L-1 1Q ROSCOE O&G PEi C & OH 







STAHL KE!IIIETH 4 







JOHNSOII H 1 
mms 1 
5908 SEC 20 !IGO DEV HACIEIIBRACH'l lllBEL 1 5298 L-1 10 RED!llH OIL KARL!T'll 
5926 SEC 19 llGO DEV FOGLE 1 5299 L-1 10 REDMAN OIL KARLA'l'l2 
5929 SEC 9 HGO DEV DAVIS 1 5810 L-8 1Q RED!IA!I OIL BECK 2 
5933 SEC 1 HGO DEV AULT RUSSELL 1 5998 L-1 10 ATWOOD Eli PEW CHESTER 7 
5935 SEC 1 NGO DEV AULT 2 6007 L-9 lQ moon Ell POR'lEUS 3 
5940 SEC 19 HGO DEV REISS 1-A Virginia Township 
5980 SEC 6 RED HILL DEV ROBINSON E 1 6140 L-25 4Q OXFORD OIL VICKERS-IIRIGHT U J-1 
5989 SEC 11 RED HILL DEV KILLER JOHN 1 6335 L-16 4Q OXFORD OIL VICKERS CLYDE J-1 
5993 SEC 11 IIGO DEV MOORE II D 1 White Eyes Tornship 
6024 SEC 11 llGO DEV CU!l!IIIIGHAK L 1 2653 SBC 17 !IGO DEV BARTH 1 
6109 SEC 11 RGO DEV HUFF GLENN 5 ma SEC 16 NGO DEV AD!KS1 
6156 SEC 20 NGO DEV BACKENBRACH'l OSCAR 2724 SEC 17 IIGO DEV BARTH FRED 8 
6187 L-1 20 COHSOt RES AK llILSON UNI'l 5 ms SEC 17 IIGO DEV ADlMS II T l 
mo SEC 1 IIGO DEV KIZER STAHLEY 7 ms SEC 17 NGO DEV mmmm1 
Clark Township 2736 SEC 16 IIGO DEV ADlMS i T 3 
6339 SEC 20 JEFFERSON O&G CROSS 1 2768 SEC 24 ??? ROEMER II 1 
Crawford Township ma SEC 16 HGO DEV ADAMS i T 4 
2883 L-15 1Q ENERGY DEV iILSOHl 2837 SEC 24 NGO DEV BARTH FRED 2 
3081 SEC 12 EIIERGY DEV THO!llS 1 2838 SEC 24 IIGO DEV BARTH 3 
6064 SEC 12 LlKB REGION OIL TROYER D J 1 2919 SEC 6 NGO DEV KASOll 1 
6074 SEC 19 LAKE REGIOII OIL RABER L 1 ms SEC 17 HGO DEV Bme mo 6 
































COSHOCTOB COUBTY White Eyes Township cont'd 4913 SEC 25 SENECA E!I SHUTT ROL!BD E 1 
3091 SBC l4 BGO DEV BARTH 5 4919 SBC l3 mull PETR VISE & SHUTT 4 
3138 L-8 4Q IIGO DEV THOllAS i mo SEC 14 JERRY l!OORE RABER ELI A 1 
3169 SEC 14 BGO DEV MOORE S 1 4932 SEC 6 mmm YODER ll & F 1 
3213 S&C 7 HGO DEV SEWELL RIVER 1 HOLMES COUNTY Hardy Township 
3241 S&C 24 NGO DEV PAmR-RO&K&R 1 4916 S&C 14 'l!TUK PEU l!ILL&R-R!BER U 1 
3244 SEC 17 NGO DEV BARTH 7 5002 SEC 17 IIASOB DLG GLICI ALLER 1 
3632 L-17 lQ ENERGY DEV scm 1 5008 SEC 14 !IASOB DLG TROYER !LVIH 1 
3753 SEC 5 ??? HORKAB 3 llechanic Township 
3820 L-16 lQ RED HILL DEV STEIB & CUTSHALL 1 4818 L-21 2Q IIASOll DLG ERB-l!ILLER 9 
4282 SEC 18 HGO DEV IIEtlTOB 3 4845 SEC 8 BI JOE EAGLE B-1 
mo SEC 24 IIGO DEV DOOLITTLE 1 4859 SEC 3 !l!SOll DLG R!BER-l!ILLER U 1 
5536 SEC 25 HOPCO MCALISTER 1 4873 L-7 3Q JEFFERSOII O&G YODER JOIII J 1
5653 SEC 7 RGO DEV SEWELL RIVER 2 4878 SEC 2 sTommmER HERSHBERGER E U. 1 
5955 SEC 6 NGO DEV EBERiIHE RBT 1 4888 SEC 12 !IASOII DLG HERSHBERGER-ERB U 1 
6009 SEC 15 NGO DEV BOALS 1 4889 SEC 3 !!!SOR DLG RABER JOHR A 1 
6032 L-19 lQ WOOD CHAS !!ILLER 1 mo L-6 2Q H & S OP um COUIITY 5 
6135 L-12 lQ 1100D ms MILLER till 3 4912 SEC 13 M!SOII DLG YODER-!III,LER U 1 
6152 L-20 lQ WOOD ms OIIIGER BRUCE 1 SEC 13 IIASOH DLG LOGSDOB HKLEB 2 
6186 S&C 14 CONSOL RES All BOALS U 2 ma L-3 3Q COL HAT RES 22184 HERSHBERGER 
6245 L-1 4Q IIGO DEV GAU!l&il L-20 3Q COL m RES TROYER DJ&!ID 22249 
6261 L-21 lQ WOOD CHAS FRAHMAYMAH 1 SEC 19& !!!SOIi DLG STU'lZKAB F & E 
FAm mo COUIITY 4946 1-26 3Q mu11 PETR &RB U 1 
Hocking Township L-20 2Q !!!SOR DLG !!ILLER B & L U 1 
1085 SBC 7 mm& BLUE TOOILL 1 mo L-25 2Q 'll'lU!I PETR S'lALL!l!II U 1 
Richland Township 4952 S&C 18, EQUITY O & G YODER-SCHLABACH U 1 
1076 SBC 27 HOP&W&LL O & G SHADY MAPLE FARMS 1 mo SBC 20!1 Bl JOB DEV tl!GERS 'lI!l 1-B 
GB!UGA COURTY 4972 L-15 3Q B!K&RVELL RABER-MILLER U 1 
Burton Township 4991 SEC 19tl !!!SOR DLG S'lR!l'lS-!!IY U 1 
1109 L-43 LOM!l PETR H&SS-WHITIIIG U 1 L-16 3Q BUERtlBLL YODER mm 2 
Troy Township 5003 L-6 3Q J&FFERSOII O&G YODER JOHii J U 2
1456 SBC 11 LOMAK PETR DOBRA J U  1 5014 L-11 3Q mmm KBl!I R 2 
1567 SEC 11 LO!l!I PETR ZALE C 1 5024 SEC 10 IIASOII DLG HICKORY LAKE IIIC 1 
HOLIIES COUIITY Walnut Creek Township 
Berlin Township SBC 20 SHERMAN DUTCH CORP 1 
4783 SBC 14 BBLDEII BRICK BURKHOLDER BU 1-1 LICURG COUNTY 
ms L-25 4Q mart TROYER-RABER 2 Liaa Township 
4902 SEC 23 IEHOIL SCHLABACH-TROYER U 1 5314 L-3 lQ CLINTON OIL YEARLING 2 
4931 L-23 4Q !!!SOR DLG YODER ET !L U 1 !IORGAII COUNTY 
4987 SEC 23 KEHOIL SCHLABACH !IAHELIUS 3 Bristol Township 
4996 SEC 23 mull PETR KELLY 1 33U SEC 21 mm OIL PALMER JOHii L 3 
5005 SEC 23 TATUM PETR CHRISTEN 1 MUSKINGUM COUNTY 
Clark Township Cass Township 
1328 SEC 23 BUCKEYE OIL ERB R 1 7679 L-11 lQ CLINTON OIL MCBRIDE U 3-1554 
4615 SEC 24E H & S OP SMITH ET AL 6 lluskingua Township 
4759 SEC 11 JEFFERSON O&G HERSHBERGER RUDY 1 7629 L-15 lQ OXFORD OIL l!ILLBR-GOODRICH U Jl 
mo SEC 25E JEFFERSOII O&G RABER !!OS& 2 7680 SEC 4 C!KEROB BROS JORDOK C R-1 
mo SEC 17 JERRY MOORE YODER NOAH N 2-17 Perry Township 
4793 SEC 12 !TtiOOD Ell YODER 8 7624 JQ CAllEROK BROS JOHIISTOII KU 1-R 
mo SEC 21 JEFFERSON O&G YODER ROY 2 7635 SBC 15!1 HOPEWELL O & G HAYES 3 
4801 SEC 17 TATUM PETR RABER m 2 Washington 'lownship 
4807 SEC 23 JEFFERSON O&G YODER ROMAR 2 7576 3Q m7 C!MEROH BROS CAMERON ET AL 1-R 
4808 SEC 22 mmsox o&G LIMB!CH&R DORIS 1 NOBLE COUH'lY 
4815 SEC 2411 JEFFERSON O&G MILLER NOAH 1 Noble Township 
mo SEC 19 LAKE REGION OIL YODER HOAR& AMANDA 3 1576 SEC 3 ms & co DUFORD ET AL 1 
4821 SEC 23 TATUM PETR WISE & SHUTT 2 
4843 SEC 13 JERRY MOORE RABER ELI A U  6253 
4853 SEC 16 ms REGIOR OIL BARKMAN MENNO 1 
m4 SEC 22 LAKE REGIOH OIL RABER KOS& E 2 
mo SEC 23 'l!TUK PETR WISE & SHUTT 3 
HOLIIES COUH'lY Clark Township cont'd 









3358 SEC 261 HOPEVBLL O&G 
PORTAGE coum
Randolph Township 
3778 L-57 mm & BLllE 
3810 L-50 EXCALIBUR EXPL 
3841 L-S6 mDEII & BLUE 
mu coum 
Sugar Creek Township 
4637 SEC 26 mm & BLUE 
4666 SEC 34 mm & BLUI! 
4672 SEC 26 BELDEII & BLAU 
mo SEC 26 BELDEII & BLUE 
TUSC!RAIIAS COUNTY 
Bucks Township 
ms SEC 24 
4462 SEC 18 
ms SEC 7 
ms SEC 5 
Oxford Township 
m1 sEc 19 
4574 2Q 
ms SEC 21 
4732 L-28 
4778 SEC 19 
llayne Township 
4815 L-23 lQ 
ll!YBE COUNTY 
Paint Township 
ms SEC 23 
mo SEC 11 
RGO DEV 
ATWOOD El 
RED BILL DEV 




RED HILL DEV 
TIPKA AV O&G 
BELDEI BRIC[
KILLER O & G 
!!ILLER O & G 
mm-mm
CONNOR C COMM. 1 
SCHAEFER 1 
SCRUGGS !&S COMM. 1 
VOOD J ET AL COMM. 1 
HARROLD E & II 2 
WEISGARBER R & D 1 
HARROLD 1-1 
REGULA 1 
TROEIIDLY E 3 
REGULA II U 1 
BUB-HERSHBERGER U 2 
!RIISTROIIG L 2 
NEiCOIIERST. LHDFL 1 
BRODE ET AL 2 
vmz GREG 4 
IEiCOIIERSTOVII TRP CLB 1 
HALL RUSSELL 2 
SCHLABACH U 2 
mm SPRIIGS Pllll 1 
Appendix VII: 
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765' Trenton-Wells Creek 
80' Wells Creek 
0' Beekmantown 
110' Rose Run 
20' Copper Ridge Ss. 
-·
6-22-88-S, 
+ S'llthe:tlc Svnth.tic 
Model 2: 
765' Trenton-Wells Creek 
80' Wells Creek 
0' Beekmantown 
110' Rose Run (w/ gas) 

















765' Trenton-Wells Creek 
80' Wells Creek 
0' Beekmantown 
110' Rose Run 
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765' Trenton-Wells Creek 
80' Wells Creek 
O' Beekmantown 
110' Rose Run (w/ gas) �ee 'ou.



















V.loc:lty s...,thct le S'l'ltNt tc: 
2'5 
; : : 
..... ; .... .; ... i, .... 
I I 
Model 5: 
750' Trenton-Wells Creek 
SO' Wells Creek 
80' Beekmantown 
110' Rose Run 






Phase, eI I I' I 











750' Trenton-Wells Creek 
SO' Wells Creek 
80' Beekmantown 
110' Rose Run (w/ gas) 





































750' Trenton-Wells Creek 
SO' Wells Creek 
80' Beekmantown 
110' Rose Run 
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750' Trenton-Wells Creek 
SO' Wells Creek 
80' Beekmantown 
(Five tee! of high porosity w/gas) 
110' Rose Run 
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750' Trenton-Wells Creek 
SO' Wells Creek 
80' Beekmantown 
(Five feet of high porosity wtsas) 
110' Rose Run 

























750' Trenton-Wells Creek 
SO' Wells Creek 
80' Beekmantown 
11 O' Rose Run 
(Upper 60 feet w1gas, lower SO feet w/oi I 
O' Copper Ridge Ss 
214 
 AppendixVIII:
Dolomite Types Found in Thin Sections 
of Cores From Ohio 

Eight dolomite types, described below, are found in the 
Rose Run sandstone interval using light microscope tech­
niques. Types 1, 3, 4, 5, and 7 are probably the result of 
relatively early dolomitization. They are all replacement 
dolomites of either allochems, detrital grains, calcite 
cement, or stromatolites. Type 2 and type 6 dolomites 
are probably the same dolomite (polymodal), simply 
occurring under different diagenetic conditions or re­
placing a different rock texture. Type 2 and 6 dolomite 
types are believed to have occurred very late in the 
diagenesis of the Rose Run sandstone. Type 2 and 6 
occur as pore fillings and linings, and occasionally they 
are found sparsely scattered in clay laminae, replacing the 
clay, or attacking earlier dolomites. Type 8 dolomite, a 
medium to coarse planer-s dolomite, appears to be a 
replacement of earlier carbonates. 
The different textural and morphological characteristics of 
types 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8 might, at least in part, be the result 
of having formed in different lithofacies. Types 1 and 7 
appear to be dolomite replacement of allochems or 
feldspar that were deposited in an intertidal or subtidal 
environment. Type 3 is associated with stromatolitic 
laminae and in interbedded muddy laminae in sandy 
dolomite and sandstone. Type 5 is similar but coarser 
grained. Type 4 occurs in sandstone and is probably a 
replacement of sparry calcite cement. Type 8 dolomite 
apparently replaced earlier pure or nearly pure carbonates. 
Type 1. Medium to coarse crystalline, unimodal, non-
planar to planar-s, clear-rim, vague nonmimic 
replacement of feldspars or allochems. Usually 
associated with pyrite. Single crystals of dolomite 
replace the feldspar or allochem. Rare in sand­
stones. 
Type 2. Very fine to fine crystalline, bimodal(?), planar-s 
and planar-e, relatively clear, and generally does 
not occupy moldic. Void filler found in sand­
stones where grain contacts are long or concavo­
convex. May replace shale laminae. Generally 
sparsely scattered. 
Type 3. Very fine to fine crystalline, non-planar, replace­
ment dolomite. Occurs as dolomite laminae, sandy 
dolomite and in sandstones. Found where grain 
contacts are floating and in stromatolitic laminae. 
May have indistinct dusty inclusions and pyrite 
associated with it. 
Type 4. Medium to very coarse crystalline, non-planar, 
and has mottled appearance upon extinction which 
may be caused by clay inclusions. Attacks detrital 
quartz grains and usually has evidence of dissolu­
tion. Some crystals appear fractured. Occurs in 
sandstones as a replacement of calcite cement(?) 
Type 5. Fine to medium crystalline, non-planar, replace­
ment(?) dolomite. No distinct ghosts, but dusty 
inclusions and quartz grains in sandy dolomites. 
Type 6. Mostly medium crystalline, bimodal(?), planar-s 
and planar-e dolomite with minor inclusions. Void 
filler rarely associated with pyrite. May grade in 
type 2. Found where grain contacts float and 
around outer margins of ooid ghosts lining voids. 
Also may replace shale laminae. 
Type 7. Very fine to medium crystalline, non-planar 
dolomite. Replaces allocheins (ooids and peloids). 
Multiple dolomite grains replace a single 
allochem. Pyrite common. Ghosts are the result 
of dust size inclusions giving the dolomite a dirty 
appearance. 
Type 8. Medium to coarse, planar-s dolomite. Minor 
inclusions. Found in relatively pure dolomites. 

































of Dolomite Types 
Core Depth 
Abundant1 Common2 Rare3County Number 
Coshocton C2852 5986.0 1 4 5 
Coshocton C2852 5988.0 1 4 5 
Coshocton C2852 5989.5 1 oi 4 
Coshocton C2852 5991.0 6 7 4 
Coshocton C2852 5991.5 3 6 9 
Coshocton C2852 5992.0 5 6 1 
Coshocton C2852 2 4 7 
Coshocton C2852 5994.0 0 0 0 
Coshocton C2852 5997.0 3 2 6 
Coshocton C2852 5998.0 3 2 4 
Coshocton C2853 5967.0 5 4 2 
Coshocton C2853 5968.0 1 5 9 
Coshocton C2853 5969.0 5 2 1 
Coshocton C2853 5970.0 3 1 5 
Coshocton C2853 5971.0 1 2 6 
Coshocton C2853 5972.0 2 6 1 
Coshocton C2853 5973.0 2 6 3 
Coshocton C2853 5974.0 2 4 6 
, Coshocton C2853 5975.0 2 3 4 
Coshocton C2853 5976.0 3 2 6 
Coshocton C2853 5977.0 4 0 ·O
Coshocton C2853 5979.0 5 1 6
Coshocton C2853 5981.5 3 2 0
Coshocton C2853 5982.5 1 2 6
Coshocton C2853 5983.0 5 6 1
Coshocton C2853 5983.5 7 3 6
Coshocton C2853 5984.0 3 2 7
Coshocton C2853 5985.0 4 ·O 0
Coshocton C2853 5986.0 3 0 0
Coshocton C2989 6622.0 6 4 2
Coshocton C2989 6624.0 3 4 2
Coshocton C2989 6627.0 4 6 2
Coshocton C2989· 6628.5 5 3 6
Coshocton C2989 6629.9 5 3 995 
Coshocton C2989 6633.0 5 6
Coshocton C2989 6635.0 7 6 1
Coshocton C3260 6715.0 8 6 0
Coshocton C3260 6722.0 8 0 0
Coshocton C3260 6811.5 0 0 0
Coshocton C3260 6819.5 0 0 0
Coshocton C3260 6828.0 0 0 0
Coshocton C3260 6865.0 0 0 0
Coshocton C3260 6905.0 4 5 2




of Dolomite Types 
Core Depth 
County Number (in ft.) Abundant 1 Comrnon2 Rare3 
Jackson C2898 4499.0 4 0 0 
Jackson C2898 4501.0 0 0 0 
Jackson C2898 4502.0 0 0 0 
Jackson C2898 4504.0 4 0 0 
Jackson C2898 4505.0 0 0 0 
Jackson C2898 4506.0 0 0 0 
Jackson C2898 4507.0 4 0 0 
Jackson C2898 4508.0 4 0 0 
Jackson C2898 4509.0 4 0 0 
Jackson C2898 4512.0 3 2 4 
Jackson C2898 4513.0 2 6 4 
Jackson C2898 4514.0 4 0 0 
Jackson C2898 4515.0 0 0 0 
Jackson C2898 4516.0 0 0 0 
Jackson C2898 4517.0 4 0 0 
Jackson C2898 4518.0 0 0 0 
Jackson C2898 4520.0 0 0 0 
Jackson C2898 4521.0 0 0 0 
Jackson C2898 4522.0 0 0 0 
Jackson C2898 4523.0 0 0 0 
Jackson C2898 4525.0 0 0 0 
Jackson C2898 4527.0 4 0 0 
Jackson C2898 4528.0 4 0 0 
Jackson C2898 4529.0 2 6 4 
Jackson C2898 4530.0 4 4 3 
Scioto C2958 4255.5 0 0 0 
Scioto C2958 4256.0 0 0 0 
Scioto C2958 4258.0 0 0 0 
Scioto C2958 4259.0 4 0 0 
Scioto C2958 4260.0 0 0 0 
Tuscarawas C2963 7646.0 4 2 6 
Tuscarawas C2963 7653.0 7 6 99 
Tuscarawas C2963 7653.5 7 6 5 
Tuscarawas C2963 7655.0 5 6 7 
Tuscarawas C2963 7659.0 7 9 6 
Tuscarawas C2963 7664.0 7 1 2 
Tuscarawas C2963 7668.0 5 6 9 
Tuscarawas C2963 7668.5 5 6 9 
Tuscarawas C2963 7670.0 5 3 2 
Tuscarawas C2963 7672.0 3 2 7 
Tuscarawas C2963 7673.0 2 4 99 
Tuscarawas C2963 7675.0 2 6 4 
Tuscarawas C2963 7677.0 7 6 9 
Tuscarawas C2963 7681.0 5 3 6 
Tuscarawas C2963 7683.0 3 5 6 
Tuscarawas C2963 7686.0 7 6 3 
1Abundant: Makes up >50 percent of the total dolomite in the sample. 40: No dolomite in sample. 
2Common:Makes up IO to 50 percent of the total dolomite in the sample. 599: Dolomite type not determined. 




Petrographic Data for the 
Rose Run Sandstone of Ohio 

                 
  





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
 
 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Modal Analyses of Cores 
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Catalogue of Upper Cambrian 


























1. County and State:
Township and Location:





2. County and State:
Township and Location:





3. County and State:
Township and Location:





4. County and State:
Township and Location:





5. County and State:
Township and Location:





6. County and State:
Township and Location:





Coshocton Co., Ohio 
White Eyes Twp., Sec. 17 
Core #2989, Permit #2653 
Stone Resource #1 Barth 
6,590-6,639 ft. 
Wells Creek to "Rose Run" 
Slabbed 
Coshocton Co., Ohio 
Virginia Twp., Lot 21, 
4th Quarter 
Core #2852, Permit #2183 
Gallegher #1 McLeod Heirs 
5,986--5,999 ft. 
Wells Creek to "Rose Run" 
Slabbed 
Coshocton Co., Ohio 
Virginia Twp., Lot 24, 
4th Quarter 
Core #2853, Permit #2268 
Gallegher #1 Vickers 
5,967-5,986 ft. 
Wells Creek to "Rose Run" 
Slabbed 
Coshocton Co., Ohio 
Adams Twp., Section 2 
Core #2713, Permit #4092 




Coshocton Co., Ohio 
Adams Twp., Sec. 12 
Core #3006, Permit #5962 
Stone #1-A Lower 
6,736-6,796 ft. 
Wells Creek to "Rose Run" 
Slabbed 
Columbiana Co., Ohio 
Knox Twp., Sec. 12 
Core #2850, Permit #592 







7. County and State:
Township and Location:





8. County and State:
Township and Location:





9. County and State:
Township and Location:





10. County and State:
Township and Location:





11. County and State:
Township and Location:





12. County and State:
Township and Location:





Guernsey Co., Ohio 
Adams Twp., Sec. 15 
Core# 867, Permit# 782 
Lakeshore # 1 Marshall 
6,875-7,045 ft. 
Wells Creek, Beekmantown, 
and "Rose Run" 
Slabbed 
Holmes Co., Ohio 
Berlin Twp., Lot 12 
Core #2892, Permit #1279 
Amerada #1 Geib 
6,368-6,419 ft. 
Wells Creek to Knox 
Unslabbed 
Jackson Co., Ohio 
Franklin Twp., Sec. 8 
Core #2898, Permit #102 




Morgan Co., Ohio 
Homer Twp., Frac. 32 
Core #2923, Permit #1249 
Columbia Gas #11125 Kittle 
6,249-6,343 and 
6,401-6,521 ft. 
Wells Creek to Beekman-
town, and "Rose Run" 
Slabbed 
Scioto Co., Ohio 
Green Twp 
Core #2598, Permit #212 
Earlougher #1 






Tuscarawas Co., Ohio 
Clay Twp., Lot 14 N 
Core #2963, Permit #955 




























14. County and State:
Township and Location:





Scioto Co., Ohio1 
Green Twp. 
No numbers assigned 
Aristech test/monitor well 
10-:-5,443 ft. 
Logan to Rome 
Erie Co., Pennsylvania 
City of Erie 
Pennit # 20109 
Hammennil Paper Co. #2 Fee 
5,102-5,131, 5,154-5,166, 
and 5,547-5,565 ft. 
Shadow Lake and Gatesburg 
Slabbed and unslabbed 
15. County and State:
Township and Location:





Juniata Co., Pennsylvania 
Fayette Twp. 
Pennit # 20001 





1To be donated to Ohio Division of Geologic Survey. 
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Appendix XIII: 
Survey of' Industry's Use of Seismic Data 
for the Location of Exploration and 














   
 












   
(3)
(3) 7 (13) 8 (7) 
- (0) 55 (5) 
Prepared by the Ohio Division of Geological Survey 
Numbers in the three columns are average numbers from the responses submitted. The number in parentheses refers to the 
number of responses for each question. The results are divided into three columns based on the number of employees per 
company. Column A represents less than or equal to five employees. Column B represents more than five but less than 
25 employees. Column C represents greater than or equal to 25 employees. 
1. Number of companies responding to survey.
2. Approximately how many miles of new data will your
company acquire for 1992?
3. Approximate percentage of exploration budget used
for new data acquisition and processing.
4. Does your company purchase brokerage
data?
A B C 
3 13 7 
10 (3) 61 (12) 
18 (3) 47 (10) 
yes no yes no yes no 
1 2 5 8 6 1 
5. Percentage of exploration budget used to purchase
brokerage data.
5 4 (13) 9 (4) 
6. Does your company reprocess purchased brokerage yes no yes no yes no 
data? 1 2 5 - 5 -
7. Does your company utilize advanced seismic pro­
yes no yes no yes no
cessing (e.g. attribute analyses, VSP, inversion,
1 2 6 7 3 -
color plots, etc.)?
8. Number of years drilling for Rose Run production. 4 
9. Estimated success percentage for drilling and locating
75 (3) 45 (12) 70 (6) a Rose Run geologic anomaly with seismic data.
10. Estimated success percentage of economic objectives
for drilling to find Rose Run production with seismic
data.
11. Estimated success percentage of drilling and locating
a Rose Run geologic anomaly without seismic data.
12. Estimated success percentage of drilling and
producing Rose Run without seismic data.
38 (10) 
25 (1) 24 (12) 26 (4) 
25 (1) 31 (11) 17 (4) 
13. Would your company drill for Rose Run production yes no yes no yes no 




Glossary of Geophysical Terms Used 
in this Study (from Sheriff, 1982) 

Amplitude: the maximum departure of a wave from the 
average value 
Common depth point (CDP): the situation for which the 
same portion of the subsurface is involved in producing 
reflections at different offset distances, on the same 
profile 
Convolution: change in waveshape as a result of passing 
through a linear filter 
Damp: to slow or oppose oscillation 
Deconvolution: process of undoing the effect of another 
filter 
First breaks: the first recorded signal attributable to 
seismic-wave travel from a known source 
Fold: common depth point multiplicity, e.g., where the 
same CDP point is sampled at 30 different offset 
distances, the resultant data is referred to as "30-fold" 
Frequency: repetition rate of a periodic waveform, 
measured in per second, or Hertz (Hz.); the reciprocal 
of period 
Ground roll: the vertical component of dispersive surface 
waves, often responsible for near surface noise 
Migration: plotting of dipping reflectors in true spatial 
position, rather than as a CDP location 
Nonna/ move out: the difference between the value for 
two-way time at a certain offset and the value for 
two-way time at zero-offset 
Notch filter: a filter designed to remove a single narrow 
band of frequencies 
Phase: the displacement of a sine wave with respect to 
a reference, i.e., how far into the period of rotation; 
commonly expressed in angular measure. 
Polarity: the condition of a reflector signal (reflectivity 
convolved with acoustic impedance) being represented 
as a peak or a trough (positive or negative); SEG con­
vention polarity is that a large amplitude is represented 
as a trough, log-normal polarity is that a large ampli­
tude is represented as a peak. 
Reflection coefficient: the ratio of the amplitude of the 
displacement of a reflected wave to that of an incident 
wave. 
Refraction statics: a method of statics corrections based 
on absolute first break arrive time; used to estimate long 
period statics components 
Resolution: separations of two features which are very 
close together 
Signal-to-noise ratio: energy of desired events divided by 
all remaining energy (SIN) 
Spherical divergence: decrease in wave strength 
(energy/amount of area of a wavefront) with distance, 
as a result of geometric spreading 
Spiking deconvolution: the process by which a seismic 
wavelet is compressed into a zero lag spike 
Spread geometry: layout of geophone groups from which 
data from a single shot are recorded simultaneously 
Stacking: composite record made by mixing traces from 
different records. CDP stack: combines data which have 
a common midpoint between source and receiver 
locations, after correcting for normal moveout 
Statics: corrections applied to seismic data to eliminate 
the effects of variation in elevation 
Wavelet: a seismic pulse usually containing 11/2 to 
2 cycles 
White noise: containing all frequencies in equal pro­
portion 
Whitening: adjustment of the amplitudes of all fre­
quencies in a certain bandpass range to the same level. 
Zero-phase: a filter which results in a phase shift of zero 
for all frequencies 
257 

